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I. 
 

OVERVIEW OF ISSUE-RESPONSIVE PROGRAMMING  
 

Program Day  Time 
 
Local News  
 
Hawaii News Now: Sunrise at 4:30  Monday to Friday  4:30-4:30AM KFVE 
  
Hawaii News Now: Sunrise at 5:00 Monday to Friday    5:00-6:00 AM  KHNL/KFVE 
 
Hawaii News Now: Sunrise at 6:00 Monday to Friday  6:00-7:00 AM  KHNL/KFVE 
 
Hawaii News Now: Sunrise at 7:00 Monday to Sunday  7:00-8:00 AM  KFVE 
 
Hawaii News Now: Sunrise at 8:00 Monday to Sunday  8:00-9:00 AM  KFVE 
 
This is Now     Monday to Friday  12:00-12:30PM  KHNL/KFVE 
 
Hawaii News Now at 4:00 Monday to Friday  4:00-4:30 PM  KHNL/KFVE 
 
Hawaii News Now at 4:30 Monday to Friday  4:30-5:00 PM  KHNL/KFVE 
 
Hawaii News Now at 5:00 Monday to Sunday  5:00-5:30 PM  KHNL 
 
Hawaii News Now at 5:30 Monday to Friday  5:30-6:00 PM  KHNL 
 
Hawaii News Now at 6:30   Monday to Friday  6:30-7:00PM KFVE 
 
Hawaii News Now at 9:00   Monday to Sunday  9:00-9:35PM  KFVE 
 
Hawaii News Now at 10:00 Monday to Sunday  10:00-10:35 PM  KHNL/KFVE 
 
Hawaii News Now at 10:00 (repeat)  Monday to Sunday       11:00-11:30PM  KFVE 
 
Hawaii News Now at 10:00 (repeat)  Monday to Saturday       1:00-1:30AM  KHNL 
 
 All of the above programs are locally produced news programs presenting a mix of news, weather, 
sports and issue-responsive feature stories and segments.  Regularly recurring segments include: 

(1) What the Tech: During the Monday to Friday 5:00 PM newscast, features helpful products and 
services that make use of the latest in technology.  Typical duration is 1:50. 

(2) Smart Money Monday:  During the Monday 5:30 PM newscast, features financial advice from 
experts in the field. 

(3) Cheap Eats: A segment in the 6:30pm and 9:00pm news on Wednesday, Guy Hagi profiles Hawaii's 
restaurants that won’t break the bank. Typical duration is 3:00 to 4:00. 
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Public Service Announcements  
KHNL and KFVE airs public service announcements (PSAs) on topics of interest to the communities it serves. 
These PSAs air througout the broadast day on KHNL and KFVE. During the 3rd Quarter of 2023, KHNL aired 
a total of 1,348 public service announcements. KFVE aired a total of 2,430 public service announcements. 
 
PSAs from the campaigns are listed herein and attached were scheduled and aired on KHNL and KFVE during 
the 3rd quarter. These PSAs were selected to target the ascertained community issues. For the complete 
broadcast schedule of these PSAs, please refer to supplemental document, Document A (KHNL) and B 
(KFVE). 
              
The Today Show  M-F  KHNL 7:00AM-11:00AM 
  Sat   5:00AM-7:00AM 
  Sun   5:00AM-6:00AM 
Morning news and talk show 
 
NBC News Daily M-F  KHNL 11:00AM-12:00PM  
In addition to the news of day, the newscast will feature stories on topics including finances, health, consumer, 
climate, parenting and more.  
 
NBC Nightly News M-F  KHNL 6:00PM-6:30PM   
   Sat-Sun   5:30PM-6:00PM   
A daily report on consumer issues, scams and related issues    
       
Meet the Press  Sun  KHNL 6:00AM-7:00AM   
News/interview program specializing in interviewing national leaders on issues of politics, economics, foreign 
policy and public affairs. 

  
Hawaii Now  Sat  K5 7:00AM-8:00AM/KHNL 6:00PM-7:00PM  
HI Now (pronounced “Hawaii Now”) celebrates the best in Hawaii. We are the ultimate source for showcasing 
the very finest trends in food, home, travel, health, beauty, style and much more. HI Now shows viewers 
what’s happening in the community, striving to help our audience find balance in life, work, school and family. 
Rich content is combined with informative and inspiring stories to engage our audience, making our partners 
the heroes and solution makers to the everyday needs of our community. Each story brings together notable 
guests or experts with trusted knowledge and fresh ideas, highlighting all aspects of everyday life including 
business, entertainment, wellness, culture, and community. 
 
Talk Story                            Sun                            K5/KHNL 7:00PM-8:00PM 
A new entertainment variety show weaving the stories of Hawaiʻi’s most brilliant personalities in music, hula, 
comedy, fashion and culture. A fresh look into local living, celebrating all things Hawaiʻi. 
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NBC Specials 
 
2023 Macy’s 4th of July Spectacular  July 4, 7:00PM-9:00PM, July 4, 9:00PM-10:00PM 
Millions of spectators come together every year to witness the spectacular performance along the East River to 
deliver a high-flying, jaw-dropping fireworks display that will fill the night sky with color, light shapes, and 
thunderous sound.  The event will be hosted by Hot Wheels: Ultimate Challenge’s Rutledge Wood and Access 
Hollywood and American Ninja Warrior’s Zuri Hall will co-host.  The broadcast will feature Ashanti, Bebe 
Rexha, Ja Rule, Jelly Roll, Lainey Wilson, and LLCOOL J.with performances from DJ Z-Trip & The Roots.  
Special segments starring Lopez vs Lopez stars George and Mayan Lopez, Quantum Leap’s Raymond Lee, 
Caleb McLaughlin, athletes Jordan Chiles, Konor McClain, and Shilese Jones, and non-profit Dance to Unite. 
 
Stand up to Cancer  August 19, 7:00PM-9:00PM 
Over the course of one hour, the show celebrates 15 years of cutting-edge cancer research and highlight special 
moments with stars from film, television, sports and journalism who have supported the SU2C movement.  The 
show will also feature renowned SU2C-funded cancer scientists, who will discuss the progress being made in 
the fight against cancer and the critical need to continue to fund life-saving research.  Also touching stories 
from cancer survivors who have received breakthrough treatments support by SU2C. 
 
Carol Burnett: 90 Years of Laughter + Love August 23, 8:00PM-10:00PM 
Paying tribute to a beloved national icon for her birthday, NBC will celebrate Carol Burnett's illustrious career. 
The star-studded event will feature an A-list lineup of musical performances and special guests who will come 
together to share their love for one of the most cherished comediennes in television history. The evening will 
include musical performances from Bernadette Peters, Billy Porter, Jane Lynch, Katy Perry, Kristin Chenoweth 
and more. The musical tributes will pay homage to Carol's renowned career performances, including "Old 
Friends," dedicated to Carol's 60-year friendship with Julie Andrews; "Only an Octave Apart," which Carol 
sang alongside Beverly Sills in the 1976 television special "Sills and Burnett at the Met"; Carol's memorable 
songs from the hit film "Annie"; and a tribute to her classic theme song, "I'm So Glad We Had This Time 
Together," from "The Carol Burnett Show." Many publications have listed "The Carol Burnett Show" as one of 
the greatest TV series of all time. 
 
People’s Choice Country Awards      September 28, 7:00PM-9:00PM 
The inaugural ceremony was held at the Grand Ole Opry in Nashville, Tennessee.  It was hosted by country 
music group Little Big Town.  The premier was a spin-off of the long-running People’s Choice Awards, 
honoring country music’s most popular artists, with the winners chosen entirely by the fans, though several 
honorary awards would also be awarded.   

 Toby Keith: Inaugural Country Icon award presented by fellow Oklahoman, Blake Shelton 
 Wynonna Judd:  Inaugural Country Champion award, the award celebrated her decades-long career 

and efforts around philanthropy and activism. 
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KHNL/KFVE Local Specials 
 
Talk Story:  Beyond the Stage KFVE July 1, 6:00-6:30PM  
Music industry leaders discuss the music scene in Hawaii; Dive into topics such as mentoring rising artists, the 
upcoming Na Hoku Awards and the importance of representation in the global music world; Hosted by 
McKenna Maduli. 
 
46th Annual Na Hoku Hanohano Awards (Live)  KFVE July 1, 7:00-10:00PM  
The Hawai‘i Academy of Recording Arts also directs programs to promote quality and growth in the recording 
and music industries in Hawai‘i. In conjunction with Tropical Music, Inc., Hawai‘i state universities and 
colleges, the Hawai‘i Academy of Recording Arts awards scholarships annually.  A separate ceremony for the 
prestigious Lifetime Achievement Awards honors Hawai‘i recording industry pioneers and veterans, who are 
also acknowledged during the Nā Hōkū Hanohano Awards live broadcast. A voluntary, nine member-elected 
Board governs the Hawai‘i Academy of Recording Arts, a non-profit organization formed in 1982 to promote 
Hawai‘i’s recording industry and the music of Hawai‘i. 
 
Maui Wildfire Disaster:  Stories of Survival KFVE August 18, 5:00PM-5:30PM; 7:00PM-7:30PM; 
August 20, 5:30PM-6:00PM 
The Maui Wildfires have brought unimaginable devastation, heartbreak and loss. Hawaii News Now has 
gathered stories from the survivors, the relief workers and the community that’s struggling in the 
aftermath.  Maui Wildfire Disaster: Stories of Survival showcases the perseverance of the residents of West 
Maui, and highlights what everyone can do to help them recover. 
 
Toyota Hawai’i Stories:  HOLOHOLO (Ho’ola Hawaii)  KFVE August 18, 7:30PM-8:00PM 
Toyota Hawai‘i Stories: HOLOHOLO is an award-winning short documentary series that spotlights the untold 
stories of local leaders as they discover the root of their passion and how they work to uplift Hawai‘i’s 
communities. Chapters 7 through 10 explores the personal perspectives of Hawai‘i from Toyota Hawai‘i 
Ambassador Kuha‘o Zane, beekeeper Kailin Kim, musician Nick Kurosawa, and lifeguard Ka‘iulani Bowers. 
 
Maui Ola:  A Benefit Concert for Maui KFVE August 20, 6:00PM-9:00PM 
Brings together Hawaiʻi's musicians, production professionals, media community, and dozens of others who 
are donating 100% of their efforts to aloha Maui, using music as a vehicle to help the healing process, rallying 
much needed aid from across Hawai‘i and around the world. 
 
Duke Kahanamoku:  Hawaii’s Soul KFVE August 24, 8:00PM-9:00PM; KHNL September 29, 
7:30PM-8:00PM 
The story of how the Olympic medalist and surfing pioneer became the most well-known waterman in Hawaii's 
history. 
 
Maui Ola presents The Green KFVE September 3, 8:00PM-9:00PM 
The second Maui Ola concert will feature local favorite band, The Green, who will perform live on Sept. 3, 
2023, at the Tom Moffatt Waikīkī Shell. The band will offer free live streaming of their performance 
on mele.com from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. As a collective effort, this Maui Ola concert also invites other media outlets 
to support this live broadcast fundraiser. 
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Toyota Hawai’i Stories:  HOLOHOLO KFVE September 8, 15, 22 7:00PM-7:30PM 
Toyota Hawai‘i Stories: HOLOHOLO is an award-winning short documentary series that spotlights the untold 
stories of local leaders as they discover the root of their passion and how they work to uplift Hawai‘i’s 
communities. Chapters 1 through 6 follows Toyota Hawai‘i Ambassador, Chef Mark Noguchi as he travels the 
islands and demonstrates how food can bring people together. 
 
Toyota Hawai’i Stories:  HOLOHOLO (Ho’ola Hawaii)   KFVE September 8, 22 7:30PM-8:00PM; 
September 15, 7:35PM-8:00PM 
Toyota Hawai‘i Stories: HOLOHOLO is an award-winning short documentary series that spotlights the untold 
stories of local leaders as they discover the root of their passion and how they work to uplift Hawai‘i’s 
communities. Chapters 7 through 10 explores the personal perspectives of Hawai‘i from Toyota Hawai‘i 
Ambassador Kuha‘o Zane, beekeeper Kailin Kim, musician Nick Kurosawa, and lifeguard Ka‘iulani Bowers. 
Criss-cross around the islands to discover the source of their passion and how, in the process, it has made their 
community a better place. 
 
Goodwill Goes GLAM!! Home Edition KFVE, KHNL September 10, 7:00PM-8:00PM 
Join us for an evening of fashion and fun for a good cause on Goodwill Goes GLAM!  Home Edition.  Fashion 
Show featuring Lotus & Lime.  Performances by Izik and Lina Robins.  Hosted by McKenna Maduli. 
 
Raiatea Helm with the Hawai’I Symphony Orchestra KHNL September 23, 7:00pm-8:00pm; September 
24, 6:00PM-7:00PM; KFVE September 24, 8:00PM-9:00PM 
Raiatea Mokihana Helm thrilled the Hawaiian music community when she was merely 18-years old, with the 
release of her debut album Far Away Heaven in 2002.  Raiatea’s melodic voice made her a natural performer of 
leoki’eki’e (Hawaiian falsetto), and earned her the reputation of bing the successor to Hawaiian music legends 
such as Lena Machado, Lein’a’ala Haili and Aunty Genoa Keawe.  She is now recognized as one of Hawai’i’s 
premier femail vocalists and a keeper of the Hawaiian falsetto tradition of the early to mid-20th century.  She 
has captivated the attention of audiences throughout the Hawaiian Islands and around the world, interpreting 
traditional Hawaiian songs with classical elegance. 
 
Duke Kahanamoku:  Ambassador of Aloha KHNL September 24, 9:00PM-9:30PM 
Explores his life, career and struggles with prejudice. As a dark-skinned Pacific Islander, Kahanamoku broke 
through racial barriers with athletic accomplishments before Joe Louis, Jesse Owens and Jackie Robinson; yet 
relatively few outside of Hawaii know the details of his inspiring story and considerable impact. Narrated by 
Jason Momoa (Aquaman, Game of Thrones, Dune), this new documentary reveals Kahanamoku’s influence on 
surfing’s global spread, his life-saving achievements and the obstacles he conquered both within and outside the 
sporting world. 
 
Toyota Hawai’i Stories:  HOLOHOLO (Ho’ola Hawaii)  KFVE September 29, 7:00PM-7:30PM 
Toyota Hawai‘i Stories: HOLOHOLO is an award-winning short documentary series that spotlights the untold 
stories of local leaders as they discover the root of their passion and how they work to uplift Hawai‘i’s 
communities. Chapters 11 through 14 features Kamalani Dung; Hawai‘i’s first professional softball pitcher, 
Alana Kysar; cookbook author and recipe developer, Kamala & Kaila Lizama; owners and operators of The 
‘IWA Athletic Company, and Gwen Nakamura; University of Hawai‘i Assistant Band Director. Discover the 
vibrance of Hawai‘i's culture as it comes alive through sports, food, fashion, and music. 
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ISSUES AND PROGRAMMING REPORT 
CATEGORY DEFINITIONS 

 
A. COMMUNITY ISSUES-including local and state laws and regulations, elections, local events, and manners 

concerning local businesses. 
 

B. ECONOMIC ISSUES-including local issues, labor matters, job opportunities, and the state of the economy. 
 
C. EDUCATION ISSUES-including education standards, school safety, budget matters, outside of the 

classroom learning, etc. 
 
D. ENVIRONMENTAL AND WEATHER ISSUES-including conservation, global warming, littering, 

environmental issues particular to Hawaii, environmental education, and political issues, as well as 
tsunamis, typhoons, volcanoes, earthquakes, and other severe weather. 

 
E. HEALTH ISSUES-including health care, public health awareness and public health safety. 
 
F. NEIGHBOR ISLAND ISSUES-including matters of particular concern to residents of and visitors to the 

Hawaiian Islands other than Oahu, including events, park status, tourism, politics and local culture. 
 
G. PUBLIC SAFETY ISSUES-including health education and awareness, homeland security, crime prevention, 

police conduct, and fire safety. 
 
H. PUBLIC SERVICE-including services provided by non-profit organizations, services which benefit the public, 

and civil service. 
 
I. WEATHER & TRANSPORTATION ISSUES-including traffic, air travel news, travel construction, and relevant 

political issues. 
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II.  

 
PROGRAMMING PROVIDING MOST SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT 

OF COMMUNITY ISSUES 
 

A. COMMUNITY ISSUES, including local and state laws and regulations, elections, local events, 
and matters concerning local businesses. 

Date Program Segment Summary Duration 
7/1/2023 New TMP 5pm 

KHNL pkg 
5pm live Ohana 
Concert Iam tongi 

Ohana Concert Iam Tongi.  Thousands are 
on Oahu's north shore for Kahuku native 
Iam Tongi's first concert in Hawaii since 
winning American Idol.  Eddit Down is with 
the masses where Tongi is set to take the 
stage in just a few hours.  This was the line 
that was formed at 3pm just before gates 
opened.  Many told us they've been 
following Iam's journey from the start.  
Some traveling more than 2 hours to get 
here.  We also noticed Security is pretty 
tight here.  We are told there are 45 
sercurity personnel here funneling people 
in through one entrance.  Everyone coming 
is also being wanded like they do at the 
airport. 

0:0:2:00 

7/1/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL liveshot 

5pm live Na Hoku 
Hanohano Awards 

Na Hoku Hanohano Awards.  Also tonight 
we are joined by Billy V and McKenna 
Maduli at the Historis Hawaii Theatre for 
46th Na Hoku Hanohano Awards which is 
set to start in just a few hours. 

0:02:00 

7/1/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm vo Clarissa 
Chun Hall of Fame 

Clarissa Chun hall of fame.  you can add 
another accolade to Clariss Chun's already 
long list of accomplishments as she was 
inducted tonight in Seattle becoming the 
third Hawaii athlete to make it into the 
hall. Back in 1998 Chun became the first 
wrestler to win an official state girls 
wrestling title as a Roosevelt roughrider.  
Her wrestling career continued as a world 
champion and olympic medalist for Team 
USA.  She's also been an assistant coach for 
the USA Wrestling team at the University 
of Iowa.  And all the while never forgetting 
her island roots. 

0:00:20 
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7/1/2023 New TMP 10p 
KHNl 

5pm vo-sot 
Farrington Football 
and books to 
Micronesia. 

Farrington Football and books to 
Micronesia.  The Govs were in Kakaako 
this morning helping to load up 40-
thousand books to be shipped off to 
Micronesia.  This is partnership with Reach 
Out Pacific and the Friends of the Hawaii 
Libraries.  The books came from the Non-
profit's annual book sale and are set to 
head to Yap and Chuuk in the Micronesian 
Islands.  Two areas that will greatly benefit 
from the added resources to their 
educational programs.  Farrington has 
been helping with this initiative for years 
and say that this is just a small part they 
play in serving the community here in the 
islands and across the pacific. 

0:00:30 

7/2/2023 New TMP 10p 
KHNL 

10p Dane Kealoha 
Celebration of Life 

Dane Kealoha Celebration of Life.  Friends 
and loved ones gathered today to 
celebrate the life of surf legend Dane 
Kealoha.  The former Duke Invitational 
winner died in May at the age of 64 after 
battling colon cancer.  The family held a 
paddle out this moring at Ehukai Beach 
Park.  Today would've been his 65th 
birthday. 

0:00:20 

7/2/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

Hawaii Native Trent 
Seaborn 

Hawaii Native Trent Seaborn A 
quarterback with ties to the islands is 
getting national attention from some big 
time colleges.  And he hasn't even started 
high school yet.  Kyle Chinen introduces us 
to Trent Seaborn.  I'm really excited for 
high school to start, you know.  Trent 
Seaborn is set to begin this first season of 
prep football this fall and unlike many 
athletes around the country who hope to 
get notices by colleges during their high 
school career.  Seaborn is ahead of the 
curve.  The Hawaii boarn QB has 14 
divisions one offers including the home 
team Hawaii..Oregon and Alabama.  And 
despite all of the attention Seaborn says 
he's not letting it get to his head. 

0:01:40 
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7/3/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Kapolei 
Murder Victim 
Lawsuit 

Kapolei Murder Victim Lawsuit. New 
allegations in the beating death of a 
homeless woman. An attorney for the 
victim's family.. claims police had a chance 
to help her, but did not. Rick Daysog has 
our top story. When Linda Johnson was 
killed in front of the Kapolei Police Station 
last year, her family's lawyer says a witness 
told a female police officer in the station 
that Johnson was being attacked outside. 
Attorney Eric Seitz says the witness had to 
call 911 but by then it was too late. 

0:02:10 

7/3/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL  

10pm pkg Amber 
Jackson Cold Case 

Amber Jackson Cold Case. A grim 
anniversary on Kauai. 13 years ago today 
hunting dogs found a woman's body in a 
remote ravine. As our Eddie Dowd reports 
the search for her killer may be picking up 
momentum. Amber Jackson disappeared 
on June 23, 2010. Her beaten body was 
found just over a week later. The "Amber 
Jackson Justice Group" says Kauai police 
told them detectives are hoping recent 
advancements in DNA technology will 
crack the case. 13 years after pig hunters 
found Amber Jackson's body in a Kealia 
ravine... her killer remains elusive. But 
loved ones are hoping that will soon 
change. Close friend Teri Ceplo says she 
has been in close communication with a 
new detective that took over the case last 
year. 

0:02:30 
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7/4/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg Early Ala 
Moana Beachgoers 

Early Ala Moana Beachgoers. Just down 
the coast, beachgoers were making sure to 
set up early at Ala Moana. The holiday 
always brings large crowds and a full day of 
festivities. Our Casey Lund wasted no time 
having some fun. Magic island here at Ala 
Moana Beach Park slowly but surely filled 
up throughout the day that despite the 
fact there was once again, no firework 
show here for the Fourth of July, a lot of 
people came to set up their tents and get 
ready to grill.  

0:02:30 

7/4/2023 New TMP 
4:30pm KHNL 

4:30pm pkg KC 135 
Refueling Planes Turn 
100 

KC 135 Refueling Planes Turn 100. As we 
celebrate the birth of our nation today, the 
U.S Air Force also celebrated an important 
milestone in its history recently. Jonathan 
Masaki has more on the the 100th 
anniversary of aerial refueling and how 
one Hawai'i Air National Guard unit plays a 
key part in keeping military planes flying. 
Just last week, you may have seen 
something that you don't normally see 
flying above the islands. These KC-135 
Stratotankers from the 203rd Air Refueling 
Wing based at Joint Base Pearl Harbor 
Hickam flew in unison above Oahu, to 
mark the centennial anniversary of air 
refueling. Major Koani Lau was one of the 
pilots involved. 

0:02:45 
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7/4/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm live vsv Kailua 
Fireworks Crowds 

Kailua Fireworks Crowds. Tonight, the 
crowds are not any smaller -- as people 
wait for Kailua's annual fireworks show. 
Now lets get to our Eddie Dowd, he joins 
us live at Kailua beach Park..with a look... 
Eddie. We are less than 3 hours from this 
firework display. I want to show you what 
the situation looks like…the parking HPD 
has the parking lots that are full blocked up  
to help with traffic flow. There is a shuttle 
going from 4:30pm from longs….that will 
take you hear to the beach. We talked to 
one woman who said she spent 30 minutes 
looking for parking and only got a spot just 
by chance. 

0:01:00 

7/4/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Jerome 
Freeman 

Jerome Freeman. The Fabulous 5 is one of 
the most iconic basketball teams in 
University of Hawaii history. Decades later, 
many of its players remain active in the 
community but for one member --- life 
took a heartbeaking turn. Mark Carpenter 
has the story of Jerome Freeman.  

0:03:00 

7/4/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg Fourth of 
July Festivities 

Fourth of July Festivities. Long before the 
big shows... people hit the beaches.. to 
create their own celebrations. Our Eddie 
Dowd is here to show us how island 
families put their own twist on this 
national holiday. For some, today was a 
celebration of the nation's independence. 
For others, a day to highlight Hawaiian 
history. And for one Kapolei family, a day 
to remember loved ones.  

0:02:30 
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7/5/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Richianna to 
Leave ICU 

Richianna To Leave ICU. The family of a 17 
year old girl shot in the head last month 
says she could leave the Intensive Care 
Unit tomorrow.. if all goes well. Our Eddie 
Dowd has been following the story from 
the start and has a look at where she will 
be going next. The family of Richianna 
DeGuzman has been camped here outside 
the Queens Medical Center for more than 
2 weeks as the teen remained in the 
intensive care unit but they say tommorow 
they plan to pack up all their stuff as the 
teen is scheduled to go a rehabilitation 
facility. 

0:01:45 

7/5/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm vsv Cardiac 
Arrest TSA Reunion 

Cardiac Arrest TSA Reunion. A heartfelt 
reunion at Honolulu's Airport this 
afternoon. A TSA employee -- met the 
people helped saved his life. Mark 
Gumabon collapsed in the employee 
parking lot in April -- after A cardiac arrest. 
An off duty security guard who called 911. 
Two TSA agents performed CPR until a 
sheriff's deputy arrived on scene and used 
an AED on Gumabon. First responders later 
arrived and took him to the hospital. Since 
2006, there have been 104 cardiac arrests 
at the airport, highlighting the importance 
of quick access to defibrillator devices. 

0:00:45 

7/5/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg Cop 
Avoiding Arrest 

Cop Avoiding Arrest. Honolulu police are 
searching for one of their own, after that 
officer allegedly drove off from those 
trying to arrest him. The officer is accused 
of repeatedly violating a temporary 
restraining order. Our Chief Investigative 
Reporter Lynn Kawano has the exclusive 
details. The officer is currently out on bail - 
awaiting trial on multiple counts of TRO 
violations from March and April. Sources 
tell me HPD is now trying to arrest him 
again for new counts of alleged violations. 

0:02:10 
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7/6/2023 New TMP 
4:30pm KHNL 

4:30pm pkg UPS 
Strike Localized 

UPS Strike Localized. 340-thousand UPS 
workers nationwide are moving closer to a 
strike after marathon talks broke down. It 
has the potential as one of the biggest 
strikes in U-S history and would be a major 
disruption to our local economy. 
Mahealani Richardson has the latest. 
Contract negotiations broke down 
Wednesday... with both sides pointing 
fingers and 3 weeks until the contract 
expires. Tonight, Hawaii union members 
are preparing for a strike while businesses 
and consumers are bracing for the worst. 

  

7/6/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Destin Joy 
Movies 

Destin Joy Movies. When it comes to their 
careers in Hollywood, there's no sibling 
rivalry between a Maui brother and sister. 
Destin and Joy Cretton of Haiku have been 
working together as a team for years on 
big movie productions. From Marvel's 
..Shang Chi and the Legend of the Ten 
Rings to the recently released Disney Plus 
series -- American Born Chinese. Brother 
and sister ..Destin and Joy Cretton... work 
..as a team...behind the scenes. 44-year-
old Destin is... a movie director. 42-year-
old Joy.. a costume designer. 

0:02:30 
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7/7/2023 New TMP 
4:30pm KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Cosmic 
Drive Night Golf 

Cosmic Drive Night Golf. A new attraction 
on the windward side is creating some 
buzz on the weekends. We sent Casey 
Lund…. And some other familiar faces up 
there to check it out. A lot of people were 
disappointed to learn that top golf wasn't 
coming to weigh anytime soon. But there 
are alternatives. We're up on the 
windward side one of the best to open and 
newest just recently had its soft opening. 
We're here in Olomano links. I got a couple 
of friends with me sports reporter Kyle. 
And kind of you know, it's our sunrise 
producer, guys, we're gonna check out 
cosmic drive. We really learned a thing or 
two about golf from OKC learned a thing or 
two. I'm going to teach you some. 

0:02:00 

7/7/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg Tesla Driver 
Dismissed 

Tesla Driver Dismissed. A puzzling move by 
the prosecutor's office. A suspected 
reckless driver - accused of leaving a trail 
of destruction in a Kaimuki neighborhood - 
is no longer facing any charges but it might 
not be what you think. Our Chief 
Investigative Reporter Lynn Kawano 
explains the legal strategy. The driver was 
only given a citation that day - for no 
insurance - despite causing so much 
damage. he was supposed to be in court 
this week, but the citation was dropped. 

0:01:30 
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7/7/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg Kapolei 
Strip Search 

Kapolei Strip Search. Tonight, three 
women are opening up about serious 
allegations. They say they were illegally 
strip searched when they were students at 
Kapolei Charter School -- in 2019. They've 
filed a lawsuit and spoke to our Jonathan 
Masaki in this exclusive report. According 
to court documents filed in the first circuit 
court of Hawai'i naming the kapolei charter 
school, the department of education and 
the hawaii state public charter school 
commsiion , a group of students from the 
Kapolei Charter School went on a field trip 
on September, 27, 2019. During the trip, 
Anuhea Morales Snelson, Rendell Akau and 
Chevelle Peters were falsely accused of 
vaping and smoking marijuana. A few days 
later, they were called to the office of 
school principal Wanda Villarreal.  What 
happened next, according to the court 
documents, the girls were striped-
searched, assaulted and battered by 
Villarreal. The incident, according to the 
students, left them, to this day, 
traumatized 

0:02:45 

7/8/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg 
Entertainment News 
Wrap 

Entertainment News Wrap. A Maoli music 
experience at Waikiki Shell. Maoli rocked 
the house last night at the Waikiki Shell 
with more to come.Tonight its night #2 of 3 
sellout shows 
That according to the Maoli camp is 25,000 
tickets.GREAT music and it continues 
tonight if you have your tickets 

0:02:52 

7/9/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg 4 Sisters 
Bakery 

4 Sisters Bakery. A Maui food institution is 
celebrating its 40th anniversary! Four 
Sisters in downtown Wailuku opened in 
1983 with Filipino breads made by Stanley 
and Rufina Magbual, immigrants from the 
Philippines who raised 12 children on 
Maui.It's named for their daughters but 
son Arnold and wife Marjorie run it now. 
They say business has been booming since 
COVID. 

0:02:20 
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7/9/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL  

10pm pkg HPD Chief 
Donohue Obit 

HPD Chief Donohue Obit. The law 
enforcement community is mourning the 
death of former Honolulu police chief Lee 
Donohue.Those who worked with him say 
he was a well-respected leader.He really 
understood police work, he understood 
the community. And I think that's what 
made him great.Lee Donohue served as a 
Honolulu Police officer for 40 years. He 
worked his way up the ranks... becoming 
HPD's top cop from 1998 to 2004.  

0:02:25 

7/10/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg Restoring 
PBY Catalina 

Restoring PBY Catalina. The Pearl Harbor 
Aviation Museum needs help raising more 
than half a million dollars to restore what 
was known as America's "flying boat." The 
aircraft was crucial in defeating Japan's 
Imperial Navy, and destroying the shipping 
lanes the Japanese used to re-supply its 
forces.  During World War II, America 
gained the upper hand on Japan's Imperial 
Navy thanks in large part to what 
essentially was the world's first stealth 
fighter, the PBY Catalina. 

0:03:20 

7/10/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Fentanyl 
Dealers Court 

Fentanyl Dealers Court. Three people 
accused of distributing the fentanyl that 
killed two men in Waikiki last month 
pleaded not guilty today.The feds believe 
Avery Garrard and Keina Drageset 
smuggled the drugs into Hawaii and that 
Jeffrey Waz was their middleman.The 
attorney for Keina Drageset who the feds 
say is the brains behind the alleged 
fentanyl ring claims that law enforcement 
is making a rush to judgement in linking his 
client to the deadly overdose in Waikiki 
last month. 

0:01:50 
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7/10/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg DHHL 
Groundbreaking 

DHHL Groundbreaking. The state took 
another big step today in getting more 
Native Hawaiian families *off* the waitlist 
for a new home. "this is not just about our 
aina, it's not just about dreams. it's about 
our ohana." And soon... more families will 
be calling Ka'ulu-o-kaha'i in East Kapolei 
"home." The state broke ground for the 
latest phase in its goal to build 1-thousand 
single-family homes in the community. It's 
located mauka of the Ewa Villages Golf 
Course and east of Kualaka'i Parkway.  

0:02:15 

7/11/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg Taff 
Fujikawa Pickleball 

Fujikawa Pickleball. Former Hawaii golf 
prodigy Tadd Fujikawa has set aside his 
golf clubs. Tadd Fujikawa can still hit a golf 
ball with the same smooth swing that 
made him a professional player. But these 
days you will rarely find him on a golf 
course. I'm hoping that I can get to a point 
where my expectation with golf goes really 
really low so I can start playing again and 
enjoy being out there and not really care 
about how well I'm doing. At this point I 
think my expectations are way too high. 

0:02:30 

7/13/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg Eric 
Thompson Trial Day 2 

Eric Thomspon Trial Day 2. The murder 
trial for the man accused of killing his 
wife's lover wraps up its second day. 
Prosecutors presented evidence saying Eric 
Thompson is responsible for killing Jon 
Tokuhara at his Waipahu acupuncture 
clinic. While the defense is questioning the 
police work surrounding the investigation. 
Jurors got their first glimpse of the crime 
scene when officers were called to Jon 
Tokuhara's acupuncture clinic in Waipahu 
in January of 2022. Photos that also 
showed Tokuhara's body on the floor of his 
office...with gunshot wounds. The 
prosecution presented the three shell 
casings recovered.  

  



-19- 

7/13/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Scherzinger 
Proprety 

Scherzinger Property. Hawaii-born singer 
and actress Nicole Scherzinger wants to 
build a home on her oceanfront property 
in Windward Oahu. In a statement to 
Hawaii News Now she says it's been her 
dream to create a home with her Tūtū and 
`ohana but last night the Kahaluu 
Neighborhood Board unanimously rejected 
it. Mahealani Richardson reports. Some 
neighborhood board members say when 
this black cloth went up about 5 years ago 
they had no idea who owned the property. 
Some say they just found out last night it's 
Nicole Scherzinger.  

0:02:00 

7/13/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg DOE 
Wrongful 
Termination 

DOE Wrongful Termination. A mental 
health expert is accusing the state 
Department of Education of retaliating 
against her because she's criticized the way 
disabled students are being taught. Rick 
Daysog has the story. As an award winning 
behavioral analyst in private practice, 
Amanda Kelly has been an outspoken 
advocate for using licensed behavioral 
analysts for public school students with 
autism and other mental disabilities. For 
years, Kelly criticized the Department of 
Education for not using qualified 
behavioral analysts -- as required by law. 
And in return, she says, the DOE retaliated 
against her. 

0:02:15 

7/14/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm vo OCCC 
Murder Shakedown 

OCCC Murder Shakedown. A week after an 
O-triple-C inmate was murdered, prison 
officials conducted a shakedown at the 
Kalihi jail. Investigators with the state 
Sheriff's, the state Narcotics Enforcement 
Division, Internal Affairs and the Attorney 
General's office conducted the search 
which recovered undisclosed contraband 
items. Prison officials say internal and 
criminal investigations are now under way. 

0:00:30 
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7/14/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg Punahou 
Basketball Coach 

Punahou Basketball Coach. The Punahou 
girls basketball team has a new head 
coach. And she's an alum that knows how 
to win a state title. Kyle Chinen reports. 
The more I got through the program, the 
more I was like, I want to come back and 
coach one day, you know, I want to be the 
head coach of this program one day. 

0:02:00 

7/14/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm vsv Thompson 
Trial Day 3 

Thompson Trial Day 3. It's been 
documented that Joyce Thompson is a 
former patient of Tokuhara's and they 
communicated frequently over the course 
of a month in the summer of 2021. 
Detective Michael Ogawa took the stand 
this morning. He's now-retired, but was on 
the force duing the investigation. He 
analyzed data in two of Tokuhara's phones 
reccovered at his Waipahu clinic. Ogawa 
says that a review shows a slew of 
Instagram messages between Tokuhara 
and an account linked to Thompson's wife. 
For a month long period starting in June 
they exchanged more than 56-hundred 
messages.  

0:01:15 

7/14/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg Makaha 
HPD Chase 

Makaha HPD Chase. The officers charged 
for an alleged chase in Makaha that 
resulted in serious injuries - should be 
fired. That's the recommendation from the 
review board. Our Chief Investigative 
Reporter Lynn Kawano has been following 
this story for years and explains the 
process. The policemen have been on 
restricted duty for nearly two years but - 
after a long internal investigation, HPD 
commanders have recommended they be 
fired. Four Honolulu police officers are 
preparing for trial. 

0:02:10 



-21- 

7/14/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg Chinese 
Template Latest 

Chinese Template Latest. Worshippers 
trying to save a Chinese temple near 
Palama say the Attorney General's office 
might have prevented the scandal. 
Lawsuits accuse a former temple leader 
with misappropriating not only the 
property...but hundreds of thousands of 
dollars in stocks and other investments. 
Our Daryl Huff reports. The attorney 
general declined the case 17 months ago -- 
saying it wasn't clear that assets were 
being diverted from the charity but since 
then temple supporters say more than a 
million dollars has been diverted ..the 
building has been taken and their ministers 
evicted. 

0:02:30 

7/14/2023 New TMP 9pm 
KFVE 

9pm vosot Nanakuli 
Homicide 

Nanakuli Homicide. A suspect accused of 
fatally beating a man in Nanakuli... has 
been arrested tonight for murder in the 
second degree. Police say the victim a 28-
year-old man died after the suspect a 31-
year-old man hit him repeatedly with a 
metal object during a fight at Ulehawa 
Beach Park just before 2 this afternoon. 
EMS transported the victim in critical 
condition...to the waianae coast 
comprehensive health center where he 
later died. HPD has not released the 
suspect's identity. The victim will be 
identified by the medical examiner. 

0:00:30 

7/15/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg Murdered 
Inmate's Family 

Murdered Inmate's Family. Loved ones of 
an inmate killed inside Oh-Triple-C fear - 
his attackers had help from jail workers. 
Sources say an internal investigation is 
looking into that claim. Eddie Dowd has 
details. Christopher Vaefaga former 
girlfriend and mother of two his children, 
says she spoke with him on the phone the 
week of his death. 

0:02:30 



-22- 

7/15/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg Prince Lot 
Hula Festival 

Prince Lot Hula Festival. A beloved hula 
event returned today for the first time in 4 
years. The Prince Lot Hula Festival filled the 
Fasi Civic Center Grounds with music, mele 
and lots of ono food. After a 4-year hiatus, 
the Prince Lot Hula Festival returned in a 
big way and at a new location. Moanalua 
Gardens is still closed to the public after 
COVID so for the event's 46th year it 
moved into town taking over the Civic 
Center Grounds. 

0:01:15 

7/15/2023 New TMP 
4:30pm KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Hawaii 
SAG Solidarity 

Hawaii SAG Solidarity. As the summer box 
office season picks up, Hollywood remains 
essentially shutdown. The actors union 
strike is now entering its second week and 
today, Hawaii's SAG-Aftra contingent along 
with members of the Writers guild 
gathered in solidarity. With 50 years in the 
industry and appearances in Hawaii 5-0 
and Magnum P-I, Dennis Chun is a veteran 
actor. While he's enjoyed success, the vast 
majority of SAG-Aftra members are 
everyday workers...and a reliable paycheck 
is a struggle. He says just to qualify for 
health insurance...actors must make $26-
thousand in a year, and 86% of union 
members make less than that. 

0:02:30 

7/17/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Gov. 
Affordable Housing 

Gov Affordable Housing. Governor Green 
has declared a housing emergency. The 
proclamation is designed to push through 
Hawaii's regulatory red tape... but some 
groups are alarmed. Mahealani Richardson 
joins us with more. Governor Green says 
it's time to get aggressive on housing as 
people get priced out of paradise. The 
state says it has the highest level of 
regulatorly restrictions to development in 
the U-S... and that its causing a health and 
safety crisis. 

0:02:00 



-23- 

7/17/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg Martinez 
Plea Deal 

Martinez Plea Deal. A plea deal is in the 
works for the department of public safety's 
top trainer, Marte Martinez. Today was 
supposed to be the start of her trial for 
allegedly lying under oath and on her 
resume. Our Chief Investigative Reporter 
Lynn Kawano has the new developments. If 
the plea deal drops the convictions to 
misdemeanors - it's possible Martinez 
could keep her job, at the public safety 
department. Marte Martinez -- the woman 
-- in charge of training for all the sheriff's 
deputies and corrections officers -- is 
looking for a deal from prosecutors. 

0:02:30 

7/17/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg Affordable 
Housing Folo 

Affordable Housing Folo. Governor Green 
declared a housing emergency today.. and 
signed a proclamation to push through 
Hawaii's regulatory red tape. But some 
worry about unintended consequences. 
Our Eddie Dowd is here with new reaction. 
The Governor is suspending about two 
dozen laws or state rules.. to help speed up 
construction of affordable housing. But 
some worry it will attract more outsiders 
to move here.. and the problem will 
continue.  

0:02:30 

7/18/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Dandurand 
Opening 

Dandurand Opening. Trial has begun for 
Hailey Dandurand the second suspect 
involved in the gruesome 2017 killing of a 
North shore woman. Stephen Brown has 
already been found guilty. Now -- 
prosecutors are trying to convict his ex 
girlfriend. Mark Carpenter reports. Just 
over six months after laying out a case 
against Stephen Brown, prosecuting 
attorney Scott Bell... presenting evidence 
against co-defendant Hailey Dandurand in 
the graphic 2017 murder of Telma 
Boinville. Dandurand is also accused of 
kidnapping Boinville's then 8-year-old 
daughter Makana. 

0:01:30 



-24- 

7/18/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg Football 
Players Settlement 

Football Players Settlement. New 
developments in a civil case involving 
former St. Louis School football players. 
Their settlement over an alleged sex 
assault.. is delayed. A young woman sued 
the men over an incident five years ago on 
campus. Lynn Kawano explains the 
controversy holding up the settlement. The 
judge wants more information from both 
sides — after St. Louis school claimed the 
boys can pay more.  

0:02:00 

7/19/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg McCully 
Fatal Shooting 

McCully Fatal Shooting. A suspect is now 
in custody following a deadly shooting at a 
McCully Bar. It all unfolded around 
midnight. Eddie Dowd has been tracking 
the case and spoke with a witness. A 
witness who lives in the area tells HNN he 
was in bed late Tuesday night when he 
heard an argument coming from outside 
this bar in the McCully area that was 
followed by gunshots. 

0:02:00 

7/19/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg SDSU 
Stadium Tour 

SDSU Stadium Tour. As plans for a new 
aloha stadium district are in the works a 
group of Hawaii lawmakers were in 
California this week to learn about other 
venues that were just built. Kyle chinen has 
their insights. The delegation from Hawaii 
took part in the sports and entertainment 
facilities convention in San Diego while 
also touring San Diego State's New Snap 
Dragon Stadium, gaining key takeaways as 
they continue working on the New aloha 
stadium plan. the group -- made up of 
fifteen individuals -- included 
lawmakers...and stadium officials...got 
their notepads out...learning more about 
how the proposed private public 
partnership has worked at other venues 
throughout the country. 

0:02:30 



-25- 

7/19/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Haleiwa 
Family Flood Update 

Haleiwa Family Flood Update. Tropical 
Storm Calvin didn't cause any trouble on 
Oahu... but it was still a sleepless night for 
many Haleiwa residents. They remember 
the historic flood -- two years ago that 
devastated homes and businesses. 
Mahealani Richardson -- reports. 61-year-
old Derek Gamiao has lived in Haleiwa his 
entire life except during heavy rains. As a 
storm approached the islands... he cleared 
his property... but lost a lot of sleep... 
thinking about  

0:02:00 

7/19/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg Kealoha Cop 
Defendents 

Kealoha Cop Defendants. Two former 
Honolulu police officers convicted in the 
Kealoha mailbox case -- will soon be free 
again. As our Chief Investigative Reporter 
Lynn Kawano shows us.. they're still in 
custody.. but they aren't in prison 
anymore. Derek Hahn and Bobby Nguyen 
have nearly completed their sentences - 
both are now in halfway houses. June 2019 
- then Honolulu police officers Derek Hahn 
and Bobby Nguyen walked out of the 
federal courthouse - after a jury found 
them guilty of conspiracy to frame a man 
for a crime. 

0:02:10 

7/19/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg Oahu 
Nurses Strike Folo 

Oahu Nurses Strike Folo. A breakthrough 
for striking nurses.. at an Oahu care home. 
Their union spent several hours 
negotiating with management today. 
That's after they walked off the job last 
week.. demanding better pay and staffing. 
Our Ben Guttierez is here with the latest 
developments.The nurses and certified 
nursing assistants who went on strike still 
don't have a new contract -- but their 
union says the week-long walkout at least 
got both sides back to the bargaining table.  

0:02:00 



-26- 

7/20/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg Ahakuelo 
Sentencing 

Ahakuelo Sentencing. A Honolulu federal 
judge sentenced a former labor leader to 
nearly 12 years in prison. Brian Ahakuelo 
used union money to pay for his lavish 
lifestyle but US attornies say even worse 
he stole people's trust. Mahealani 
Richardson was in court and joins us with 
the latest. Wearing a white prison jumpsuit 
and shackles Ahakuelo waved to his loved 
ones and gave them the thumbs up before 
he was sentenced. Loved ones and 
supporters showed up at federal court for 
former IBEW business manager 62-year-
old Brian Ahakeulo. Some were in tears as 
the judge handed down the 11 year 8 
month sentence and more than $200K  in 
restitution. His attorney... and the 
Department of Justice agreed on one thing 
during the sentencing that Ahakuelo loved 
his family. 

0:02:10 

7/20/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg Bobby 
Curran Radio Return 

Bobby Curran Radio Return. It's the return 
Hawaii sports radio listeners have been 
waiting for. After a year-long medical leave 
of absence, Bobby Curran is back on the air 
starting next week. Jim Mendoza has more 
on his remarkable recovery. Bobby 
Curran's calls of UH sporting events, and 
his daily presence on the radio dial have 
been absent for over a year. Come Monday 
at 6 a.m., the popular sportscaster returns 
to the microphone as host of "The Bobby 
Curran Show" on ESPN Honolulu, albeit on 
a limited basis, per the station's orders. 

0:02:30 



-27- 

7/20/2023 New TMP 
4:30pm KHNL 

4:30pm pkg AANHPI 
Health Summit 

AANHPI Health Summit. The White House 
is tackling mental heath issues facing Asian 
Americans, Native Hawaiians, and Pacific 
Islanders. A first of its kind summit was 
held today.. bringing together community 
and political leaders. HNN Washington 
Bureau's Stetson Miller takes us there. 
Dozens convened at the Health and Human 
Services Headquarters on Thursday for the 
White House House Initiative Asian 
American, Native Hawaiian, and Pacific 
Islander Mental Health Summit to talk 
about how to tackle the mental health 
challenges facing those groups. 

0:02:30 

7/20/2023 New TMP 
4:30pm KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Japanese 
Orphans Visit 

Japanese Orphans Visit. An annual 
tradition connecting Hawaii-based soldiers 
with orphans in Japan is back after a 
pandemic pause. Our Annalisa Burgos 
reports from the special welcome 
ceremony at Daniel K Inouye International 
airport. A rock star welcome for Motohisa -
- Riku -- Riona and Himeno. Not celebrities 
-- but four children from the Holy Family 
Home Orphanage in Osaka -- they had 
never been on a plane -- much less to 
another country. 

0:02:30 

7/20/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Thompson 
Trial 

Thompson Trial. Prosecutors presented 
new evidence today in the murder trial of 
Eric Thompson. He's accused of killing his 
wife's lover in Waipahu last year. Mark 
Carpenter is here with the new 
developments. So far, the defense has 
argued police only focused on Eric 
Thompson as the main suspect and didn't 
seriously consider anyone else. Today, an 
HPD Detective took the stand... and 
disputed that. 

0:02:30 



-28- 

7/20/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Army 
Soldier Award 

Army Soldier Award. A Hawaii-based 
soldier's been awarded with one of the 
Army's highest honors. Specialist Rene 
Rodriguez put his own life at risk ..to save a 
woman ..who was being beaten in 
Wahiawa. Ashley Nagaoka ..has the story. 
A haka... to honor a hero. It was a packed 
house inside the Sergeant Smith Theater at 
Schofield Barracks Wednesday... as the 
Army celebrated Specialist Rene 
Rodriguez... a medic with the 25th Infantry 
Division. Last October, he was driving by a 
crowd in Wahiawa watching a man *beat* 
a woman. 

0:02:00 

7/20/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg Hailey 
Dandurand Trial 

Hailey Dandurand Trial. The trial continues 
for the second suspect in the gruesome 
killing of Telma Boinville on Oahu's North 
Shore in 2017. Prosecutors are trying to 
prove that Hailey Dandurand played an 
active role in the murder. Our Annalisa 
Burgos joins us now with more. 
Dandurand's attorney maintains that 
Dandurand's then-boyfriend Stephen 
Brown is solely responsible for Boinville's 
death and that he coerced her to kidnap 
Boinville's then 8-year-old daughter. 
Today, evidence specialists and HPD 
officers took the stand to describe the 
grisly crime scene. A warning -- what 
you're about to hear is disturbing.  

0:02:30 
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7/21/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Thompson 
Trial 

Thompson Trial. In the trial surrounding a 
deadly love triangle --- lawyers for Eric 
Thompson continued to raise questions 
about how police handled the murder 
investigation. Thompson's defense team 
has argued that police zeroed in on him in 
the death of Jon Tokuhara and didn't 
thoroughly vet or consider other suspects. 
During cross examination of the detective 
on the case, the defense brought up a 
number of factors that weren't explored 
including relationships with multiple 
women in addition to Thompson's wife and 
links to gambling on Tokuhara's phone.   

0:01:30 

7/21/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg Kapahulu 
Barricade Situation 

Kapahulu Barricade Situation. Part of 
Kapahulu Avenue remains closed for a 
police standoff...that began around 1:30 
p.m. at an apartment. About a half-mile of 
that major road is shut down.. and traffic is 
a mess.. as police try to convince a man to 
surrender. Our Ben Gutierezz joins us live 
at the scene with the latest. The incident is 
in a five story building, with HPD shutting 
down a large area of the neighborhood, 
including Kapahulu Avenue itself which 
remains shut down in nith directions  
between Ala Wai boulevard and date 
street.   Officers from the specialized 
services division have been here for several 
hours, and we have heard that they have 
been using a robot unit with a thermal 
scanner to determine if there's any activity 
in the unit.  

0:02:00 



-30- 

7/21/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg Jayden De 
Laura Talks 

Jayden De Laura Talks. Former Saint Louis 
star quarterback Jayden de Laura is 
speaking publicly for the first time -- since 
Hawaii News Now broke the story about an 
alleged sex assault. De Laura told the 
media - he wants to clear his name. Our 
Chief Investigative Reporter Lynn Kawano 
has more on his statements. it was PAC12 
media day in las vegas up until now, Jayden 
de Laura has been silent about the 
juvenile, criminal case and the civil lawsuit 
against him.  

0:02:45 

7/22/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg CNHA 
Business Program 

CNHA Business Program. The Council for 
Native Hawaiian Advancement is launching 
a new cohort geared towards 
entrepreneurs. Billy V has the details. If 
you are Native Hawaiian, and you want to 
increase your access to assistance for 
entrepreneurs, or maybe you want to plan 
or strategize from a cultural point of view 
Then the Council for Native Hawaiian 
advancement wants you to know about 
their cohort that's coming up. It's called 
Kohana business program. 

0:01:30 

7/22/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg Saturday 
Sports 

Saturday Sports. An exciting opener for 
the US womens national team in the 2023 
World Cup! Kyle Chinen has the highlights. 
It didn't take long for the US Women's 
National Team to get rolling in its first 
match this World Cup. Sophia Smith 
nothced that goal in the 14th minute and 
then scored again at the end of the first 
half to lead the U.S. to a 3-nil win over 
Vietnam. The women are looking for the 
team's unprecedented 3rd consecutive 
World Cup. Fans from the U.S. including 
here in Hawaii are making their way to 
New Zealand and Australia for a chance to 
watch history. 

0:02:30 
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7/23/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg Diver 
Deaths at Velzyland 

Diver Deaths at Velzyland. A late night 
fishing trip Saturday on Oahu's North 
Shore left two divers dead. First 
responders -- pulled the bodies of both 
men from the ocean near Velzyland around 
dawn this morning. Eddie Dowd reports. 
HFD says it got a 911 call just just before 4 
this morning.  A report of two free divers 
that had been missing for several hours off 
Velzyland Beach here on Oahu's north 
shore. Swimmers who frequent this area -- 
tell me these signs warning of strong 
currents are always posted. 

0:02:10 

7/24/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg North Shore 
Divers Deaths Latest 

North Shore Divers Deaths Latest. 
Authorities still do not know what led to 
the deaths of two experienced free divers 
early Sunday morning on the North Shore. 
32-year-old Raymond Tudela and 28-year 
old Rupert Babauta were brothers-in-
law...and coworkers. Daryl Huff spoke with 
their boss...who is vowing to find help for 
their families. Coworkers here at windward 
dodge were stunned by the news and still 
coping with it today while their managers 
and owner try to rally the community 
around the lost men's families. 

0:02:45 

7/24/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm vosot Waikiki 
Church Feeding 
Homeless Again 

Waikiki Church Feeding Homeless Again. A 
Waikiki church that said it was ending its 
daily lunch giveaway is once again serving 
free meals. Recently, Saint Augustine By 
The Sea, said Mayor Rick Blangiardi asked 
the church to stop the food line at the side 
gate on Ohua Avenue. The community had 
complained that the free food attracts 
homeless people, criminals, and drug 
users. The church has moved the 
distribution onto its property to continue 
feeding those in need.  

0:00:50 



-32- 

7/24/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg Sam Potter 
Emmy Sweep 

Sam Potter Emmy Sweep. A Kaual 
filmmaker made a big splash at this year's 
regional Emmy Awards. Sam Potter won 
every category he entered - for his film 
featuring a team of young watermen who 
are working to revive coral reefs in French 
Polynesia. Jim Mendoza has his story. 
Kauai born conservationist and 
independent filmmaker Sam Potter 
searches far and wide for stories to add to 
his growing list of mini-documentaries that 
mainly focus on protecting the planet. And 
he is a very good storyteller. 

0:02:30 

7/24/2023 New TMP 
4:30pm KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Queen's 
Royal Standard 
Returns 

Queen's Royal Standard Returns. A 
moment in Hawaiian history 130 years in 
the making. Today Queen Liliuokalani's 
Royal Standard returned to Washington 
Place for the first time since the 18-93 
overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom. 
Stephanie Lum gives us a look. A piece of 
Hawaiian history... is home at last. 
Monday's ceremony rich with Hawaiian 
protocols officially welcomed Queen 
Liliuokalani's royal standard back to 
Washington Place. 130 years ago the 
provisional government created after the 
queen was dethroned confiscated her 
personal flag.  

0:02:15 
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7/24/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Dandurand 
Trial 

Dandurand Trial. An emotional day in 
court.. as the husband and daughter of the 
woman murdered on the North Shore in 
2017 ..took the stand. Stephen Brown has 
already been convicted of killing Telma 
Boinville.  Now -- his ex-girlfriend Hailey 
Dandurand is on trial. Mark Carpenter has 
the latest on the case. Six months after 
already testifying against Stephen Brown, 
Boinville's husband and her daughter once 
again had to recall that day in December 
2017. Makana, 8-years-old at the time, was 
outside the Pupukea home when the 
murder occurred and vividly remembers 
the moment Brown brought her inside. 
Because she is a minor, we are concealing 
her identity.  

0:02:30 

7/24/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg HPD Parking 
Problems 

HPD Parking Problems. A parking problem 
at HPD's Alapai headquarters. Chief 
Investigative Reporter Lynn Kawano has 
exclusive video - showing a garage 
overloaded with vehicles connected to 
crimes. The video is eye opening. The 
employee parking garage is being used to 
store vehicle evidence -- delaying the 
officers -- from getting on the road" nearly 
80 vehicles -- marked as evidence -- fill 
level P-2 - the secure, employee lot of 
HPD's main station. The recently added 
cars are double parked and take up one full 
driving lane the older vehicles are covered 
in dust and take up the parking stalls. 

0:02:30 
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7/24/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg Waikiki 
Homeless Feeding 
Folo 

Waikiki Homeless Feeding Folo. A Waikiki 
church that's been feeding the homeless 
for years is back at it which wouldn't seem 
controversial at all, except some in the 
community are against it. That includes the 
mayor.. who's been trying to keep 
homeless people away from the tourist 
area. Our Eddie Dowd went to Ohua 
Avenue to see what's changed. St 
Augustine By The Sea Catholic Church is 
responding to criticism.. moving its lunch 
program from the sidewalk to inside the 
churches gates. Dozens of people showed 
up for free meals off Ohua Avenue today a 
restart for Father Lane Akiona.. who says 
Mayor Rick Blangiardi pressured him to 
halt the service on July 21st.. claiming it 
attracts homeless people, criminals, drug 
users and trash. 

0:02:30 

7/25/2023 New TMP 
4:30pm KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Landfill 
Neighbors Taxes 

Landfill Neighbors Taxes. The city council 
is looking for ways to soften the blow for 
homeowners hit by rising property values - 
which means higher taxes. But it's also 
considering a tax break for another reason 
-- to make it up to those who have to live 
with  a landfill as their neighbor. Daryl Huff 
has the story from Nanakuli. Manuel 
Anduha has lived 45 years in his home on 
Mohihi Street. The sprawling PVT 
construction waste landfill border the 
street - separated by a tall dust screen.  
He'd benefit from a proposal to waive all 
property taxes for homes within a mile of 
PVT.  

0:02:30 
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7/25/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Dandurand 
on Stand 

Dandurand on Stand. Hailey Dandurand in 
her own words. The woman accused of a 
violent murder on Oahu's North Shore told 
the jury it wasn't her fault. She blamed her 
ex-boyfriend for the death of Telma 
Boinville.. in 2017. Mark Carpenter is here 
with our top story. The defense has laid 
out a case saying Dandurand was in an 
abusive relationship with Stephen Brown, 
who's already been convicted of murder. 
Today, she shared stories of a violent 
history with him as well as an account of 
what happened in the home where Telma 
Boinville was killed.  

0:02:00 

7/25/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Eric 
Thomspon Trial 

Eric Thomspon Trial. In the Eric Thompson 
murder trial today... prosecutors 
questioned a man once considered a 
person of interest in the death of Jon 
Tokuhara. Daryl Fujita was the ex-
boyfriend of a woman Tokuhara was 
seeing before he was shot to death at his 
acupuncture clinic in Waipahu last year. 
Police eventually determined he had a 
tight alibi.. and there was no evidence to 
make him a suspect. But he did admit to 
deleting data from his cell phone before 
talking to police. 

0:00:50 
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7/25/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg 
Ombudsman Care 
Facility Strike 

Ombudsman Care Facility Strike. Contract 
negotiations resume tomorrow for nurses 
at Oahu Care Facility. Meantime, their 
union has filed complaints with the Health 
Department. Tonight, we're learning more 
about conditions inside the Moiliili facility. 
Mahealani Richardson joins us now with 
the details. Please attribute the following 
to Keith Ridley, chief of the Hawai'i State 
Department of Health Office of Health Care 
Assurance. The Hawai'i State Department 
of Health (DOH) received two complaints 
from the Hawai'i Nurses Association 
concerning the Oʻahu Care Facility on July 
17 and July 21. The complaints will be 
investigated.The DOH cannot discuss any 
pending investigations until the 
investigation is completed. All 
investigations prompted by a complaint 
are conducted unannounced. 

0:02:00 

7/25/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Ghana Hula Ghana Hula. An Iolani graduate is 
spreading aloha to the other side of the 
globe all the way to West Africa! Young 
students in Ghana...now know a little more 
..about Hawaii's culture and food. That's 
25-year-old David Diebold from Mililani 
...in a small fishing village... in 
Ghana...educating young students about 
Hawaii. 

0:01:45 



-37- 

7/25/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg WCCC 
Settlement 
Misconduct 

WCCC Settlement Misconduct. State 
Taxpayers will fund a two-point-two 
million dollar settlement with sex assault 
victims at the women's prison in Kailua. 
But our Chief Investigative Reporter Lynn 
Kawano has court transcripts that show 
why some think the legal agreement.. was 
a cover up. The state won at trial with the 
jury saying the department of public safety 
was not liable -- so why are taxpayers 
paying anyway. The verdict -- last 
november -- was a disappointment for the 
women who sued the state after years of 
sex abuse and harrassment at the hands of 
guards at the Women's Community 
Correctional Center. 

0:03:00 

7/25/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg Dandurand 
Testifies 

Dandurand Testifies. A young woman on 
trial for the murder of a north shore 
mother.. says *she was the victim of a 
frightening and violent boyfriend. 
Testifying in her own defense.. Hailey 
Dandurand told the jury she too thought 
she was going to die that day. Jolanie 
Martinez is here with our top story. Hailey 
Dandurand said she moved to Hawaii from 
Oregon 2017.. and met Stephen Brown a 
few months before the murder. She said 
he was violent and controlling.. and she 
was terrified when he killed a woman in 
front of her. 

0:02:15 



-38- 

7/26/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg ACLU 
Honolulu Houseless 
Sweeps Lawsuit 

ACLU Honolulu Houseless Sweeps 
Lawsuit. The ACLU of Hawaii is challenging 
the city's use of so-called "homeless 
sweeps." A lawsuit - filed today on behalf 
of 5 houseless residents - claims the 
enforcements violate their constitutional 
rights. As Eddie Dowd reports....the group 
is not seeking money... but a court order to 
end the city's targeted operations. Two of 
the plaintiffs in this case lived here at 
Moilili neighborhood park….today they 
choked up describing their experiences 
with city sweeps at public parks  

0:02:30 

7/26/2023 New TMP 
4:30pm KHNL 

4:30pm pkg UH Fan 
Experience 

UH Fan Experience. We're a month away 
from UH football the season opener at 
Vanderbilt is on August 26th. Before we 
get there, a full month of fall camp and a 
new fan experience at a renovated on-
campus stadium. Casey Lund has the story. 
Aloha from Manoa, we are pumped up. I'm 
all dressed up, decked out ready. I'm 
geared up and I'm ready to go. Eric 
Matthews is with us, the  

0:03:30 

7/26/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg DHHL High 
Rise Rental 

DHHL High Rise Rental. A long-awaited 
high rise rental project for Native 
Hawaiians is on the fast track at the city 
council. The 23 story building in Moiliili will 
include nearly 300 affordable apartments. 
Daryl Huff has our top story. This roughly 
two acre parcel has been in the Hawaiian 
homelands inventory since a settlement 
with the state in the 1990s and the only 
people eligible to rent here will be 
hawaiian homes beneficiaries.  

0:02:30 
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7/26/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm vsv 17-year-old 
Diver Death Folo 

17-Year-old Diver Death Folo. We're 
hearing tonight from loved ones of a Big 
Island teenager who apparently drowned 
while spearfishing Monday. Our Annalisa 
Burgos spoke to his heartbroken family 
and joins us with more.. Annalisa? The 
family tells me 17-year-old Yohan Choi of 
Kailua-Kona was an expert swimmer and 
went spearfishing often -- which makes his 
death even more of a shock. His family 
now turning to their faith to get them 
through the tragedy.  

0:01:30 

7/26/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm vsv Thompson 
Trial 

Thompson Trial. The prosecution has 
finished laying out its case in the Eric 
Thompson murder trial. The defense is 
now calling up witnesses. A longtime friend 
of acupuncturist Jon Tokuhara took the 
stand. Thompson's attorney attempted to 
show that Tokuhara had connections to 
illegal gambling and also discussed his 
relationships with multiple women. Some 
were also married, including Thompson's 
wife Joyce, a former patient at his Waipahu 
clinic. Tokuhara's friend defended his 
character. 

0:01:30 

7/26/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Waialua 
Smoke Stack 

Waialua Smoke Stack. Part of an iconic 
Landmark on Oahu's North Shore is being 
taken down due to safety issues. A petition 
to save the Waialua Smokestack got about 
350 signatures.. but it's not enough. Our 
Jolanie Martinez has new reaction. Crews 
began taking down parts of the Waialua 
Sugar Mill Smokestack this week. And long-
time residents are struggling to understand 
why.  

0:02:30 



-40- 

7/27/2023 New TMP 
4:30pm KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Hawaii 
Japan Sister City 
Summit 

Hawaii Japan Sister City Summit. 
Hundreds gathered for the first ever 
Hawaii-Japan Sister State and Sister City 
Summit at the Hilton Hawaiian Village. 
Annalisa Burgos is in Waikiki with how the 
event is strengthening important 
connections. Delegates from 22 
prefectures and towns from across Japan 
are here to boost their relationship with 
Hawaii showcasing their wares here at the 
marketplace, but it's not a one way street. 
local business owners are also here hoping 
to break into the Japan market.  

0:02:30 

7/27/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Thompson 
Takes Stand 

Thompson Takes Stand. An East Oahu man 
accused of killing his wife's lover takes the 
stand. Eric Thompson denied killing Jon 
Tokuhara in Waipahu last year. Ben 
Gutierrez has his testimony. Eric Thompson 
testified in his own defenese, saying that 
he had no idea that his wife was having an 
affair -- but even after he found out about 
it, they tried to put it behind them. 
Prosecutors allege that Thompson killed 
Tokuhara in his Waipahu office in January 
of last year because of the affair. Tokuhara 
had been treating Thompson's wife after 
she had a miscarriage. But Thompson 
denied having anything to do with 
Tokuhara's death. 

0:02:30 

7/27/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm vosot 
Dandurand  Cross 
Examination 

Dandurand Cross Examination. In the 
Hailey Dandurand murder trial.. the young 
woman was back on the stand today...for 
cross-examination. Earlier this week she 
claimed her then-boyfriend Stephen Brown 
was solely responsible for the 2017 killing 
of Telma Boinvile at a Pupukea vacation 
rental. She said he coerced her to hold his 
murder weapon.. and after seeing the 
housekeeper in her final moments... 
Dandurand feared Brown might kill her too 
if she resisted. 

0:01:30 



-41- 

7/27/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg DPP 
Architect Sentencing 

DPP Architect Sentencing. An architect 
who paid more than 100-thousand dollars 
in bribes to city building inspectors... was 
sentenced to federal prison today. William 
Wong helped the FBI in a probe that 
convicted five inspectors in the 
Department of PLanning and Permitting. 
But as Daryl Huff reports -- he got a break 
from the judge. After he was caught, 
prosecutors say wongs extensive 
cooperation led to mulitple convictions of 
DPP employees, but still they said the 
corruption he was involved with had a 
profound impact on the public trust in 
government and he should serve at least 
15 months in prison. 

0:02:30 

7/27/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg Kailua 
Unattended Death 

Kailua Unattended Death. An investigation 
is underway in Windward Oahu after a 
young woman lost her life off Kailua Road. 
She's believed to be the third homeless 
youth to die on the streets of Oahu in the 
last four months. HNN Investigates 
reporter Allyson Blair has more. Police 
were called to this area near the entrance 
of Kailua town Tuesday afternoon. That's 
when sources tell me two passers by 
discovered the 21-year-old in the bushes 
barely breathing. 

0:02:45 

7/27/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg Dispalced 
Kapiolani Residents 
March 

Displaced Kapiolani Residents March. 
Tenants at a Kapiolani Boulevard 
apartment complex are making last-ditch 
protests against eviction -- to make way for 
a new high rise development. They're also 
claiming the developer isn't doing enough 
to help them find new places to live. Ben 
Gutierrez has tonight's top story. There are 
still some 70 to 80 tenants remaining here 
at the Kapiolani Village apartments. And 
some of those remaining are still putting 
the fight against a high-rise affordable 
tower that's planned to take the place of 
these two-story walkups. 

0:02:00 
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7/28/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg Paddling 
with Purpose 

Paddling with Purpose. For the second 
straight year, a Hawaii Island non-profit 
that works with underprivileged kids has 
landed a spot in world's largest paddling 
event. 15 native Hawaiian youth will 
represent the state in western Samoa. As 
Jim Mendoza tells us... they're paddling 
with a purpose. At Keaukaha One Youth 
Development, the canoe isn't just a vessel, 
it's a cultural tool. The non-profit works 
with native Hawaiian youth in the Hilo 
area. Paddling points them in the right 
direction. 

0:02:10 

7/28/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Dandurand 
Closing 

Dandurand Closing. Hailey Dandurand's 
fate is now up to a jury. Jolanie Martinez is 
here with more on today's closing 
arguments in the 2017 Pupukea murder 
trial. Prosecutors say Dandurand's then-
boyfriend Stephen Brown who's already 
been convicted of Boinville's murder didn't 
act alone. They say testimony and 
evidence prove Dandurand was his 
accomplice.  

0:02:10 

7/28/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg Thompson 
Trial 

Thompson Trial. Arguments in the Eric 
Thompson murder trial are nearing their 
conclusion and today, Thompson himself 
was back on the stand fielding questions 
from the prosecution. Mark Carpenter has 
the details. This morning's cross-
examination with Eric Thompson centered 
on a number of topics, including his 
whereabouts the night Jon Tokuhara was 
killed. 

0:01:30 
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7/28/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KHNL 

6pm pkg Nakoa Yacht 
Settlement 

Nakoa Yacht Settlement. A surprise 
settlement in the case of a luxury yacht 
that ran aground at a famous surf spot in 
West Maui. The state says the boat 
damaged nearly 20-thousand square feet 
of reef. As Daryl Huff reports.. some say 
today's settlement is still not enough. The 
people who were operating the Nakoa and 
did all the damage were not actually the 
owners of the boat..that owner stepped 
forward today and offered to settle for 
more than 100-thousand dollars 

0:02:30 

7/31/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg 442nd Class 
Ring 

442ND Class Ring. Finally, a story of a 
remarkable reunion... Mark Carpenter tells 
us how an heirloom connected two 
families thousands of miles apart. We first 
brought you the story of Staff. Sgt Robert 
Kuroda just over a year ago. A Medal of 
Honor recipient and member of the famed 
442nd Regimental Combat Team who died 
fighting in World War 2. 

0:02:10 

8/1/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg Dandurand 
Guilty Verdict 

Dandurand Guilty Verdict. A jury convicted 
her of murder, kidnapping, and burglary in 
Boinvile's death and for tying up her then 
8-year-old daughter. This is the 2nd guilty 
verdict handed down in the killing after 
Dandurand's ex-boyfriend Stephen Brown 
was convicted earlier this year. Daryl Huff 
was in court for the decision. When she 
testified last week...Hailey Dandurand 
claimed that her boyfriend Stephen Brown 
would have killed her if she didn't 
participate in the murder...after Telma 
Boinville walked in on them while they 
were burglarizing a vacation home. 

0:02:10 



-44- 

8/1/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg Making 
Time Fly 

Making Time Fly. A Virginia woman refuses 
to let cerebral palsy slow her down. In fact, 
she believes in pushing boundaries and 
recently visited Hawaii to achieve two 
lifelong dreams. Jim Mendoza has the 
story. The woman in the wheelchair is 
Tyme Fiedorczyk. The Chesapeake, VA, 
resident has cerebral palsy. But her 
physical condition doesn't silence her or 
stop her from trying new adventures. 

0:02:10 

8/1/2023 New TMP 
4:30pm KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Public 
Housing Expansion 

Public Housing Expansion. The state's 
public housing authority is planning to 
build 10-thousand affordable units over a 
decade. Past projects may have failed to 
build enough housing but the executive 
director told our Mahealani Richardson 
this 6-point-6 billion dollar plan is different. 
The ambitious statewide public housing 
plan starts right here at Mayor Wright 
Homes where these low rise units will be 
converted to high rise apartments.  

0:03:00 

8/1/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Alaska 
Relocating Homeless 

Alaska Relocating Homeless. The mayor of 
Alaska's largest city says he's planning to 
send some of the state's homeless to 
warmer cities -- citing a lack of shelter 
space as winter approaches. But as Eddie 
Dowd reports....the program is already 
getting pushback...including from Honolulu 
Hale. Some Hawaii residents we talked 
today were taken aback by the idea of 
MORE homeless potentially coming to the 
state 

0:02:45 



-45- 

8/1/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg Hawaii 
Aging Guardrails 

Hawaii Aging Guardrails. HNN Investigates 
aging guardrails along Hawaii roadways -- 
following this frightening crash a few 
weeks ago -- where a pick-up plunged off 
the Moanalua Freeway. The barriers are 
intended to keep drivers from running off 
the road. But safety experts say the 
majority of Hawaii's guardrails are 
obsolete... and might not work the way 
they're supposed to. Investigative reporter 
Allyson Blair has our top story. 

0:05:30 

8/2/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg HNL CLEAR 
Coming 

HNL CLEAR Coming.HNN Investigates a 
faster way to get through airport security 
that's coming to Hawaii. A security 
company called "CLEAR" made a deal with 
the state transportation department. But 
our Daryl Huff uncovered many 
complaints. 

0:03:00 

8/3/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg Hailey 
Dandurand 
Deliberations 

Hailey Dandurand Deliberations. A jury is 
still deciding whether or not Hailey 
Dandurand will spend her life in prison -- 
without the chance of parole. She was 
convicted in the 2017 murder of Telma 
Boinville earlier this week. Daryl Huff 
reports.  The same jury that convicted 
Dandurand of 
Murder...kidnapping..burglary and two less 
serious crimes...was asked today if 
Dandurand needed to be locked up for life 
without parole for the protection of the 
public. Her Mother and Grandmother 
made emotional pleas to the jury. 

0:02:10 
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8/3/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL  

10pm pkg Paralyzed 
Paddler 

Paralyzed Paddler. A stroke survivor 
achieves his goal... of crossing the Ka-iwi 
Channel. Annalisa Burgos shows us how 
he's now inspiring others. The water's 
always been a place of refuge for James 
"Kimo" Akaka... providing comfort and 
security even after he suffered a stroke in 
2011. He is partially paralyzed and cannot 
speak. But Akaka has never lost his 
determination and willpower... 
participating in the Honolulu Marathon, 
the Great Aloha Run, and the Moloka'i 2 
O'ahu Paddleboard. 

0:01:30 

8/4/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg H1 Crash 
HPD Presser 

H1 Crash HPD Presser. HPD is still 
investigating the cause of yesterday's 
deadly crash on the H1 Freeway. Police 
held a press conference this afternoon to 
share what they've learned so far. Our 
Jolanie Martinez was there and joins us 
with more. HPD says they're still speaking 
with witnesses to determine whether road 
rage led to the crash that killed an 81-year-
old woman and an 85-year-old man. I also 
asked if distracted driving may have played 
a role. 

0:02:30 

8/4/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg Mililani High 
School Football 
Preview 

Mililani High School Football Preview. We 
are exactly one week away from the start 
of High school football across the state. 
And as teams prepare for the season...one 
team will be ready with some new 
turf...Kyle Chinen takes us to Mililani. After 
a semifinal exit in last year's state 
playoffs...The Trojans are more energized 
than ever to get back on the field...and 
with a brand new home turf...Mill Vill is 
ready to roll in 2023. 

0:02:00 
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8/4/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg H1 Crash 
Questions 

H1 Crash Questions. Tonight.. the state is 
explaining why it continued with road work 
after that crash caused a major traffic jam 
yesterday. Eddie Dowd spoke with 
frustrated drivers.. and the state 
trasportation director. Some drivers we 
talked to say they were sitting in traffic 
here on the H1 for more than 3 hours 
because of the crash. but even when the 
crash was cleared, they say heavy traffic 
continued because of road work. 

0:02:30 

8/4/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg HGEA 
Hazard Pay 

HGEA Hazard Pay. State workers are 
objecting to a new survey on the hours 
they worked during the pandemic. The 
state is trying to calculate the cost of 
hazard pay... but Hawaii's largest public 
workers union is pushing back. Working 
while a new virus was spreading was hard 
now the state which is considering 
temporary hazard pay wants to know what 
hours employees worked. 

0:02:30 

8/5/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Richianna 
Rally 

Richianna Rally. A teen critically wounded 
in a Leeward Oahu shooting back in June -- 
continues to recover -- at a rehabilitation 
facility. Today -- the west side community 
gathered for a *free concert. They're 
calling for an end to violence and to send 
aloha to her family. Our Eddie Dowd has 
the story. The family of Richianna 
Deguzman was here to thank the 
community for all their support and mark 
the progress the teen has been making 
since being shot in the head in on June 17. 

0:02:00 

8/5/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Heart Walk Heart Walk. Thousands turned out to walk 
at Kapiolani Park this morning. It was the 
American Heart Association's -- "Heart 
Walk!" Billy V has more. So many stories 
and reasons of why people have turned 
out for today's event. The guest speaker 
was 11 year-old Punahou School 6th 
grader, Jojo Okinaka. 

0:01:30 
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8/6/2023 New TMP 5pm, 
10pm KHNL 

5pm, 10pm pkg 
Alaska Homeless 
Relocation 

Alaska Homeless Relocation. As Hawaii 
grapples with its own homeless crisis, 
pushback is growing from top government 
offiicals -- against a plan.. that would 
provide Alaska's homeless -- with one-way 
tickets to warmer cities. Tonight ...all four 
of Hawaii Mayors have come out *against 
the controversial idea and they have the 
Governor's support. Eddie Dowd has the 
exclusive story. Since we broke the story 
Tuesday, we've learned Governor Green's 
office has been in contact with the City of 
Anchorage but so far has not received any 
assurances that Hawaii would be ruled out 
as a possible destination. Some of Hawaii's 
mayors telling HNN, that's not ok... saying 
if anyone is shipped here they would 
consider helping fly them back. 

0:03:00 

8/6/2023 New TMP 5pm, 
10pm KHNL 

5pm, 10pm pkg 
Veteran Pact Act 
Enrollment 

Veteran Pact Act Enrollment. An 
important deadline is approaching for 
veterans.... whose health has been 
affected... from exposure to toxic 
chemicals. Our Annalisa Burgos reports. 
Veterans Affairs' Hawaii office is on an 
important mission -- get as many folks 
signed up for benefits under the Promise 
to Address Comprehensive Toxics Act. 

0:02:00 

8/7/2023 New TMP 
4:30pm KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Kalaha 
Post Office Fire 

Kahala Post Office Fire. Breaking news 
from Kahala... HFD says a 2-alarm fire at 
the Waialae-Kahala Post Office is now 
extinguished. As you can see, there's still 
"fire-fighting foam" blowing around the 
area. Emergency crews rushed to the 
building around 3 o'clock... and found 
black smoke coming from a "malfuctioning 
tar kettle" on the roof. They had the fire 
under control in about 30-minutes. No one 
was hurt. 

0:00:30 
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8/7/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg Prison Drug 
Packages 

Prison Drug Packages. Authorities are 
considering new security measures to stop 
people from sending 'illegal' drugs to 
inmates.. through the mail. Our Chief 
Investigative Reporter Lynn Kawano spoke 
with a  lawyer who discovered, *he was 
targeted by someone trying to sneak meth 
into Hawaii's largest prison.The Dept. of 
public safety says they've had multiple, 
similar incidents — attorneys unknowingly 
being used to help smuggle drugs into the 
facilities.  

0:02:45 

8/9/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KGMB  

10pm pkg Evacuees Evacuees. Thousands of visitors are being 
evacuated from Maui to Oahu. As Our Ben 
Gutierrez reports.. many are now in 
Waikiki.. trying to figure out their next 
steps. Officials and volunteers started 
staffing the convention center, preparing 
forthe possibility of hundreds of tourists 
who had been stranded in West Maui 
while the wildfire raged in the Lahaina 
area. 

0:02:30 

8/10/2023 New TMP 
4:30pm KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Evacuees 
Latest 

Evacuees Latest. Both Hawaiian Airlines 
and Southwest... have added extra flights 
to help people evacuate from Maui. Our 
Jolanie Martinez spoke with passengers 
arriving today and has more from 
Honolulu's airport. There's been flights 
frequently coming in from Kahului. I mean 
look at this baggage claim screen...it's all 
flights from Kahului. The Hawaii Tourism 
Authority says there were 14-thousand 
visitors moved off island yesterday. An 
addition 14 thousand five hundred will be 
moved by the end of today. But there's 
also residents hopping on a plane... who 
plan to stay on O'ahu indefinitely.  

0:02:00 
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8/10/2023 New TMP 
4:30pm KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Sport 
Relief Efforts for 
Maui fires 

Sports Relief Efforts for Maui Fires. The 
Hawaii Sports community has rallied 
around Maui in the wake of the 
devastation. The Nanakuli football team 
was set to host Maui high this 
weekend...but are now doing their part to 
help. Kyle Chinen has more. the golden 
hawks and the sabers were set to kick off 
the 2023 season this saturday...but when 
west maui was ravaged by the 
fire...football was the furthest thing on 
anyone's mind. 

0:02:15 

8/17/2023 New TMP 9pm 
KFVE 

9pm natvo Braddah 
Waltah Passes 

Braddah Waltah Passes.And that breaking 
news..Walter Aipolani he beloved musician 
known as Braddah Waltah...passed away 
today..after a battle with liver cancer. 
Known as "The Father of Hawaiian Reggae" 
.. The Na Hoku Hano Hano award-winning 
singer and song-writer.. was best known 
for  his 80's hit ..."Sweet Lady of 
Waiāhole". 

0:00:40 

9/2/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg Spencecliff 
Reunion 

Spencecliff Reunion. A celebration of an 
important era in Hawaii's culinary history is 
slated for later this month. Billy V has a 
closer look at the reunion that's bringing 
together some of Hawaii's most known 
restaurants. Spencecliff restaurants are 
having a "family reunion" of former 
employees and the names of the 
resturants for anyone who has lived on 
O'ahu will make you smile at the 
memories. 

0:01:45 

9/4/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg Filmmakers 
Lahina Tribute 

Filmmaker's Lahaina Tribute. With so 
many images out there of the devastation 
in Lahaina a local filmmaker wanted to 
create a video tribute to remember the 
historic town as it was - before the blaze. 
Jim Mendoza has the story. This video 
tribute to Lahaina has gotten over 800,000 
views on YouTube. Oahu travel filmmaker 
Dennis Callan produced it from scenes he 
shot on Front Steet two years ago. 

0:02:00 
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9/5/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg Removed by 
Force Documentary 

Removed by Force Documentary. A new 
documentary shares the shameful story of 
how the U.S. government treated 
Americans of Japanese ancestry who were 
living in Hawaii during World War II.  They 
were evicted from their homes because 
they lived near military bases. Jim 
Mendoza spoke with the filmmakers. After 
the bombing of Pearl Harbor, the U.S. 
government ordered the evictions of about 
1,500 Americans of Japanese ancestry in 
Hawaii. 

0:02:45 

9/5/2023 New TMP 
4:30pm KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Kokua 
For Maui Restaurant 
Day 

Kokua For Maui Restaurant Day. Today, 
restaurants across the state will be 
donating a portion of their proceeds to 
support Lahaina businesses impacted by 
the Maui wildfires. Eddie Dowd explains 
how it works. 

0:01:45 

9/6/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg 
Misdemeanor Cases 
Policy 

Misdemeanor Cases Policy. A policy 
change at the Honolulu prosecutors office 
means some victims of crimes will not get 
any follow up, unless they reach out to the 
agency. Our Lynn Kawano has more from 
an employee speaking out against it and 
reaction from the prosecuting attorney. 
The change was announced at the January 
10th meeting for the prosecutor's office 
the agenda says - "Volume is 
overwhelming at the misdemeanor division 
level-  more case load and less deputy 
prosecuting attorneys" followed by 
"something within the unit and Victim 
Witness Kokua Services must give" because 
of that, Unsolicited reports -- those which 
come from police and not the victim or 
complaining witness -- will now have "no 
outreach" from the office. 

0:02:30 
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9/7/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Housing 
Emergency Proc 
Defense 

Housing Emergency Proc Defense. 
Governor Green's housing chief Nani 
Medeiros is resigning and he's blaming 
online and personal attacks sparked by 
MMA star BJ Penn. Her resignation is a 
major blow to the Governor's affordable 
housing plan and his emergency 
proclamation which got fierce push back.. 
but also had passionate supporters. 
Mahealani Richardson joins us with the 
latest. Under that housing emergency Nani 
Medeiros was the lead housing officer of a 
working group that aimed to streamline 
affordable housing projects. She and the 
Governor's plan were heavily criticized but 
after the Lahaina wildfire it became a 
flashpoint with claims of a West Maui land 
grab and conspiracy theories that fueled 
online anger. 

0:02:30 

9/13/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

 4pm pkg 
Government 
Misinformation 

Maui Misinformation.  After HNN's story 
aired yesterday that researchers found 
China and Russia were linked to online 
misinformation form the Maui wildfires, 
there were many angry comments saying 
the report was government propaganda.  
Tonight Hawaii congressmembers, the tech 
industry and social media experts are 
trying to figure what to do about the 
conspiracy theories that just keep 
spreading. 

0:01:30 

9/13/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm sot-vo Korean Memorial Statue.  A memorial 
honoring the first Korean immigrants to 
Hawaii was unveiled at a ceremony at 
Oahu Cemetery in Nuuanu.  Local 
community leaders say about 5-thousan 
Koreans who moved to Honolulu in the 
early 1900s helped Korea fight for 
independence from Japanese rule.  Among 
the attendees, the granddaughter of Won-
myung chung, one of about 20 activists 
posthumously recognized by the Korean 
governent. 

0:00:40 
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9/14/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg 
Honeymooner 
Paralyzed 

Honeymooner Paralyzed. Atlanta 
newlyweds came to the islands two weeks 
ago to celebrate their honeymoon but the 
vacation took a heartbreaking turn. The 
husband suffered a devastating injury 
during a surf lesson. Mark Carpenter has 
the story. Brendan Town and his wife Cho 
Park...came to Hawaii for a dream 
honeymoon. After spending their first 
week on O'ahu next stop was a trip to the 
Big Island. Recovery time from this injury 
varies from days to years. Brendan has 
already started physical therapy....and says 
he's feeling a bit stronger each day.  

0:02:30 

9/15/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg Marines 
Cold Case 

Marines Cold Case. 43 years after an 
unsolved double murder in East Oahu, 
Honolulu police are no longer leading the 
investigation. As our Chief Investigative 
Reporter Lynn Kawano tells us the U.S. 
military has taken over. The case has been 
cold for decades -- despite new leads in 
recent years, no arrests have been made. 

0:02:30 

9/16/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg Red Hill 
Selection Committee 

Red Hill Selection Committee. Ten people 
were selected to be part of an oversight 
group for the de-fueling of the Navy's Red 
Hill Facility that's scheduled to take place 
in a month from now. Eddie Dowd has a 
look at some of the people chosen to 
represent the community. Two well known 
Native Hawaiian activists will be part of the 
EPA's group aimed at providing oversight 
during the de-fueling and removal of the 
Navy's red hill facility. They say they are 
going to make sure the government and 
military are held accountable. 

0:02:00 
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9/18/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg Hawaii Loa 
Ridge 

Hawaii Loa Ridge. The attorney for a man 
accused of a gruesome murder on Hawaii 
Loa Ridge wants the case dismissed citing 
prosecutorial misconduct. And legal 
experts say he has a strong argument. Our 
Chief Investigative Reporter Lynn Kawano 
explains in a story you'll see only on Hawaii 
News Now. The attorney for Juan Tejedor 
Baron says deputy prosecutors have been 
showing the public, crime scene photos 
and other pieces of evidence potentially 
tainting the jury pool. The Honolulu 
Prosecutors Office declined to the motion 
with Hawaii News Now, multiple 
employees will be called to testify at the 
next court hearing and the office said, the 
matter will be addressed at that time. 

0:02:45 

9/19/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg Crossfit 
Teenage Brothers 

Crossfit Teenage Brothers. Two teenagers 
with Hawaii ties made their mark at the 
recent CrossFit Games. As Jim Mendoza 
explains, fitness is the family business. A 
pair of athletes from Hawaii burst on the 
scene at this year's CrossFit Games – the 
Olympics of fitness. And they're brothers. 
In their age groups, Kaeo and Kulani 
Subiono both finished ranked in the top 
ten in the world, fueling their healthy 
sibling rivalry. 

0:02:30 

9/20/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg Honolulu 
Parking Meters 

Honolulu Parking Meters. This is the first 
week for the city's major rollout of those 
new 4G parking meters. Its also the end of 
a free parking period for some areas. Casey 
Lund has more. 

0:02:45 

9/20/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg Moiliili 
Closing 

Moiliili Park Closing. A ball field in the 
middle of the city will be off limits all next 
month. Our Ben Gutierrez shows us why 
young athletes, and others, will have to 
move. Moiliili Neighborhood Park is one of 
the city's busiest. But when you look at its 
three acres, you can definitely tell it's 
overdue for a refresh. But the city hopes 
that the improvements will field some 
benefits in the long run. 

0:02:15 
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9/21/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Nam Fong 
Closing 

Nam Fong Closing. A Chinatown butcher 
shop famous for roast meats is closing for 
good. After 35 years, the owner of Nam 
Fong says he's ready to retire. The 
unmistakable sounds of Nam Fong.. a place 
where Chiu Tsun has been cutting up and 
serving up succulent Hong Kong style 
meats on Mauna Kea street in Chinatown 
since 1988. 

0:01:45 

9/21/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg Hawaiians 
Not in Hawaii 

Hawaiians Not In Hawaii. We start with 
new reaction tonight on a population 
break-down that has Native Hawaiians 
trying to reverse a trend. The latest census 
counted 680-thousand Americans.. 
claiming Hawaiian blood. As Ben Gutierrez 
reports.. most of them don't live here. 
When the Hawaii monarchy still existed, 
there was no question that the vast 
majority of Native Hawaiians lived here, in 
Hawaii. The U.S. Census Bureau confirms a 
new reality for the 21st Century. 

0:02:30 

9/22/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm vo No New Trial 
for Dandurand 

No New Trial For Dandurand. Convicted 
North shore murderer Hailey Dandurand 
will not be getting a new trial. A judge 
denied a motion from her attorney 
yesterday. Last month a jury found her 
guilty on 6 charges - for killing 
housekeeper Telma Boinville and 
kidnapping her daughter in 2017.  

0:00:30 

9/22/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Homeless in 
Sewers 

Homeless In Sewers. Trespassers are 
finding new ways to access residential 
areas in East Oahu, underground. Our 
Jolanie Martinez has more on what the city 
is doing to keep people out of storm 
drains. A residents says two individuals 
climbed out of a storm drain manhole on 
their property here on Luawai Street in 
Kahala. Neighbors say this road which 
leads to a grocery store is a thoroughfare 
for transients. 

0:02:00 
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9/22/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg Alm 
Prosecutor Firing 

Alm Prosecutor Firing. The city prosecutor 
says says he can find an impartial jury for 
the trial of Juan Baron -- the man accused 
of a Hawaii Loa ridge murder. That's 
despite claims that a now-fired deputy... 
tainted the jury pool by showing crime 
scene photos in public presentations. HNN 
Investigates broke the story this week, and 
our Lynn Kawano has the new 
developments. The deputy was fired 
Tuesday -- Steve Alm is now speaking 
publicly about the claims of misconduct by 
Baron's attorney. 

0:02:45 

9/22/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg Habitat 
Leeward Restore 

Habitat Leeward Restore. If you're 
planning a home renovation project – 
ReStore Leeward really could use your 
business. Here's Jim Mendoza. In the past 
twenty years, Habitat for Humanity 
Leeward has built twenty-two homes for 
families who were able to finally realize 
their dream of home ownership. But the 
faith-based organization knows all that 
work is still just a drop in the bucket. 

0:02:30 

9/22/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg Mililani 
Acid Attack Victim 
Speaks 

Mililani Acid Attack Victim Speaks. A 
woman with more courage than she ever 
imagined. Davina Licon is speaking out 
tonight on the acid attack.. that nearly 
killed her.The 20-year-old was doused last 
April.. and was also nearly shot. She told 
our Ben Gutierrez she wants justice.. and 
that's not all, Ben. Licon says the attack 
changed her life, and left her scarred, both 
physically and mentally. But it also 
changed what she wants to do with that 
life -- to help other victims recovering from 
trauma. 

0:02:45 
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9/22/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KFVE 

10pm vo Chris Santos 
Arrives on Oahu 

Chris Santos Arrives on Oahu. Kauai 
Murder suspect Chris Santos is now on 
Oahu. Our camera was there at the 
Honolulu airport today as Deputy Sheriffs 
transported the 48-year-old to a detention 
center. His lawyer entered a not guilty plea 
on his behalf this afternoon. Police 
captured Santos on Sunday night.. 9 days 
after he allegedly killed Kith Silva-Lacro, of 
Kalaheo. Authorities say officers found in a 
stolen jeep.. with two rifles.. and shot him 
once.. as he tried to flee. 

0:00:30 

9/23/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm vo Waianae 
Shooting 

Waianae Shooting. HPD is searching for 
the suspect who is "armed and 
dangerous". It happened at Waianae Boat 
Harbor just before 1 a-m. Police say the 
suspect left the scene in a dark-colored 
vehicle before police arrived...and believe 
it's "not a random act." 

0:00:20 

9/23/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg Marlo 
Moku 15 Years 
Missing 

Marlo Moku 15 Years Missing. Its been 15 
years since a Big Island mother went 
missing. Even though so much time has 
passed -- her loved ones aren't giving up 
hope. There's not a day that goes by where 
Kawehi Moku isn't thinking of her eldest 
sister -- Marlo Moku. September 23, 2008 
was the last time she heard Marlo's voice. 
Marlo is a mother of three -- her 49th 
birthday is coming up in December. Two of 
her young grandkids carry her name. Her 
sister and chidlren will never stop keeping 
her memory and name alive 

0:02:10 
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9/24/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg Hokulea SF 
Arrival 

Hokulea SF Arrival. The Hokulea crew 
arrived in San Francisco today -- the first 
time in nearly three decades.  Our 
Mahealani Richardson reports from the 
west coasts. Aloha everyone. I'm here at 
the Sausalito Yacht Club where the 
Hokulea will be leaving in just a few 
minutes. She will be leaving from this dock 
and then sailing to Aquatic Center in San 
Francisco. It is the first time in 28 years 
that Hokulea has been to San Francisco, 
the city by the bay. 

0:01:15 

9/25/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg Twirling to 
the Top 

Twirling To The Top. An Oahu teen is 
twirling his way to the top. Jax Scott is a 
competitive baton twirler... who took the 
bronze medal at this year's world 
championships. It's a sport he just picked 
up just 3 years ago. Jim Mendoza has 
more.  

0:02:30 

9/25/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm pkg Hokulea in 
SF 

Hokulea in SF. For the first time in nearly 3 
decades, the Hokulea is visiting San 
Francisco, California. Mahealani 
Richardson was onboard the Polynesian 
voyaging canoe and joins us with the 
latest. The Hokulea is now docked at the 
Hyde Street Pier at the Aquatic Center. 
That's across from Ghirardelli Square. This 
is part of the 4 year voyage arond the 
Pacific. It's a trip so special that California 
Governor Gavin Newsom made a special 
proclamation for Hokulea. 

0:01:30 
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9/25/2023 New TMP 6pm 
KFVE 

6pm pkg Windward 
Pediatrician Lawsuit 

Windward Pediatrician Lawsuit. An Oahu 
pediatrician is accused of sex abuse and 
misconduct by 10 women -- all mothers of 
his patients. And some have filed a civil 
lawsuit. Our Chief Investigative Reporter 
Lynn Kawano has the allegations. The 
women tell me Dr. Gregory Yim had been 
treating their children for years, some 
since the kids were born -- the mother say 
they trusted him. Pediatrician Dr. Gregory 
Yim - seen here in previous news 
interviews -- is the subject of a growing 
civil lawsuit. 

0:02:45 

9/25/2023 New TMP 10pm 
KHNL 

10pm pkg Waianae 
Shooting 

Waianae Shooting. We start with new 
information on the gunfire in Leeward 
Oahu this weekend. HPD says four people 
were shot multiple times by multiple 
people. Two of the victims died. And 
another one, who survived, is also a 
suspect. Our Eddie Dowd has new reaction 
in tonight's top story. A memorial is set up 
here at Waianae boat harbor for the two 
people shot to death early Saturday 
morning … another act of violence that has 
this community searching for answers. 

0:02:30 

9/26/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg Caregivers 
Play 

Caregivers Play. In November, the curtain 
goes up on a new production from 
PlayBuilders of Hawaii Theater 
Company.The title for this one is a 
mouthful.The shorter name is Malama the 
Caregivers Theater Project.Like it suggests, 
the production centers on caregivers in 
Hawaii, and it's based on real-life accounts.  

0:02:38 

9/27/2023 New TMP 4pm 
KHNL 

4pm pkg Hollywood 
Hawaii Writer 

Hollywood Hawaii Writer. Kaimuki natives 
and twin brothers  Aaron and Jordan 
Kandell have major Hollywood writing 
experience with credits including Disney's 
Moana and feature-film 'Adrift', which is 
now streaming on Netflix. 

0:02:30 
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9/27/2023 New TMP 5pm 
KHNL 

5pm mpkg Hokulea 
in SF 

Hokulea in SF. For the first time in 28 years 
the Hokulea is back in San Francisco. It's a 
special visit for the crew... and on this rare 
day the city was without its most famous 
resident. 

0:03:00 

 
 
Public Service Announcements: 
 

KHNL (Please refer to Document A for the list of broadcast times) 

Hawaii Foodbank - The PSA encourages people to donate during the Foodbank drive. 
Division of Aquatic Resources HNN Spring 2023 TV - KHNL 

IONA Contemporary Dance Theatre HNN Gioddess Sept 2023 - KHNL 

Hawaii Honda Dealers of Hawaii Oahu - Commission Only-HHD Q3 2023 

Hawaii International Film Festival (D) 2023 HIFF Campaign 

Hawaii Tourism Authority (A) Hokulea: Moananuiakea-Presenting Sponsorship 2023 

Honolulu Museum of Art PSA-April-December 2023 

 
 
K5 (Please refer to Document B for the list of broadcast times) 

Hawaii Foodbank - The PSA encourages people to donate during the Foodbank drive. 
Hawaii International Film Festival (D) 2023 HIFF Campaign 

Honolulu Museum of Art PSA-April-December 2023 

IONA Contemporary Dance Theatre HNN Gioddess Sept 2023 - K5 
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B. ECONOMIC ISSUES, including local issues, labor matters, job opportunities, and the state of 
the economy. 

Date Program Segment Summary Duration 
7/2/2023 New TMP KHNL 5pm pkg Secretary Tours 

Affordable Housing 
Secretary Tours Affordable 
Housing.  The federal government 
is offering 3 billion dollars in new 
grants to help build affordable 
housing across the country.  Today 
the head of Housing and Urban 
Development was on Oahu to see 
how the agency can help Hawaii.  
Annalisa Burgos reports.  Hawaii 
has an affordable housing crisis 
and the high cost of living has 
forced many to the mainland or 
even worse homelessness here at 
Hale Kewalo apartments.  They're 
hoping to change that.  And this is 
a model that local officials want to 
replicate byt they need help with 
federal funding.  Noe the 
apartments here are affordable 
about $700 a month for a one 
bedroom for people who make as 
little as $26,000 a year.  The head 
of US Department of HUD joins us 
today to talk about what the 
needs are and how the federal 
government is helping out people 
here.  Welcome.  Good to see you, 
Secretary Marcia Fudge. 

0:01:40 

7/4/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Rental Prices 
and Shortage 

Rental Prices and Shortage. 
Despite a cooling in home prices 
on Oahu, monthly rents have 
continued to increase at a rapid 
pace. Our Rick Daysog has more 
on a  new report that says rents 
will only continue to rise. During 
the past five years, the average 
rents for a studio in Honolulu 
jumped 25 percent to over 16-
hundred dollars a month, while 
rents for four-bedroom 
apartments have risen by 22 
percent to nearly 37-hundred. 

0:02:00 
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7/5/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm pkg Halawa 
Affordable Housing 

Halawa Affordable Housing. An 
affordable housing project in 
Halawa is ramping up -- now that 
it's qualified for millions of dollars 
in federal and state financing. It's 
a key project for transit oriented 
development near the Halawa 
Station for the new Honolulu 
Skyline. Mahealani Richardson 
takes a look. On Kamehameha 
Highway and Kalaloa Street in 
Halawa, it's a hot bed of activity. 
Nordic PCL crews have torn down 
an old 100-stall parking lot and are 
set to the lay the foundation. 

0:02:10 

7/5/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Waipahu Rail 
Redevelopment 

Waipahu Rail Redevelopment. 
The city says nearly 18-thousand 
people rode Skyline for free.. in 
the first four and a half days. 
Today, ridership dropped as fares 
kicked in and people returned to 
work. Tonight, our Daryl Huff 
takes a closer look at the rail line's 
potential to transforms 
neighborhoods.. and stir conflict. 
The ten billion dollars that's being 
spent on the rail system is nothing 
compared to the kind of 
investment you are gong to see 
along the rail line - in places like 
waipahu. 

0:02:30 

7/7/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Howard 
Business News 

Howard Business News. 
Predictions by market analysts 
came true today. Unemployment 
DID fall. And the market did react 
with concern. Howard Dicus tells 
what happened and why. If the 
Fed would stop raising interest 
rates, like it briefly did in June, 
Wall Street wouldn't mind lower 
unemployment. 

0:01:30 
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7/7/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm vsv Credit Union 
Money Mishap 

Credit Union Money Mishap. A 
large local credit union is 
scrambling to correct errors after 
its mainland electronic banking 
processor caused many people to 
see thousands of dollars disappear 
from their accounts. This story is 
still developing -- and Daryl Huff 
joins us now live to explain. The 
Hawaii Community Federal Credit 
union on the Big Island is 
reassuring customers that by this 
evening they should have received 
their unpaid paychecks and 
money erroneously charged from 
their accounts. 

0:01:30 

7/13/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg SAG Strike SAG Strike. A major actors union 
is going on strike tonight... and 
that will affect Hawaii 
productions. Our Annalisa Burgos 
has more on the island actors and 
the major movies.. now on hold. 
Effective 9:01 PM Hawaii time -- 
about 160,000 members of the 
Screen Actors Guild and American 
Federation of Television and Radio 
Artists are on strike after 
negotiations broke down with the 
major Hollywood movie studios 
on a new, 3 year contract. And 
that bomb is hitting Hawaii as 
well. 

0:02:10 

7/16/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Interisland 
Flight Prices 

Interisland Flight Prices. The days 
of cheap inter-islands flights could 
be coming to an end. Eddie Dowd 
has what some experts are 
forecasting based on current 
trends. When Southwest Airlines 
first set up shop here in Hawaii in 
2019, the prices for inter-island 
flights dropped as more 
competition entered the market. 
But more than 4 years later, some 
belive those prices will soon start 
going back up. 

0:02:30 
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7/18/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm pkg Affordable 
Housing Folo 

Affordable Housing Folo. A 
blessing and groundbreaking of a 
new affordable housing 
development in Halawa. 
Advocates say projects like this 
would benefit from the Govenor's 
new emergency proclamation to 
cut through red tape.  Mahealani 
Richardson has the story. This 
affordable housing project in 
Halawa now has the distinction of 
being the first being building next 
to a Honolulu transit station. 
Honolulu's Mayor... the 
Governor's Chief Housing officer... 
developers... and lawmakers 
gathered for a traditional 
ceremony and to celebrate a 
groundbreaking milestone for 
Halawa View II... an affordable 
housing complex on Kamehameha 
Highway near Pearl Harbor. 

  

7/20/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg New Parking 
Meters 

New Parking Meters. Honolulu's 
free parking meter holiday is 
coming to an end. Tonight.. an 
exclusive first look at the new 
technology to make drivers pay 
up. The city is spending millions of 
dollars on next-generation smart 
meters.. with updated wi-fi. Our 
Ben Gutierrez shows us how they 
work. New smart parking meters 
have begun going up on 
Honolulu's sidewalks, with the 
first 300 already installed in 
Chinatown. The city budgeted four 
million dollars to replace all 42-
hundred of the city's street 
parking meters with these 
upgraded ones that blink red 
when the money runs out. 

0:02:30 
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7/28/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Hawaii Credit 
Card Debt 

Hawaii Credit Card Debt. A new 
report says Hawaii residents have 
the second highest average credit 
card debt in the country.. after 
Alaska. And the fed just raised 
interest rates again this week. Our 
Ben Gutierrez has more on what's 
driving up our debt.. and how to 
trim it down. When you go out to 
buy groceries, do you pay for it 
with a credit card? Turns out more 
and more of our grocery bills are 
going on one of these. According 
to Moneywise, Hawaii's average 
credit card borrower owes more 
than 42-hundred dollars -- up 14 
percent from a year ago. 

0:02:30 

9/13/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30p vo-sot New 4g 
parking meters 

New 4G Parking Meters Installed.  
A typical parking meter fine is 
about $35 and officials estimate 
the City lost about 1.7 million 
dollars in revenue.  By Monday, 
they say all the old credit card 
meters will be replaced with new 
solar-powered ones with new 
technology.  Drivers can inset a 
credit card like before or now they 
can us a smartphone to scan a QR 
code on the meter screen and pay 
through an app and use Google 
Pay or Apple Pay. The app also has 
a map function with available 
meters. 

0:00:30 

9/13/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30p pkg Cheap Eats Time for Cheap Eats!  Guy takes 
us to an okazuya in Waipahu. 
We're in the Waipahu Festival 
marketplace and we'll be eating 
some grat Japanese food.  That 
spot is call Hashi Okazuya.  Come 
on  - I hungry!  Hashi Okazuya is 
open Tuesday, Wednesday/, 
Thursday, Friday Saturday, only 
closed Sunday and Monday and 
you got to come early 7a to 1p 
because if you don't come early, 
they gonna sell out.  All great 
traditional Okazuya stuff.   

0:01:30 
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9/15/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Housing 
Emergency Proclamation 

Housing Emergency 
Proclamation. After a public 
backlash, Governor Green has 
dramatically changed his 
emergency housing order. He's 
restoring most of the review 
process that he previously cut 
out.. to speed up projects. Daryl 
Huff has new reaction from the 
administration and critics. 

0:02:30 

9/22/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm vo UHERO Maui UHERO Maui. Since the fires... 
Maui has lost more than $13 
million dollars of visitor spending 
each day, that's according to t he 
new UHERO forecast for West 
Maui. Unemployment on Maui is 
already over 4 percent... but 
UHERO expects more than 11 
percent unemployment in the 
fourth quarter the three-month 
period beginning next month. 
Unemployment isn't expected to 
return to normal for at least 3 
years. 

0:00:30 
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C. EDUCATION ISSUES, including education standards, school safety, budget matters, outside-
of-the-classroom learning, etc. 

Date Program Segment Summary Duration 
7/3/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm natvo/sotvo Gov 

Signs Education Bills 
Gov Signs Education Bills. 
Governor Josh Green signed four 
bills today to improve education 
and school facilities. The 
governor says the state needs 
12-hundred teachers to fill the 
annual teacher shortage. And 
among the bills signed today is 
one that would help address the 
shortage by developing on or of-
campus housing for teachers 
and other school staff. Other 
new laws allow the 
administration of medication to 
students by school health 
assistants and expand access to 
Pre-K to eligible keiki 

0:00:45 

7/4/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg UH Rise 
Inspiration 

UH Rise Inspiration. We are 
weeks away from UH opening its 
new innovative housing facility 
on campus. The RISE center is 
considered a first of its kind for 
Hawaii and as Jim Mendoza 
explains, its draws inspiration 
from another school on the 
mainland. Starting in the Fall, 
the University of Hawaii 
students will open a new state-
of-the-art center next to the 
Manoa campus. The Residences 
for Innovative Student 
Entrepreneurs – or RISE – was 
inspired by the University of 
Utah's Lassonde Studios. 

0:02:35 

7/6/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg DOE 
Infrastructure Initiative 

DOE Infrastructure Initiative. 
Tech troubles at the Department 
of Education. Rick Daysog 
reports on the equipment and 
school bell upgrades that are 
behind schedule. Nearly a 
decade ago, the state 
Department of Education began 
implementing its Converge 
Infrastructure Initiative in the 

0:02:30 
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state's 255 public schools. It was 
designed so that schools could 
upgrade their networks on an 
array that also housed new 
state-of-the art bell and public 
address systems and fire alarms. 

7/10/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg 
International Teachers 
Recruited 

International Teachers 
Recruited. The DOE says it will 
begin the school year with about 
300 teacher vacancies - so the 
80 teachers welcomed from the 
Philippines today is significant - 
and the department says its not 
worried about cultural or 
language issues with this group. 
To get here...these teachers had 
to compete for a J-1 visa their 
credentials screened by an 
international evaluations 
company and most have 
advanced degrees equal to U.S. 
universities and classroom 
experience teaching in English. 

0:02:30 

7/21/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm pkg DOE 
Trainers Workshop 

DOE Trainers Workshop. The fall 
high school sports season will be 
here before we know it and the 
state's athletic trainers are 
gearing up. They met this week 
for a statewide 
summit...analyzing different 
methods of injury prevention. 
Kyle Chinen reports. The more 
that, you know, and the more 
skills or practice you have, the 
better off you are, 55 public 
school athletic trainers from 
across the island chain took part 
in training sessions yesterday at 
Radford high school...hosted by 
hawaii pacific health. A chance 
to help trainers prepare for all 
types of emergency situations 
this sports year. 

0:02:15 
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7/24/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Kalamapii Play 
School Station 

Kalamapii Play School Location. 
The head of a Hilo pre-school 
that shut down in February -- 
partly over lead concerns -- says 
she's signed a lease at a new 
location. Allyson Blair tells us 
how soon she hopes to reopen. 
With the new location nailed 
down... the school's executive 
director tells me she'll be ready 
to submit an application for a 
state license in the next couple 
weeks. An exact date for when 
the school could reopen hasn't 
been set... but she says the goal 
is to have keiki back in the 
classroom in sometime in the 
next six months. 

0:02:45 

7/25/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg School Bus 
Drive Shortage 

School Bus Driver Shortage. The 
Department of Education says 
it's short HUNDREDS of bus 
drivers and will be suspending 
services to more than a dozen 
campuses in the state. With less 
than two weeks before school 
starts.. officials say there is no 
timetable for when service will 
return. As Eddie Dowd 
reports...the state will be relying 
on public transportation to get 
students to class. In response to 
the bus driver shortage, the city 
says every student when they 
return from summer break will 
be getting a student ID that can 
act as a HOLO card to get them 
on The Bus or Skyline free of 
charge but it first needs to be 
activated by a parent. 

0:01:45 
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7/27/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Keiki Ready Keiki Ready. The state plans to 
open 11 new FREE public 
preschool classrooms *this fall.. 
as part of the Ready Keiki 
initiative. Lawmakers say it's a 
major step forward in achieving 
universal access to preschool 
..for all of Hawaiʻi's keiki. 
Chelsea Davis reports. 
Lawmakers got a first-hand look 
at one of the classrooms at 
Wailuku Elementary School on 
Maui today. This August, it will 
be the learning hub for 20 
children -- ages three and four -- 
at no cost to their parents. 

0:02:30 

7/31/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm pkg Back to 
Schoo Supply Inflation 

Back to School Supply Inflation. 
As most Hawaii kids prepare to 
head back to school, crossing 
items off the suppply list can be 
costly. Casey Lund  visited the 
salvation army to find ways to 
save. 

0:03:00 

8/4/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Hawaiian Air 
Student Simulator 

Hawaiian Air Students 
Simulator. An apprentice 
program at a community college 
is grooming workers for high-
paying jobs in the airline 
industry. Our Dillon Ancheta 
shows us who's getting first-
hand experience with the state's 
largest carrier. This simulation 
gives hands on training for these 
newly hired Hawaiian Airlines 
mechanics. Hunter Kaleo-pa'a, is 
fresh out of Honolulu 
Community College's aviation 
program.  

0:01:45 

8/7/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Back to School Back to School. The roads were 
extra busy today... as Hawaii's 
public school students headed 
back to class. Casey Lund takes 
us to Kalani high school. Aloha 
from Kalani High School, and it is 
a party here on the first day back 
to class, the marching band 
welcoming those students here 
to campus. We have also 

0:03:00 
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superintendent Keith Hayashi  
With us today from the 
Department of Education. This is 
a good time. 

8/7/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Malia Hill Aced 
the ACT 

Malia Hill Aced the ACT. As the 
school year starts back up--- a 
Big Island student has already 
pulled off an incredible 
academic accomplishment. Over 
the summer, Waiakea high 
senior Malia Hill took the ACT 
Test. She didn't just do well on 
the college admissions exam... 
she got a perfect score. Jim 
Mendoza has her story. Malia 
Hill is entering her senior year at 
Waiakea High School, where 
she's a member of the National 
Honor Society and a straight A 
student. 

0:02:45 

8/7/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm pkg Kulanihakoi 
High School Opens 

Kulanihakoi High School Opens. 
After decades of planning -- the 
state's newest high school is 
now officially open. Kūlanihākoʻi 
High School on Maui welcomed 
students to its state-of-the-art, 
multi-million dollar campus in 
Kihei today. Our Chelsea Davis 
has the story. The principal tells 
me it feels like Christmas 
morning here on campus of the 
Kulanihakoi High School 
mantarays.  

0:02:30 
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8/8/2023 Sunrise 8am KFVE 8am vo Maui School 
Closures 

Maui School Closures. There are 
several school closures on Maui 
to tell you about now. 
Kamehameha Schools Maui and 
Aapueo Preschool will not open 
today.. due to a nearby 
brushfire. School officials say... 
there is *no danger to the 
campuses... but the fire does 
present air quality concern. 
Meanwhile 4 public West Maui 
schools will also be closed .. due 
to severe weather... including 
"heavy winds, including flying 
debris, downed power poles and 
trees" according to the DOE. 
Princess Nahi'ena'ena 
Elementary, King Kamehameha 
III Elementary, Lahaina 
Intermediate and Lahainaluna 
high school. DOE officials say 
they are tracking the conditions 
at other campuses across the 
state. 

0:00:45 

9/11/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Ken Lawson vs. 
UH. 

Ken Lawson vs. UH.A legal battle 
is brewing within the UH law 
school stemming from 
accusations of racial bias. A well-
known instructor is now suing 
after he was banned from 
campus. Ken Lawson is a well-
known law teacher at the 
University of Hawaii law school 
and co-director of the Hawaii 
Innocence project -- which has 
gained national attention for 
exonerations of people 
wrongfully convicted 

0:02:45 

9/18/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vo Mililani High 
Lockdown 

Mililani High Lockdown. A 
threatening message put Mililani 
High School on lockdown this 
afternoon. The Department of 
education says the message was 
found on campus but did not 
provide details on where or 
what it said. Honolulu police 
responded and the lockdown 
was lifted just after 12pm. HPD 

0:00:30 
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has classified the case first-
degree terroristic threatening. 
So far - no arrests. 

9/27/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg St. Louis 
Settlement 

St. Louis Settlement. It's been 
nearly two years since the first 
lawsuit was filed -- four years 
since the juvenile, criminal case -
- now *all parties appear ready 
to end the legal battle. 
Attorneys for St. Louis School 
scored a victory in honolulu 
district court earlier this year -- 
after a judge rejected a deal 
between 

0:02:48 

 
 
Public Service Announcements: 
 
KHNL (Please refer to Document A for the list of broadcast times) 
First Tee - The PSA informs people on how First Tee helps to coach children in golf and life. 
National Academy of Engineering - The PSA encourages people to become engineers. 
Donors Choose - The PSA encourages everyone to help teachers out by going to donorschoose.org and finding 
a request to support.  
Washington Media Scholars Foundation - The PSA encourages students to apply to the Washington Media 
Scholars Foundation. 
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First Tee - The PSA informs people on how First Tee helps to coach children in golf and life. 
National Academy of Engineering - The PSA encourages people to become engineers. 
Donors Choose - The PSA encourages everyone to help teachers out by going to donorschoose.org and finding 
a request to support.  
Washington Media Scholars Foundation - The PSA encourages students to apply to the Washington Media 
Scholars Foundation. 
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D. ENVIRONMENTAL AND WEATHER ISSUES, including conservation, global warming, 
littering, environmental issues particular to Hawaii, environmental education, and political 
issues, as well as tsunamis, typhoons, volcanoes, earthquakes, and other severe and non-severe 
weather. 

Date Program Segment Summary Duration 
7/3/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm pkg Red Hill 

DOH Scientist 
Red Hill DOH Scientist. A new 
Department of Health report 
uses videos aired on Hawaii 
News Now to show what was in 
the contaminated water from 
the Red Hill fuel spills. It also 
has some answers on why 
families may have gotten sick 
even *before the November 
2021 fuel spill. Mahealani 
Richardson has the latest. Days 
after the November Red Hill 
fuel spill... Hawaii News Now 
went to Cyndi Ramirez' house 
and other military homes 
where residents showed us 
their tainted water. 

0:02:35 

7/5/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm vosot Gov 
Signs Climate and Ag 
Bills 

Gov Signs Climate and Ag Bills. 
Govenor Green signed off on a 
slate of clean energy bills this 
afternoon. The govenor 
apprived three pieces of 
legislation related to climate 
protections. One outlines 
stronger energy efficiency 
standards for the state and 
another bill lays out a 
framework for cleaner vehicle 
requirements. Senate 
transportation chair Chris Lee 
pushed for the enhanced goals 

0:00:45 
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7/6/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm pkg 
Swimming with Sharks 

Swimming with Sharks. There 
have been a record number of 
shark attacks and sightings 
across the state recently some 
making national headlines. 
Casey Lund went to check out if 
that was affecting shark 
tourism here on Oahu. And to 
answer that question we set 
out with the folks from ocean 
Outfitters, Hawaii. Kevin Wilson 
owns this boat. This is unique. 
It goes really fast.  

0:03:30 

7/6/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Kaiwi Coast 
Protection 

Kaiwi Coast Protection. 
Hawaii's Governor signed 14 
bills today related to land 
conservation, including one to 
create a new state park. 
Another will change 
enforcement tactics for DLNR. 
Mark Carpenter explains. With 
a stunning backdrop behind 
him. Governor Green signing 
off on ensuring the Ka'iwi Coast 
remains protected. Senate Bill 
12-54 takes a critical step in 
designating this 7-mile stretch 
along O'ahu's southeastern 
shoreline...as a state park.  

0:02:10 
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7/6/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Penalties 
for Shoreline 
Violations 

Penalties for Shoreline 
Violations. We start tonight 
with the fight against erosion.. 
and a new legal weapon 
targeting homeowners who go 
rogue. As Our Jolanie Martinez 
reports.. the state can now 
place a lein on properties with 
land violations. As ocean levels 
rise.. the new rules give the 
state more power to keep 
people from breaking the law 
to protect their properties from 
erosion. Last year DLNR 
counted 20 homes with illegal 
erosion control measures on 
Oahu's North Shore.. 
everything from beach burritos, 
to concrete with metal rebar. 
As the shoreline shrank.. One 
house even fell onto the sand. 
Property owners faced 
thousands of dollars in fines. 

0:02:30 

7/9/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Alan Davis 
Beach Future 

Alan Davis Beach 
Future.Supporters of this new 
state park say it would add 
greater protections for this area 
that includes this secluded 
beach that has a history of 
getting rowdy. In 2021 during 
the COVID-19 pandemic more 
than 300 people were at an 
illegal beach party at the beach 
known as "Alan Davis" with 4 
people being cited by DLNR. I 
went down to look and there 
was 100s of cars on the 
highway and I was able to call 
DLNR and get them to come 
but many other people had 
made a report 

0:02:20 
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7/10/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg BWS to test 
Red Hill Shaft 

BWS to test Red Hill Shaft. In a 
one on one interview. Board of 
Water Supply manager and 
chief chief engineer Ernie Lau 
said the Navy is giving the 
Board of Water Supply access 
to its Red Hill shaft but some of 
the testing parameters need to 
be work out. At a January 
meeting The Board of Water 
Supply's Ernie Lau said he had 
asked for permission to test the 
Navy's water wells at Red Hill 
but that his request had been 
denied. 

0:02:25 

7/14/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Turtle 
Canyon Overtourism  

Turtle Canyon Overtourism. 
Turtle Canyon is right off of Fort 
DeRussy Beach a popular spot 
for snorkeling and scuba diving. 
But a boater says over tourism 
is keeping many animals away. 
"It's very very sad. Like it was 
one of the reasons that even 
like it's depressing, I stopped 
work in the area because it's 
depressing." Boat Captain 
Daniel Wasserott is a scuba 
diver instructor. Since 2011 -- 
he'd bring customers to Turtle 
Canyon where they'd see 
dozens of turtles everyday 

0:02:35 

7/14/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm pkg Turtle 
Canyon Overtourism 

Turtle Canyon Overtourism. 
Concerns of overtourism at a 
Waikiki snorkeling spot. Our 
Jolanie Martinez spoke with a 
boater who has noticed 
changes in the environment. 
Turtle Canyon is right off of Fort 
DeRussy Beach a popular spot 
for snorkeling and scuba diving. 
But a boater says over tourism 
is keeping many animals away.  

0:02:30 
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7/24/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg DLNR 
Mosquito Backlash 

DLNR Mosquito Backlash. An 
effort to save native Hawaiian 
birds on Maui is getting more 
backlash from the public. Court 
hearings, community meetings, 
even sign-waving events all to 
stop the release of so-called 
"incompatible" mosquitoes. 
Our Chelsea Davis has both 
sides. A small but loud group of 
residents held signs outside St. 
Mary's Church in Hana last 
week. They're trying to raise 
awareness in their rural East 
Maui community. They're also 
holding WEEKLY community 
meetings. They DON'T want the 
state releasing millions of 
mosquitoes in an effort to save 
Native Hawaiian birds.  

0:02:15 

7/26/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Boater 
Stewardship Fee 

Boater Stewardship Fee. The 
state plans to start charging a 
one-dollar fee to customers of 
ocean businesses that goes for 
both tourists and kama'aina. 
The state says it's to help 
protect marine resources. But 
as Ben Gutierrez reports.. some 
want more specific details on 
how the money will be used. 
The Department of Land and 
Natural Resources has been 
holding hearings around the 
state on the ocean stewardship 
fee. Tonight's was on the island 
of Hawaii. The feedback was 
mostly good, but some aren't 
convinced the money will go 
where its needed. 

0:02:00 
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7/27/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg BWS PFAs 
Filtration 

BWS PFAs Filtration. The Board 
of Water Supply is worried 
about detections of toxic 
forever chemicals in the 
drinking water supply. 
Engineers say the water is safe 
to drink for now... but in this 
exclusive story... we found out 
the board is already planning 
for a costly clean up. Next to 
the Pasty Mink Central Oahu 
Park... is the Board of Water 
Supply's Waipahu Wells III. The 
well goes down deep at more 
than a dozen of its well 
stations.  

0:02:00 

7/28/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Red Hill Fire 
Training 

Red Hill Fire Training. After the 
2021 fuel spill and tainted 
water disaster... de-fueling is 
scheduled to begin this fall. The 
task force is training to respond 
to a massive fire. Mahealani 
Richardson watched them in 
action. At a Ford Island fire 
training facility... this exercise 
scenario is a fire on board a 
submarine. 

0:02:30 
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7/31/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Red Hill 
Examinations 

Red Hill Examinations. HNN 
Investigates has learned the 
government wants mental and 
physical examinations of Red 
Hill families who are suing over 
claims of long-term illnesses. 
But the plaintiffs lawyers say 
they don't want a psychologist 
to examine young children... 
alone. Lawyers for Red Hill 
families suing the U-S 
government claiming long-term 
illnesses from the Navy's Red 
Hill Fuel spills in 2021…. say 
they're not against physical and 
mental examinations of clients. 
It's who are 5 to 6 years old 
that they find troubling. 

0:02:00 

8/1/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Deep Sea 
Exploring 

Deep Sea Exploring. Now, to a 
dive into the Pacific, where 
scientists are studying areas 
deep underwater that have 
never before been explored. 
Our Emily Cristobal takes us far 
below the ocean's surface. 
Nearly 1,000  nautical miles 
southwest of Hawaii, a NOAA 
team of scientists is mapping 
the deep sea...and making 
ground-breaking discoveries. 
From their research ship 
stationed in the Pacific Remote 
Islands, researchers are able to 
see the world underwater by 
remotely controlling two 
highly-equipped robots. 

0:02:30 
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8/2/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Another 
Dillingham Gas Line 
Hit 

Another Dillingham Gas Line 
Hit. Oops, they did it again. Two 
days after a rail contractor dug 
into a gas line in Kalihi.. hana 
hou. Ben Gutierrez found out 
what's going on. This is the 
block on Dillingham Boulevard 
where HART'S contractor 
accidentally hit gas lines -- not 
once, but twice -- in the effort 
to find and relocate utilities. 
Both times, Dillingham -- 
already down to one lane in 
each direction -- had to be shut 
down between Kalihi and 
Mokuauea Streets while repairs 
were made. HART Executive 
Director Lori Kahikina says 
there's a maze of utilities 
beneath the pavement. 

0:02:00 

8/3/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Invasive 
Pets Meeting 

Invasive Pets Meeting. 
Windward Oahu residents say 
more needs to be done to keep 
invasive pests out of the 
islands. Mahealani Richardson 
reports. Multiple agencies are 
battling infestations of Little 
Fire Ants discovered most 
recently at nursery in 
Waimanalo. There's regular 
treatments of coqui frogs in 
Waimanalo and Palolo.... where 
there's significant activity. 

0:02:10 
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8/7/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Pig Problem 
Update 

Pig Problem Update. A 
neighborhood overlooking 
downtown Honolulu.. has 
reclaimed its peace and quiet.. 
by partnering with hunters. 
Residents in Pacific Heights 
organized a pig hunt. 
Mahealani Richardson has 
more on what neighborhoods 
could be next. Residents that 
we talked to had mixed feelings 
about the recent pig hunt. 
Some said they were against 
the hunt, others say they knew 
the pigs were destructive but 
thought they were cute, while 
other residents say they're glad 
they're gone.  

0:02:00 

8/31/2023 New TMP 530pm KHNL 530pm pkg New Fuel 
Storage Tank 

New Fuel Storage Tanks. Island 
Energy Services comissioned 
several giant fuel tanks in 
Kapolei today....after - the 
federal government sought 
alternatives to store fuel on 
Oahu -- last year. These are two 
of the five fuel tanks built in the 
the last ten months here at 
Island Energy Services' Kapolei 
Terminal. These tanks can hold 
up to one-point-two million 
barrels of fuel. In fact — some 
of the fuel from Red Hill will be 
stored here.  

0:02:45 
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9/7/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Maui Fire 
Breaks 

Maui Fire Breaks. The Maui 
wildfires have rekindled 

awareness about fire risk across 
the state. Its leading to 

complaints to Oahu's building 
inspectors about landowners 

failing to protect their 
neighbors by controlling brush. 

Our Daryl Huff reports from 
Makakilo.  like many ridgeline 

communities makakilo has a 
patchwork of land ownership 

which makes it hard to tell who 
is responsible for keeping down 

the wild brush to protect the 
homes Makakilo's dry brush 

and high winds make it 
susceptible to fire ...so this 
years overgrowth has sent 
some to the neighborhod 

board. 

0:02:30 

9/14/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Red Hill Dr. 
Testimony 

Red Hill Dr. Testimony. Hawaii 
News Now has learned the U-S 
government is trying to block 
the testimony of a prominent 
Hawaii physician in a Red Hill 
lawsuit. The lawsuit claims 
medical negligence after the 
doctor wrote some people got 
better treatment than others. 
Dr. Jason Keifer is a psychiatrist 
and founded Brain Heal. Of the 
military's medical treatment... 
he's said quote. "I have seen 
firsthand the negative impact of 
the failure to assess, diagnose 
and treat symptomatic Red Hill 
fuel exposed patients." 

0:02:00 
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9/17/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Sustainable 
Coastlines 

Sustainable Coastlines. A 
cleanup event in Kaimuki aims 
to protect Hawaii's coastlines. 
Our Annalisa Burgos explains 
why organizers are taking the 
event upstream. Kaimuki is not 
by the beach but nonprofit 
Sustainable Coastlines Hawaii 
says cleaning up the urban 
neighborhood shows everyone 
can protect our shores no 
matter where they live. 

0:01:30 

9/19/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Red Hill 
Motions 

Red Hill Motions. Plaintiffs in a 
Red Hill lawsuit claim -- the 
Navy destroyed cell phone 
messages of two key leaders 
who responded to the tainted 
water crisis. This after the 
government admitted the 
evidence is gone. Mahealani 
Richardson has the exclusive. 
The plantiffs filed a motion 
today claiming that the Navy 
destroyed evidence, but in 
federal court the motion was 
about the government wanting 
to block a doctor's testimony. 

0:02:30 

9/20/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Dillingham 
Airfield Broken Water 
Line 

Dillingham Airfield Broken 
Water Line. On O'ahu's north 
shore, it's been a problem for 
years. Leaky pipes at Dillingham 
Airfield causing millions of 
gallons of water to go to waste 
every month. The state now 
wants to step in. But as Eddie 
Dowd reports... while the land 
is leased by the DOT the Army 
has jurisdiction. 

0:01:10 

 
 
Public Service Announcements: 
 
KHNL (Please refer to Document A for the list of broadcast times) 
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World Wildlife Fund - The PSA encourages people to protect our natural world. 
National Park Foundation - The PSA encourages people to connect with and protect America's national parks. 
Sierra Club - The PSA encourages people to protect the planet. 
Arbor Day Foundation - The PSA encourages people to protect the forests and plant trees. 

Hyperspective Studios, Inc 
HI EMA 2023 Disaster Preparedness 
Campaign 

EnviroServices & Training Center, LLC HNN June-July 2023 - KHNL 

 
K5 (Please refer to Document B for the list of broadcast times) 
World Wildlife Fund - The PSA encourages people to protect our natural world. 
National Park Foundation - The PSA encourages people to connect with and protect America's national parks. 
Sierra Club - The PSA encourages people to protect the planet. 
Arbor Day Foundation - The PSA encourages people to protect the forests and plant trees. 

Division of Aquatic Resources HNN Spring 2023 TV – KFVE 

Hyperspective Studios, Inc 
HI EMA 2023 Disaster Preparedness 
Campaign 

 

 
E. HEALTH ISSUES, including health care, public health awareness and public health safety. 

 
Date Program Segment Summary Duration 
7/17/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm vo HPD Recruits 

Hospitalized 
HPD Recruits Hospitalized.  Four 
Honolulu Police recruits were 
taken to a hospital today... after 
suffering from exhaustion during 
self defense exercises at the 
police training academy on 
Waipahu Depot Street. HPD tells 
us the recruits were in the dojo -- 
which is *not air conditioned. 
EMS treated and transported the 
recruits to medical centers in 
serious condition. 

0:00:30 

7/19/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm pkg Veterans 
Mental Health 

Veterans Mental Health. One 
year since the launch of the 
national 9-8-8 Suicide & Crisis 
Lifeline -- the hotline has 
received 5 million calls and 
messages. It's one of many 
resources for people dealing 
with mental health challenges. 
Our Annalisa Burgos tells us 
about a unique clinic that serves 
those who serve our country. 
National nonprofit Cohen 
Veterans Network opened its 

0:02:30 
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Mililani facility to cater to the 
half of Hawaii's population who 
have personal ties to the military 
-- 11% are active Duty. Of its 
veteran patients, 30% are 
women. It's what they're seeing 
on the front lines of the mental 
health crisis.  

8/7/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Medicaid 
Benefits 

Medicaid Benefits. About 40 
percent of Hawaii's population 
rely on Medicaid for health care. 
As Daryl Huff reports.. to 
continue.. they must re-enroll 
this year for the first time since 
the pandemic. Richard Kapoi and 
Ann Fujii showed us the forms 
saying they were disqualified 
from Medicaid...despite 
submitting all the paperwork 
losing coverage was dangerous 
for Richard. 

0:02:00 

8/7/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Rat Infestation Rat Infestation. Rodents in an 
upscale grocery store. The 
company offered no comment 
tonight.. but employees tell us 
they're trying to get rid of them. 
It takes vigilance.. according to 
pest control experts. They told 
our Eddie Dowd.. you need to 
catch every last rat.. and then 
keep the others out. Some 
shoppers we talked to outside 
the Safeway on Beretania Street 
say they saw that video that 
went viral on social media that 
appeared to show rodents inside 
the casing that holds donuts and 
other fresh sweets. Some saying 
it will make them rethink what 
they buy. 

0:02:30 
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8/8/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg UH Manoa 
Brain and Behavior Lab 

UH Manoa Brain and Behavior 
Lab Pkg. UH researchers are 
using state of the art tools to 
learn more about the long term 
affects of COVID on our brain 
health. Aloha from the brain and 
behavior lab here in the 
Department of Psychology within 
the U H Manoa College of Social 
Sciences, we have got some 
interesting stuff to talk about, 
namely, how the research here is 
helping people learn a little bit 
more about how COVID-19 
impact our brain health and 
what many people refer to as 
long COVID or COVID 

0:03:00 

8/10/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm live Mental 
Health Interview 

Mental Health Interview. 
Continuing our coverage of the 
Maui fire disaster. Whether 
you're a fire evacuee or someone 
whose been watching the events 
unfold on TV... if you're 
experiencing emotional or 
psychological distress... you're 
encouraged to reach out for 
help. For advice on how to 
protect your mental health - 
joining us is Britt Young, she's a 
licensed family therapist. 

0:03:30 

9/13/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10p Maui Oxygen 
Therapy 

Maui Oxygen Therapy.  We're 
hearing for the first time about 
first responder -- who still have 
breathing issues after battling 
the Lahaina wildfire.  Out Eddie 
Dowd talked to an O'ahu woman 
who repsonded to the call for 
helpTina Braddock is a 
Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy 
provider on Oahu.  It involves 
patients going into a pressurized 
environment like this capsule 
and breathing pure oxygen for 
an extended period of time as a 
form of lung therapy and other 
health benefits. 

0:01:30 
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8/29/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Legal 
Marijuana Conference  

Legal Marijuana Conference. 
Today, Honolulu's prosecutor 
gathered Hawaii power brokers 
together to push back against 
efforts to legalize recreational 
marijuana in Hawaii. Walking the 
streets of Waikiki….It didn't take 
us more than 5 minutes to find 
someone who illegally sold 
marijuana. Them even agreeing 
to do an interview if we didn't 
show there face 

0:02:15 

8/29/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Pedal Power Pedal Power. If you make the 
daily drive over the Pali Highway, 
chances are you've seen Mark 
Baker riding his bicycle.  
That's how the ER doctor at Pali 
Momi has been getting to and 
from work - for more than 3 
decades. When Mark Baker 
describes himself as very 
physically fit, you better believe 
it. 

0:03:00 

9/8/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Paramedics 
Grant cut 

Paramedics Grant Cut. Danny 
Kao has been a paramedic with 
AMR for 15 years. he was one of 
the first to take advantage of a 
State Department of Health 
grant that provided a 2-thousand 
dollar monthly stipend for EMT's 
to go to paramedic school at 
Kapiolani Community College on 
Oahu. 

0:02:37 

9/13/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10p pkg Covid Numbers Covid Numbers.  A lot of us think 
that COVID is in the past with 
fewer rules and precautions.  But 
epidemiologists say 
hospitalizations are rising 
nationally and cases and deaths 
also rising in the islands. We all 
know people in the workplaces 
who tell you, oh, 13, 14 people 
are out this week with civid.  
That how infectious this thing 
still is.  The weekly data drop 
from the state health 
department shows an upward 
trend.  The state is now 

0:01:30 
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averaging 134 daily confirmed 
cases.  Last week brought eight 
deaths of people with the virus 
and weekly positivity rate was 
just above 13 percent. 

9/14/2023 New TMP 5pm KGMB 5pm pkg Oral cancer 
Walk 

Oral Cancer Walk. Two Hawaii 
women who survived oral cancer 
are sharing their stories. They 
hope raising awareness will help 
save lives. Shelby Watkins was 
diagnosed with stage three, oral 
cancer. 

0:01:30 

9/15/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm pkg DOH COVID 
Presser 

DOH COVID Presser. A new 
COVID vaccine will be offered in 
Hawaii next week -- and with a 
recent uptick in cases, health 
officials are urging folks to get 
the updated shot. Our Annalisa 
Burgos joins us with details and 
why some people may want to 
wait. The one-dose shots are 
similar to the other mRNA 
vaccines and target infectious 
variants that make up almost all 
the cases in the state. You could 
get a jab as soon as Monday, but 
If you got COVID this summer, 
and are generally healthy, 
experts say you can hold off for 
now. 

0:02:30 

9/21/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm pkg HMSA 
COVID Vaccine 

HMSA COVID Vaccine. Confusion 
for HMSA members trying to get 
the updated COVID-19 vaccine. 
The state's largest health insurer 
said it would cover the cost of 
the shot -- but members are 
being turned away from 
pharmacies. Our Annalisa Burgos 
joins us with what's causing the 
issue. HMSA said delays in 
entering new billing codes into 
its system is preventing 
members from getting the shot 
at no cost -- as promised. 
Patients say the insurer dropped 
the ball -- and left some with a 

0:02:30 
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$200 bill and others waiting 
longer for the shot. 

9/27/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 430pm pkg Flu Cases on 
the rise 

Flu Cases on the rise. During the 
first week of September -- the 
state's department of health says 
there were one-hundred-86 flu 
cases. Since mid-August -- 
there's a been a slow but steady 
increase in ER visits for the flu.  
Majority of the cases are 
pediatric.  

00:01;40 

 
 
 
Public Service Announcements: 
 
KHNL (Please refer to Document A for the list of broadcast times) 
SAMHSA - The PSA aims to prevent substance misuse and promote mental health in children. 
SAMHSA - The PSA informs people where they can go for help with mental health. 
American Foundation for Suicide Prevention - The PSA encourages young adults to reach out and check in on 
their friends who may be struggling. 
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services - The PSA is to raise awareness about the Children's Health 
Insurance Program (CHIP). 
Hearing Health Foundation - The PSA encourages people to protect their ears. 
American Lung Association - The PSA encourages parents to talk to their kids about vaping. 

Dept of Human Services - Med-Quest DHS Medicaid 

Hawaii Pacific Health HNN Brand Aug 2023 - KHNL 

Hawaii Pacific Health HNN Brand Sept 2023 - June 2024 - KHNL 

Hawaii Tobacco Quit Line HTQL- Escape the Vape Teen Campaign-Aug-Oct 2023 

Hawaii Tobacco Quit Line HTQL- Native Hawaiian Serious Cough Jul-Sep 2023 

Hawaii Tobacco Quit Line HTQL-Native Hawaiian-Your Quit Smoking Spons. 2023 

Hawaii Tobacco Quit Line HTQL-Teen Campaign-Weaker Inside-May-Aug23 

Rehabilitation Hospital of the Pacific-JB Brands FY23 Annual-September23 PSA 

Rehabilitation Hospital of the Pacific-JB Brands Job Fair on August 31, 2023 

Shriners Hospitals for Children-Hawaii Branding-August 2023 

Shriners Hospitals for Children-Hawaii Branding-July 2023 

Shriners Hospitals for Children-Hawaii Branding-September 2023 

 
K5 (Please refer to Document B for the list of broadcast times) 
SAMHSA - The PSA aims to prevent substance misuse and promote mental health in children. 
SAMHSA - The PSA informs people where they can go for help with drug abuse. 
SAMHSA - The PSA informs people where they can go for help with mental health. 
American Foundation for Suicide Prevention - The PSA encourages young adults to reach out and check in on 
their friends who may be struggling. 
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Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services - The PSA is to raise awareness about the Children's Health 
Insurance Program (CHIP). 
Hearing Health Foundation - The PSA encourages people to protect their ears. 
American Lung Association - The PSA encourages parents to talk to their kids about vaping. 

Dept of Human Services - Med-Quest DHS Medicaid 

Hawaii Dental Service HDS-July 2023 – September 2023- Branding 

Hawaii Tobacco Quit Line HTQL- Escape the Vape Teen Campaign-Aug-Oct 2023 

Hawaii Tobacco Quit Line HTQL- Native Hawaiian Serious Cough Jul-Sep 2023 

Hawaii Tobacco Quit Line HTQL-Native Hawaiian-Your Quit Smoking Spons. 2023 

Hawaii Tobacco Quit Line HTQL-Teen Campaign-Weaker Inside-May-Aug23 
Rehabilitation Hospital of the Pacific-JB 
Brands FY23 Annual-September23 PSA 
Rehabilitation Hospital of the Pacific-JB 
Brands Job Fair on August 31, 2023 

Shriners Hospitals for Children-Hawaii Branding-July 2023 – September 2023 

 

 
F. NEIGHBOR ISLAND ISSUES, including matters of particular concern to residents of and 

visitors to Hawaiian Islands other than Oahu, including events, park status, tourism, politics, 
and local culture. 

Date Program Segment Summary Duration 
7/4/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg County Parks Vandalism County Parks Vandalism. 

A question with no good 
answer. Why are people 
damaging public parks 
facilities? It's especially 
bad on Maui.. where 
officials are begging the 
vandals to stop, and asking 
park users to be on the 
lookout. Our Chelsea Davis 
reports from the Valley 
Isle. Maui County park 
officials tell me the 
problem is islandwide. But 
one of places they see 
recurring vandalism is right 
here at Kanahā Beach 
Park. 

0:02:30 
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7/5/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vo Kona Fireworks Death Kona Fireworks Death. A 
fourth of July tragedy on 
Hawaii Island. Police 
confirm a 20-year-old 
Kailua-Kona man died after 
a firework went off in his 
hand. Stephanie Lum joins 
us now with details. Ash 
and Mark... it appears an 
Independence Day 
celebration went horribly 
wrong in Kailua-Kona... 
ending with a deadly 
fireworks accident. 

0:01:10 

7/5/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm mpkg Hate Crime 
Presentation 

Hate Crime Presentation. 
A public presentation 
tonight on a high-profile 
hate crime in West Maui. 
Legal analysts believe the 
sentencing of two men -- 
now behind bars for an 
attack in Kahakuloa -- was 
unjust. Our Chelsea Davis 
reports from Kahului. I'm 
at the University of Hawaii 
Maui College where that 
public presentation will 
begin in about an hour. 
Speakers will talk about 
WHY they feel what 
happened in Kahakuloa 
back in 2014 was NOT a 
hate crime. 

0:02:10 

7/5/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Breaking Maui Body Breaking Maui Body. That 
breaking news is in a 
remote area of Kula, Maui. 
Police have been there for 
5 hours and counting after 
the discovery of possible 
human remains.. near the 
Waiohuli Hawaiian 
Homestead region. 
Officers have been staging 
near the intersection of 
Keanu-hea Street and 
Kauila-aha Street. Sources 
tell us the actual location 
of the remains -- is far off 

0:00:30 
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the main road. Officers on 
scene are blocking lanes 
and directing traffic. 

7/5/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Deadly BI Fireworks 
Explosion 

Deadly BI Fireworks 
Explosions. Hawaii County 
police say a young man 
died last night after 
igniting an apparent illegal 
firework. Our Jolanie 
Martinez is here with more 
on a new task force that 
aims to prevent these 
kinds of tragedies. Captain 
Calvin Delaries says Glen 
John Nakata was fatally 
injured in the parking lot 
of the Maka-lapua 
Shopping Center in-Kailua 
Kona. He was rushed to a 
hospital -- but was 
pronounced dead just 
before midnight. 

0:02:30 

7/6/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vo Kula Body Found Kula Body Found.  I'm on 
Keanuhea Street in 
Waiohuli Hawaiian Homes 
and the crime scene is on 
the other side of this gate.  
I'm told you need four 
wheen drive to get to it.  
It's about a 30 to 40 
minute drive.  So pretty 
deep into the woods.  
Officials have confirmed 
with me this morning that 
hunters discovered what's 
believed to be human 
remains wrapped in plastic 
in Kula yesterday.  Here's 
what we know.  The call 
came in around 430 
yesterday afternoon.  
Officers responded to a 
property off Keanuhea 
Street in Waiohuli 
Hawaiian Homeleands.  
Detectives and Crime 
Scene TEchnicians from 

0:00:40 
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the Criminal Investigation 
Division also known as CID 
arrived on the scene 
around 5pm to conduct 
the investigation, which is 
still active right now. 

7/6/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vo BI Infant Drowning BI Infant Drowning. On 
the Big Island, authorities 
are investigating the 
suspected drowning of an 
11-month old girl at a Hilo 
home. Just after 9:30 this 
morning, police and 
firefighters responded to a 
residence on Maunakai 
Street - where they 
learned the infant and her 
6-year-old brother were 
found by their mother in 
an inflatable pool with 
water one-foot deep - in 
the yard. The infant was 
unresponsive - and family 
members began CPR until 
medics arrived. The child 
was taken to Hilo Medical 
Center where she died. An 
autopsy has been ordered 
to determine the exact 
cause of death.  

  

7/6/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Kula Body Found Kula Body Found. The 
investigation continues in 
a remote area of Maui 
after the discovery of 
human remains wrapped 
in plastic. Officers have 
been in Kula over the last 
24-hours after a group of 
hunters found the body. 
Our Chelsea Davis has 
been tracking the story 
since last night and joins 
us live with the latest from 
the Valley Isle. I'm the 
closest I can get to the 
crime scene. I'm on 
Keanuhea Street in 

0:02:30 
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Waiohuli Hawaiian Homes 
and the crime scene is on 
the other side of this 
gate… I'm told you need 
four wheel drive to get to 
it… and it's about a 30 to 
40 minute drive. So pretty 
deep into the woods. 
Officials have confirmed 
with me this morning that 
hunters discovered what's 
believed to be human 
remains wrapped in plastic 
in Kula yesterday. 

7/6/2023 New TMP 5pm KFVE 5pm pkg HI County Opioid 
Settlement 

HI County Opioid 
Settlement. A legal 
settlement over the opioid 
crisis will help pay for a 
new drug detox and 
treatment facility on the 
Big Island. Our Annalisa 
Burgos has more on 
Hawaii County's plan for its 
share of the funding. On 
the Big Island, one person 
dies every 11 days from a 
drug overdose -- most 
from fentanyl -- and a 
growing number of victims 
are teenagers. To help 
combat the crisis, Hawaii 
County is getting $489,000 
this year -- and $110,000 
each year for the next 18 
years -- under a 
nationwide settlement 
with pharmaceutical 
companies. 

0:02:00 

7/7/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm vsv Maui Snorkeling Deaths Maui Snorkeling Deaths. 
Heartbreaking news from 
Maui tonight where a 
snorkeler has died. Data 
from the Health 
Department shows that 
Maui has the most 
snorkeling fatalities in the 
state. Our Chelsea Davis is 

0:01:20 
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live in Kahului with more 
on this latest incident.  

7/11/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg HTA Keaukaha 
Revitalization 

HTA Keaukaha 
Revitilization. The bulk of 
visitor traffic on Hawaii 
island is in Kona but the 
Hilo side is feeling impacts 
too. The new HTA 
programs aim to mitigate 
visitor impacts, protect 
natural and cultural 
resources in 
Keaukaha.Keaukaha is a 
unique coastline with a 
mixture of salt water and 
fresh water and one of the 
oldest Hawaiian 
Homestead communities 
in the state. On this day at 
as kids play the beach is 
packed we spot lots of cars 
in the parking lot. and 
visitor in trouble brought 
in by rescuers. Locals say 
especially in cruiseship 
days Keaukaha becomes 
over run. 

0:02:15 

7/11/2023 New TMP 630pm KFVE 630pm pkg Hilo Harbor Expansion Hilo Harbor Expansion. 
The state wants to spend 
62 million dollars to 
expand Hilo Harbor. 
Supporters say the 
upgrade is long overdue 
but others say small 
businesses and workers 
will be displaced. At Hilo 
Harbor, the shipping cargo 
is packed so tight 
sometimes five to six 
containers high. State 
Senator Lorraine Inouye is 
backing the Department of 
Transporation's 62 million 
dollar plan to expand the 
harbor saying the 

0:01:33 
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upgrades are long 
overdue. 

7/11/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Kauai Developments 
Tensions 

Kauai Developments 
Tensions. Activists have 
been trying to stop the 
development in Kiahuna 
for years. Separately.. 
another home is being 
built nearby.. just feet 
from a heiau. Some say it 
symbolizes the larger 
conflict in the community. 
The pastor here at St. 
Augustine By The Sea in 
Waikiki confirms to HNN 
Friday will be the last day 
they will stop serving food 
here at the church....after 
being asked repeadly by 
the mayor to cease 
operations 

0:03:00 

7/13/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vo BI Narcan Distributed BI Narcan Distributed. On 
the Big Island, over 700 
doses of Narcan Spray 
have been distributed to 
bars, restaurants, hotels, 
clubs, and other 
establishments. The 
county says this voluntary 
initiative enhances public 
safety and ensure the well-
being of patrons by 
equipping licensed 
establishments with a 
potentially life-saving tool. 
The project was carried 
out in cooperation with 
the State Department of 
Health, the Office of the 
Attorney General, and the 
Kumukahi Health and 
Wellness Center. 

0:00:30 
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7/13/2023 New TMP 4:30pm 
KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Kulanihakoi HS to 
Open in August 

Kulanihakoi HS to Open in 
August. A new high school 
slated for South Maui will 
finally *officially open 
after a decades-long 
effort. Kulanihako'i High 
School will welcome 
students to it's new 
campus in Kihei next 
month. Our Chelsea Davis 
has the details. A proud 
principal, Halle Maxwell, 
gives a tour of the new 
Kulanihakoi High School in 
Kihei that's set to welcome 
students on August 7. 
Officials announced 
Thursday the school has 
finally obtained all 
necessary documentation 
to officially open. One of 
which is a temporary 
certificate of occupancy 
from the county in order 
to legally occupy the 
campus.  

0:02:30 

7/14/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Maalaea Harbor Break 
Ins 

Maalaea Harbor Break Ins. 
Boaters at Maalaea Harbor 
say they're being targeted 
by thieves almost every 
day and as Our Chelsea 
Davis reports they're 
demanding the state do 
more to keep them safe. 
Maalaea Small Boat 
Harbor is bustling with 
visitors by day and thieves 
by night. This is 
surveillance video 
captured by Trilogy 
cameras last week 
Thursday around 945pm. 
Bennett says their cameras 
and other security 
measures they have clearly 
isn't enough to deter the 
thieves.  

0:02:30 
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7/16/2023 New TMP 5pm, 10pm 
KHNL 

5pm, 10pm vo Kula Body Arrests Kula Body Arrests. That 
breaking news you'll only 
hear exclusively on Hawaii 
news now. We have 
learned Maui Police have 
arrested two people for 
murder in connection with 
the body found in Kula 
earlier this month. 59-
year-old John Smith and 
48-year-old Stacy Smith 
were arrested on Thursday 
for second-degree murder. 
MPD say hunters found 
The body wrapped in 
plastic in Kula Hawaiian 
Homes on July 5th. Police 
have identified the victim 
as 36-year-old Jonathan 
Awai of Makawao. 

0:00:50 

7/17/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm whip Kula Murder Arrests Kula Murder Arrests. Now 
to Maui where a murder 
suspect accused of 
wrapping his victim in 
plastic was in court today. 
Our Chelsea Davis was 
there as "John Smith" 
faced a judge and has the 
latest from Wailuku. 58-
year-old John Joseph 
Smith had his first 
appearance in court today. 

0:01:05 

7/25/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Maui Indie Film Maui Indie Film. No end in 
sight for the actors and 
writers strikes.. that 
affectively shut down 
Hollywood. As the unions 
fight for a better deal... 
Local independent 
filmmakers are capiTalizing 
on the situation. Our 
Chelsea Davis explains. As 
dual strikes continue in 
Hollywood... effecting 
thousands of film and 
television actors An 
independent film on Maui 

0:02:10 
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continues production... 
like normal. 

7/28/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Maui Taekwondo Star Maui Taekwondo Star. A 
Maui teen is hoping to be 
Hawaii's first Taekwondo 
Olympian! After winning a 
silver at Nationals this 
month -- Chelsea Davis 
says he's now off to Team 
Trials! 14-year-old Lesili 
Bertelsen gears up for the 
biggest fight of his life -- so 
far. 

0:02:10 

7/31/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Waimea Canyon School 
Protest 

Waimea Canyon School 
Protest. After complaints 
from parents and 
teachers... new leadership 
at a west Kauai Middle 
school. Dillon Ancheta is 
here with a DOE decision.. 
just hours after a rally 
calling for a new principal. 
Dillon. Dozens of parents, 
teachers and students 
came together outside of 
Waimea Canyon Middle 
School today – demanding 
principal Melissa Speetjens 
be removed ahead of the 
start of the school year. 
They say mounting 
problems over the last 
several years – can no 
longer go ignored. 

0:02:30 

7/31/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Waikapu Hit and Run Waikapu Hit and Run. 
Maui judge increased the 
bail today for a driver 
accused of plowing into a 
moped rider and dragging 
her for nearly a mile. It's 
been more than two 
months since the horrific 
crash in Waikapu. Our 
Chelsea Davis has the new 
developments. Judge 
Michelle Drewyer raised 
Jermaine Mudong bail 

0:02:30 
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today to a quarter of a 
million dollars. She agreed 
with prosecutors that 
Mudong is a danger to 
Maui community. 

7/31/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Georgia Family 
Attacked 

Georgia Family Attacked. 
A Georgia family who 
came to Hawaii to fulfill a 
loved one's dying wish... 
spent the last two days of 
their trip.. in crisis. They 
say they were targeted by 
criminals in Kailua-Kona 
because of their race. 
Eddie Dowd is here with 
our top story. The Alford 
family arrived to Hawai'i 
Island last Monday to take 
a deceased family member 
to her final resting place. 
They never expected the 
trip to end at the hospital. 

0:02:30 

8/1/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Kupuna Softball Tourney Kupuna Softball Tourney. 
The 47th annual Hawai'i 
Senior Softball tournament 
is underway! Fifty-six 
teams from around the 
state… are on the Valley 
Isle this week for some 
friendly competition. Our 
Chelsea Davis has more 
from Maui. The oldest 
players here are over 80 
years old! The kupuna tell 
me they look forward to 
this every year — the 
competition and 
camaraderie." 

0:02:30 

8/2/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Lahaina Triple Fatal Lahaina Triple Fatal. 
Tragedy in West Maui. 
Three people died early 
this morning in a head-on 
collision in Lahaina. Our 
Chelsea Davis reports from 
Lahaina. Officials say the 
collision happened just 
after three o'clock this 
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morning. It was here off 
Honoapiilani Highway 
approximately 350 feet 
south of Kikowaena Way. 
As you can see -- it's a very 
busy highway. And 
investigators say one of 
the drivers was speeding.  

8/4/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm vo Maalaea Boat Fire Folo Maalaea Boat Fire Folo. 
New footage from Maui 
shows the charred 
catamaran that caught on 
fire yesterday. Fire officials 
say crews rushed to 
Maalaea Boat Harbor just 
before 4 A-M and found 
the vessel fully engulfed in 
flames. They said no one 
was on board at the time. 
It took M-F-D nearly three 
hours to extinguish that 
blaze. Boaters are begging 
state officials to beef up 
security. 

0:00:30 

8/8/2023 Sunrise 8am KFVE 8am vo Evacuations Evacuations. New 
information on those 
evacuations on Maui. 
Authorties say a brush fire 
was first reported around 
midnight.... in the Olinda 
Road area of Kula. 
Residents in the Auli'i 
Drive area were evacuated 
at 3:45 a.m. About an hour 
later, residents of Hanamu 
Road were also evacuated. 
Fire crews are on scene 
now. The American Red 
Cross has opened Hannibal 
Tavares Community Center 
in Pukalani as a shelter. As 
of 7 a.m., 54 residents 
were at the shelter. On 
Hawaii Island Kohala 
Ranch has been 
evacuated, too.. due to 
another fire. Shelters are 
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opening at Hisaoka Gym in 
Kapaau and Waimea 
Community Center. 

8/8/2023 Sunrise 8:30am KFVE 8:30am vo Lahaina Fire Lahaina Fire. Fire crews 
are battling a brush fire in 
Lahaina... and residents 
there have been 
evacuated. The fire was 
reported just after 6:30 
this morning... in the area 
of Lahainaluna Road. 
Evacuations were soon 
ordered. in the area 
surrounding Lahaina 
Intermediate School. 
Lahainaluna Road is closed 
between Kelawea Street 
and Kuialua Street. The 
American Red Cross has 
opened Lahaina Civic 
Center as an evacuation 
center. Residents are 
asked to please not ignore 
evacution orders..and to 
take your family, pets and 
necessities to safety if 
asked. 

0:00:30 

8/8/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vsv Kihei Fire Kihei Fire. Another fire 
burning in  northeast Kihei. 
This one began this 
evening, residents 
estimate its about a mile 
and half from the Kamalani 
subdivision and old 
Hawaiian homestead. 
Theres another apparently 
burning in wailuku. 
Emergency centers 
opened by the red cross - 
in Pukalani  at Mayor 
Hannibal Tavares 
Community Center....Maui 
prep academy in Napili-
Honokowai, Kihei 
Community Center, Maui 
High School Gym, and War 
Memorial Gym.  

0:01:15 
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8/8/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vo Kohala Fires Kohala Fires. Now to the 
brush fires along the 
Kohala coast on the Big 
Island. Residents at Kohala 
By the Sea, Kohala 
Waterfront, and Kohala 
Estates are now being 
allowed to return home. 
Akoni Pule Highway is still 
closed between mile 
marker 6 and 17...after a 
brush fire burned about 
18-hundred acres. 
Firefighters are still 
battling flare-ups near the 
Mauna Kea and Hapuna 
Beach areas. Evacuations 
are still in effect for guests 
at the North Fairways at 
Mauna Kea and the Villas 
at Mauna Kea. Those at 
the Mauna Kea Resort are 
sheltering  in place.  EMS is 
on-site providing care. 
Meantime...The Federal 
Emergency Management 
Agency tonight just 
approved.. the state's 
request for a  disaster 
declaration. This allows for 
the use of federal funds to 
cover firefighting costs. 

0:01:00 

8/8/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vo Lahaina Fire Latest Lahaina Fire Latest. People 
have been posting pictures 
and videos like this on 
social media.. but 
information has been 
scarce because emergency 
agencies are in full-
reponse mode.. scrambling 
from one scene to 
another. People have 
described the scene to us 
as chaotic.. and stressful. 
This appears to have to 
stemmed from a brushfire 
this morning that was 100-
percent contained.. before 
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it flared up again this 
afternoon.. blocking the 
highway and many other 
roads. The Lahaina Civic 
Center is open as a 
shelter.. but any more 
specific details are hard to 
come by tonight.. because 
the authorities are telling 
us they are overwhelmed.  

8/8/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm live Lahaina Fire Latest Lahaina Fire Latest. 
Chelsea: It's bad out here, 
Steph. You can see all the 
cars… the residents… the 
visitors evacuating from 
West Maui… trying to get 
to safety. And there's no 
signs of relief.  The wind is 
roaring tonight. We are 
working to get more info… 
but county officials 
obviously have their hands 
full. But I can tell you NO 
one is allowed into West 
Maui right now. Again, it is 
not safe. Stay off of the 
roads. Stay in doors. Let 
emergency crews handle 
this emergency situation. 
Again, fire fighters battling 
multiple brush fires 
tonight — across the 
island. one off Olinda Road 
between Kula and 
Makawao — and a huge 
one in Lahaina. The one 
near Olinda Road broke 
out shortly after midnight. 
The other brush fire was 
reported near Lahainaluna 
Road...at around 6:35 this 
morning. The Red Cross 
has opened Lahaina Civic 
Center and Hannibal 
Tavares Community Center 
in Pukalani as an 
evacuation centers. We 
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spoke with a mother who 
tells us her son is a 
boarder at Lahainaluna 
High School. She says 
they're being evacuated 
out of West Maui 

8/9/2023 Sunrise 5am KHNL 5am live Maui Fires Maui Fires. Devastation 
this morning on Maui. 
Lahaina has been reduced 
to rubble.. by a windblown 
brush fire.... that continues 
to burn at this hour. Last 
night.. we stayed on the 
air for 3 hours of live 
coverage of the disaster. 
And our team coverage 
continues this morning. 
We start with Casey Lund 
and Billy V. Casey: Many 
people in Lahaina we have 
talked to in the last few 
hours have told us that 
Lahaina is gone -- so much 
of the historic town 
burned to the ground. 

0:05:00 

8/9/2023 Sunrise 5am KHNL 5am live Maui update Maui Update. As we talk 
about Maui overall. If you 
are trying to call residents 
in West Maui, you may 
have difficulty; West Maui 
has no service right now. 
We're talking only about 
the landlines; officials say 
communications with 
West Maui proving to be 
difficult. 911 is not working 
in west maui. Call Lahaina 
police directly at 808 661-
4441. At this hour, an 
active fire is still being 
fought in Upcountry Maui. 
South Maui and Kihei still 
has an active fire situation. 
Evacuations are still being 
conducted in South Maui. 
Also residents of 
Ka'anapali Golf Estates 
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area were told to evacuate 
in the early morning hours. 
Maui has four shelters 
open right now: Maui prep 
academy, Hannibal 
Tavares Community 
Center, Maui High School 
and War Memorial Gym.  

8/9/2023 Sunrise 5am KHNL 5am vo Kohala Fires Kohala Fires. Turning to 
Hawaii Island now, brush 
fires have torn along the 
Kohala coast. Residents at 
Kohala By the Sea, Kohala 
Waterfront, and Kohala 
Estates up by Lalamilo are 
now being allowed to 
return home. Meanwhile 
down along the coast on 
Akoni Pule Highway, the 
road is still closed between 
mile marker 6 and 
17...after a brush fire 
burned about 18-hundred 
acres. Firefighters are still 
battling flare-ups near the 
Mauna Kea and Hapuna 
Beach areas. Evacuations 
are still in effect for guests 
at the North Fairways at 
Mauna Kea and the Villas 
at Mauna Kea. Those at 
the Mauna Kea Resort are 
sheltering in place. EMS is 
on-site providing care. 
Meantime...The Federal 
Emergency Management 
Agency has approved.. the 
state's request for a 
disaster declaration. This 
allows for the use of 
federal funds to cover 
firefighting costs. 

0:00:45 
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8/9/2023 Sunrise 8am KFVE 8am vo Maui Wildfires Disaster Maui Wildires Disaster. 
Our coverage continues.. 
as the tragedy continues 
to unfold on Maui.. as 
brushfires there forever 
change communities. 
Acting Governor Sylvia 
Luke will hold a press 
conference this morning at 
10am. We'll bring that to 
you live on-air and online. 
Governor Josh Green has 
cut a trip short to return to 
Hawaii,, and is expected 
back sometime tonight. He 
says he's been in touch 
with the White House... 
which he says has been 
supportive. A Presidental 
Disaster Declaration 
request is soon expected 
to be submitted. 

0:00:35 

8/9/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vo What We Know Maui 
Fires 

What We Know Maui 
Fires. Tonight, forever 
changed as wildfires 
destroy historic Lahaina 
Town. At this hour - fire 
crews are still trying to 
contain the flames. And so 
many residents and 
visitors are still tracking 
down loved ones. Here's 
what we know so far. The 
fires started in Lahaina 
Tuesday afternoon a flare-
up from an earlier blaze 
that had previously been 
contained and only 
scorched 3 acres at that 
time. But then the winds 
peaked - and the fire 
quickly got out of control 
raging through homes and 
spreading through town. 
At least 14-people had to 
be rescued from waters off 
Lahaina who jumped in 
trying to escape the 
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flames. More than 100-
firefighters are on the 
scene. On Tuesday-- 
firefighters were not able 
to use helicopters because 
of the high winds, but the 
gusts have subsided 
enough to allow for air 
drops. 6-people have been 
confirmed dead in the fire 
and at least 20 have 
suffered serious 
burns...with several 
airlifted to the Straub 
medical center's burn unit. 
Officials say 3 are in critical 
condition. More than 21-
hundred preople were 
housed overnight in 
county emergency shelters 
and the state is 
discouraging all non-
essential travel with 4-
thousand tourists flown 
from Maui to Oahu. The 
state is providing shelter at 
the hawaii convention 
center.  

8/9/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vo/lives Maui Fires Team 
Coverage 

Maui Fires Team 
Coverage. Maui County 
says three active wildfires 
continue to burn around 
the island... the one in 
Lahaina, one in Kihei, and 
the other upcountry in 
Kula. The county hasn't 
released any numbers on 
acres burned or 
percentage contained. And 
we have team coverage 
tracking this disaster from 
all angles. Chelsea Davis 
spent the day surveying 
the damage firsthand in 
Lahaina. Daryl Huff is in 
Kihei...and spoke with 
residents who were forced 
to evacuate. Our First Alert 
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Weather team breaks 
down the high winds 
fueling the fires. Lynn 
Kawano is following the 
latest dvelopments in 
Kula..where wind 
continues to fan the 
flames of another brush 
fire. Jolanie Martinez is at 
the Hawaii convention 
center...which is being set 
up as a shelter for both 
displaced residents and 
out of state visitors. 

8/9/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Mahea Bissen Presser Mahea Bissen Presser. 
Governor Josh Green is on 
his way back to the 
islands...after cutting a 
personal trip to the east 
coast a week short. Today-
- Acting governor Sylvia 
Luke met with officials. 
She is urging visitors to 
stay away from Maui 
because it is not a safe 
place to be. Mahealani 
Richardson joins us now 
with the latest. It's all 
hands on deck for county, 
state and federal 
agencies... and as 
firefighters battle the 
flames... try to assess the 
damage and move 
thousands of people from 
Maui. On Maui... emotions 
are raw... as firefighters 
battle the flames... and 
residents struggle to 
contact their loved ones. 
State officials say it could 
take a month to repair 
damaged fiber optic 
cables. 
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8/9/2023 New TMP 4:30pm 
KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Eddie Red Cross 
FEMA Help 

Eddie Red Cross FEMA 
Help. A disaster team from 
FEMA is on their way to 
the islands to assist state 
and county officals. They 
could be here by tonight. 
Meantime, the Hawaii Red 
Cross is calling for 
hundreds of volunteers to 
help them in recovery 
efforts. Eddie Dowd 
reports. The Hawaii Red 
Cross tells me they know 
there is a lot of work that 
needs to be done but they 
needs more boots on the 
ground in order to do it. 
That's why they are 
putting out the call for 
more volunteers. 

0:01:45 

8/9/2023 New TMP 4:30pm 
KHNL 

4:30pm vo Boat Fire Video Boat Fire Video. A federal 
team arrived on Maui 
today and is on the ground 
in Lahaina to assist with 
search and rescue efforts 
amid the active Lahaina 
fire. Flyovers today of 
Lahaina town by US Civil 
Air Patrol and Maui Fire 
Department showed that 
more than 271 structures 
have been impacted. 
Widespread damage to the 
West Maui town, the 
harbor and surrounding 
areas are being 
documented. 
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8/9/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm vo Lahaina Devastation Lahaina Devastation. The 
breaking news continues 
on Maui... with new videos 
coming in...  showing the 
horrifying aftermath of the 
wind-fueled blazes that 
began yesterday. The 
mayor says at least 6 
people have died. Dozens 
more are injured. And 
search and rescue efforts 
are still underway. And 
just in.... Maui's Civil Air 
Patrol says at least 271 
structures have been 
impacted by the fire. 
Electricity and 
communications are out... 
and state and county 
crews are strained. 
Tonight.. the island of 
Maui.. is the scene of both 
chaos and compassion.. as 
the community pulls 
together to take on this 
crisis. Not since the Great 
Chinatown fire of 1899 has 
such a bustling Hawaii 
town been lost to flames. 

0:01:00 

8/9/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Lynn Kula Latest Lynn Kula Latest. We're 
told several homes may 
have burned in that 
upcountry fire. There are 
road blocks keeping 
people out ... but that's 
not just because of smoke 
and fire. Lynn Kawano 
continues our team 
coverage. Still a touchy 
situation—  chopper doing 
water drops. People are 
out here Trying to save 
anything that they can. 
Other structures were 
taken. Very strong winds 
overnight. Not just fire 
crews in the air doing 
bucket drops but you can 
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see this water truck — 
right here it's been 
shooting hot spots just 
over this rail.  

8/9/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vo Maui Fires Breaking 
News 

Maui Fires Breaking News. 
The breaking news 
continues on Maui 
tonight.. where three fires 
continue to burn.. and the 
Coast Guard is asking all 
mariners to be on the 
lookout for survivors still in 
the water off Lahaina. This 
new video.. shows the 
wasteland left behind by 
yesterday's explosive 
wildfire. Tonight.. 
gruesome new details on 
the casualties as witnesses 
reported seeing bodies still 
lying in the streets.. Just 
moments ago.. the county 
announced a new death 
toll. 36 people are now 
confirmed to have lost 
their lives. That's up from 
6 reported this morning. In 
just the last hour.. State 
leaders spoke about their 
immediate tasks ahead. 
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8/9/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Chelsea Walks Through 
Lahaina 

Chelsea Walks Through 
Lahaina. And now to new 
video from the streets of 
Lahaina. The town is 
closed. No one except 
authorities is allowed in. 
Many cars were left 
behind to burn... as people 
fled the area yesterday. 
Our Chelsea Davis has a 
look. I'm standing in front 
of what's left of King 
Kamehameha III School 
here on Front Street. It 
was established in 1913 
and as you can see behind 
me, it has been completely 
destroyed by the fire. 
Nothing is left, everything 
has burned. From the 
fence to the roof to the 
structures. Then look this 
way. This is Front Street. It 
is completely 
unrecognizable. Power 
poles down on the ground, 
power lines as well. Over 
to my right, is that iconic 
banyan tree. That went up 
in flames as well. People 
here tell me, it will never 
be the same. 
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8/10/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg What We Know Maui 
Fires 

What We Know Maui 
Fires. The breaking news 
continues on Maui tonight 
where the death toll from 
the catastrophic wildfires 
continues to rise. Officials 
say they have now 
confirmed 53 lives have 
been lost, all in Lahaina. 
That number is expected 
to climb... with search and 
rescue efforts underway in 
the historic town. 
Meanwhile, firefighters are 
making progress battling 
the three active blazes. 
Officials say the largest 
one - the Lahaina fire - is 
now 80 percent contained. 
We have team coverage 
on the Maui fire disaster.... 
including: Chelsea Davis 
who tells us about the 
difficulties West Maui 
residents are having when 
trying to access much-
needed suppllies. Daryl 
Huff has more on the 
community's concerns 
with the lack of 
communication from the 
government. But first, 
Lynn Kawano reports on a 
center that opened today - 
for families who are still 
desperately searching for 
loved ones.   
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8/10/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Families Search for 
Missing 

Families Search for 
Missing. This is the family 
assistance center in 
Kahului - the community 
park, it opened about 
noon - and there have 
people coming by hoping 
to get help. Liza Tobias fled 
her Lahaina home Tuesday 
night as flames closed in. 
She pleaded with her dad - 
Carlo Tobias - to leave too. 
But he refused. Her mom 
did get stuck in traffic and 
sought shelter at Maui 
Prep. But her dad is still 
among the missing. 
Desperate to get to 
Lahaina - Tobias walked 
from Kaanapali - and 
found her home - like most 
others - in ruins. No sign of 
her dad.  

0:01:10 

8/10/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vo Before and After Pictures Before and After Pictures. 
New satellite pictures 
show a shocking before 
and after perspective of 
Lahaina's forever-changed 
landscape. On June 25th - 
Banyan court was lush 
with green trees, 
Yesterday afternoon -- a 
barren gray wasteland. 
The Shopping square once 
bustling with visitors and 
residents -- now an 
abandoned ghost town. 
And the southern coastline 
- known for incredible 
ocean views - now littered 
with abandoned buildings 
and cars.  
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8/10/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vo Fire Help From HNL and 
CA 

Fire Help from HNL and 
CA. First responders from 
across the state as well as 
California are on their way 
to Maui. The Honolulu Fire 
Department is sending 40 
personnel including 
firefighters and search and 
rescue specialists. The 
Hawaii Police Department 
is sending 12 personnel. 
And California Governor 
Gavin Newsom deployed 
11 members of the state's 
Urban Search and Rescue 
Task Forces to help with 
and the search for 
survivors 

0:00:30 

8/10/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Search for Maui Fire Info Search for Maui Fire Info. 
Many on Maui are 
complaining that 
information from 
government isn't coming 
out as much as the 
disaster demands. As Daryl 
Huff explains from Kahului-
-- that's putting more 
pressure on others who 
dedicated their careers to 
keeping the community 
informed.  

0:02:00 

8/10/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Maui Displaced Students Maui Displaced Students. 
The state education 
department says 
thousands of students 
from four West Maui 
public schools are 
impacted by the wildfire. 
There are still no official 
damage assessments but 
one elementary school has 
clearly been destroyed. 
Mahealani Richardson has 
the details. The assistant 
superintendent who's in 
charge of facilities was 
touring the damage with 
Governor Green today. 
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Until an official 
assessment is in... then the 
DOE says it can talk about 
next steps. 

8/10/2023 New TMP 4:30pm 
KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Helicopter Flyover Helicopter Flyover. The 
deadly fire that raged 
through Lahaina is now 
about 80 percent 
contained. Lynn Kawano 
took a chopper over the 
area where small patches 
of the town are still 
smoldering. It's the scope 
of destruction that's really 
captured from above — 
especially now that the 
smoke has cleared from 
the area. From several 
hundred feet up the fire's 
path is clear - Businesses 
and homes reduced to 
rubble - cars hollowed out 
as desperate residents left 
everything behind to 
escape the fast moving 
flames. Dozens died and 
many more are still 
missing. 

0:01:30 

8/10/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm vo Biden Disaster 
Declaration 

Biden Disaster 
Declaration. President 
Biden has approved a 
national disaster 
declaration for Hawaii. It 
unlocks federal resources 
to help in the massive 
response effort. 
California's governor Gavin 
Newsom says -- he's 
deploying urban search 
and rescue teams to Maui. 
The Honolulu Fire 
Department is also sending 
40 personnel, including 
firefighters and search and 
rescue specialists. 

0:00:45 
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8/10/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm vo Oprah at War Memorial Oprah at War Memorial. 
Earlier this afternoon-- 
Oprah Winfrey visited 
evacuees at the shelter set 
up at War Memorial 
Gymnasium in Wailuku. 
The former talk show host 
and media mogul is one of 
Maui's biggest private 
landholders owning more 
than a thousand acres in 
Kula and Hana. She 
reportedly promised the 
people there .. she would 
help buy much needed 
supplies ..like blankets 
cots..toiletries...and other 
items. 

0:00:30 

8/10/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Maui Fires Presser 
Officials Response 

Maui Fires Presser 
Officials Response. The 
county confirmed 2 more 
deaths tonight.. bringing 
the total to 55 lives lost.. 
and about a-thousand 
people are still missing... 
though authorities believe 
most of them are simply 
out of phone contact. The 
official property damage 
count is just under 300... 
but the governor said 
today it's likely closer to 
one-thousand buildings 
lost. About 12-thousand-
400 customers in West 
Maui remain without 
power tonight.and about 
30-thousand people have 
left Maui in the past two 
days. Tonight.. Our Ben 
Gutierrez has more on the 
government's plan to get 
displaced families 
stabilized. Governor Josh 
Green, U-S Senator Brian 
Schatz and other officials 
walked through Lahaina 
today -- seeing the 
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destruction to businesses -
- and to residences. 

8/10/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Chelsea West Maui 
Residents 

Chelsea West Maui 
Residents. We saw some 
emotional reunions today 
in West Maui. Chelsea 
Davis was there as a 
convoy delivered supplies 
to communities without 
power. The community of 
Maui is coming together. 
Donations are pouring in. 
But a huge challenge is 
getting those goods to the 
people who are still left in 
Lahaina town. Power poles 
and power lines are still 
down across the roads. So 
it's difficult getting access 
to the ones who need it 
the *MOST." Escorted by a 
Maui police officer... I was 
part of a convoy that went 
into West Maui on 
Thursday. 

0:02:30 

8/11/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vo Unsafe Water Unsafe Water. The state 
health department says 
residents and business 
owners who return to their 
properties in West Maui 
need to be cautious of 
health and safety hazards 
in the area. Officials urge 
wearing a tight-fitting 
respirator mask - like an N-
95. They say cloth masks 
only partially protect you 
from ash.  Goggles, gloves, 
closed-toed shoes, and 
clothes that cover your 
entire body are also 
recommended. They say 
children should be kept 
away... and you should 
change your clothes and 
shower before being in 
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contact with sensitive 
groups like pregnant 
women, kupuna, and 
people with asthma. DOH 
also urges caution when 
entering any of the 
remaining structures... in 
case they are unstable.  

8/11/2023 New TMP 4pm, 5pm 
KHNL 

4pm, 5pm pkg Lynn Lahaina Relief Lynn Lahaina Relief. With 
access restored... residents 
in the affected areas are 
now getting the goods and 
supplies they need. Lynn 
kawano has more from the 
checkpoint in Maalaea. 
Since noon - residents 
have had limited access - 
along with donation 
caravans carrying much 
needed supplies. Kim 
Braceros — a Lahaina 
native — is part of a large 
caravan of people taking 
essentials to those who 
stayed back. 

0:01:30 

8/11/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Couple Who Escaped 
Fire 

Couple Who Escaped Fire. 
A Lahaina couple is 
recounting a terrifying 
escape from their beloved 
community. They say the 
Lahaina wildfire fire 
started behind their home.  
As Mahealani Richardson 
tell us... they believe they 
were among the first to 
get out. The Perkins 
moved to Lahaina to retire 
last year from California. 
They lived on Mill Street 
near the Maria Lanakila 
Catholic Church. But on 
Tuesday afternoon... they 
they thought they were 
doing to die.  

0:02:30 
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8/11/2023 New TMP 4:30pm 
KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Coast Guard on Fire 
Rescues 

Coast Guard on Fire 
Rescues. Video shows the 
power of the fires on 
Maui...forcing so many to 
flee into the water in 
Lahaina. Clinging to rocks 
amid crashing waves, 
powerful winds, and thick 
smoke. Coast Guard 
officials say hundreds of 
their men and women are 
responding to the fires. 
Our Jolanie Martinez has 
new details of their rescue 
efforts to save people who 
jumped in the ocean for a 
chance at survival. The U-S 
Coast Guard says they 
rescued 17 survivors, 
including two children, 
from the waters off 
Lahaina Harbor... between 
Tuesday night and 
Wednesday morning. 

0:02:45 

8/11/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm vo Maui Latest Details Maui Latest Details. And 
that breaking news is 
another setback for the 
already exhausted and 
frustrated people of 
Lahaina. Their chance to 
return home... is on hold. 
Just about an hour ago... 
Maui police closed the 
road to Lahaina in both 
directions... saying that 
unauthorized people were 
entering the fire-ravaged 
town. This comes as the 
death toll climbed for a 
3rd-straight day... to 67 
lives lost. All three fires on 
Maui are still active 
tonight.. with the Lahaina 
fire now at 85-percent 
containment. There are 
still power outages in West 
Maui. Cell service is slowly 
being restored.. but 
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everyone is asked to stick 
to texting, if possible, to 
share the limited 
bandwidth. Six shelters are 
open across the island. To 
help open more housing 
for evacuees... Honolulu's 
mayor says the city is 
suspending Oahu's 30–day 
minimum for short-term 
vacation rentals. 

8/11/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vo Kaanapali Fire Kaanapali Fire. Breaking 
news in West Maui.. 
where the death toll.. has 
risen again. In just the past 
half hour.. the county 
confirmed 80 lives lost. 
After all the trauma... 
anxiety is running high.. so 
tonight when a new 
brushfire sparked in 
Kaanapali.. authorities 
immediately ordered 
evacuations. Thankfully, 
tonight, the fire just 
mauka of the Sheraton is 
100-percent contained... 
and evacuations are 
suspended. However, 
we've just learned.. the 
fire burned an area near a 
county fueling station that 
was set up today to 
distribute gas and diesel to 
about 400 vehicles 
tomorrow. Those vehicles 
were already lined up. But 
because of the fire.. the 
county says no fuel will be 
distributed on Saturday. 

0:00:45 
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8/11/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Memorial Night Side Memorial Night Side. New 
tonight, the county says 
more than 14-hundred 
people were staying at 
shelters around the 
islands.. including the War 
Memorial Complex..in 
Wailuku. That's also one of 
the largest donation drop 
off sites on the island. Our 
Ben Gutierrez continues 
tonight's team coverage. 
Blankets, pillows car seats, 
walkers -- all kinds of items 
have been donated over 
the past few days, and 
now they're waiting to be 
delivered to those who 
need them who've been 
displaced from the Lahaina 
and other wildfires. 
They've been coming in ... 
in a steady, endless stream 
of vehicles at the War 
Memorial Sports Complex 
that stretched back to 
Kanaloa Avenue and 
beyond. 

0:02:45 

8/11/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Chelsea Lahaina Unrest Chelsea Lahaina Unrest. 
Today, the county decided 
to let this long line of 
vehicles into Lahaina. 
Authorities gave strict 
instructions for people to 
stay out of the burn zone. 
But some crossed the 
barricades. That led to 
unrest in the historic town. 
And now the highway is 
closed indefinitely. Our 
Chelsea Davis was in that 
traffic.. when families 
were turned away. 
Residents and visitors are 
still desperately trying to 
get in to West Maui — as 
you can see by this 
extremely long line behind 
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me — stretching from 
Waikapu to as far as the 
eye can see toward 
Maalaea. Visitors are 
trying to get back to their 
hotels to leave the island. 
Residents know they may 
not be returning to much. 
Access to West Maui was 
granted at noon on Friday 
for West Maui residents 
visitors ONLY. The line of 
cars stretches for miles. 
For the Kaihi and Hoopai 
ohana... they know there's 
nothing left. 

8/12/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Lahiana Fire Update Lahaina Fire Update. 
Tuesday's wildfire that had 
overtaken Lahaina is now 
declared the deadliest in 
the U-S in more than a 
century.  As of 4:30 this 
afternoon...89 fatalities 
confirmed...but the 
governor warns that the 
number of fatalities will 
continue to rise.  Our 
Eddie Dowd is live from 
Wailuku and reports on 
the challenges search and 
rescue crews are facing. 
That's right we are here at 
Maui War Memorial 
Gymnasium where 
hundreds are still 
sheltered….as some wait 
to find out if there is 
anything left to go home 
too. Today we learned 
from the Maui police 
department they have 8 
dogs being used to find 
human remains. 
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8/12/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Front Street Tour Front Street Tour. The 
media was invited on a 
tour into West Maui today 
-- to document the 
destruction first-hand. Our 
Chelsea Davis was there. 
She has more on what 
government officials are 
doing to help the Lahaina 
community rebuild. 
County, state and federal 
agencies invited the media 
on a tour down Front 
Street to show us the 
extent of the devastation. 
They say help is here and 
they vow more is on the 
way.  

0:02:00 

8/12/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Maui Donations Maui Donations. 
Meanwhile, officials are 
handling an influx of 
donations to help those 
affected by the Maui 
wildfires. As our Ben 
Gutierrez reports in 
Wailuku -- they're trying to 
get a better handle on 
exactly what will be 
needed -- especially in the 
weeks and months ahead. 
Four days after the 
wildfires devastated 
Lahaina town, donations 
are still pouring in. Getting 
them to the people who 
need them is still a work in 
progress. 

0:02:30 
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8/14/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm live Maui Press Conference Maui Press Conference. 
Good afternoon from the 
Hawaii News Now studios 
with a breaking news 
update on the Maui 
wildfires disaster. A news 
conference involving the 
Governor, along with 
county and federal 
authorities is about to get 
underway in Wailuku. This 
comes as the death toll 
from the fires climbed 
again today to 99 lives lost. 
The wildfire is now the 
deadliest in the U-S... in 
more than a century. In all, 
the flames destroyed 
approximately 27-hundred 
structures, most of them 
homes. 

0:30:00 

8/14/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm vo Maui Latest Details Maui Latest Details. The 
death toll now stands at 
99. Starting tomorrow, the 
names of those killed will 
be identified to loved ones 
by Maui Police. Chief John 
Pelletier says 3 fatalities 
have been positively 
identified by fingerprints 
so far. The mayor says 
anyone with missing family 
should go to the Family 
Assistance Center in 
Kahului for a DNA swab. 
Meantime federal 
authorities are still calling 
their response a search 
and rescue operation with 
hundreds still missing. 
Phase zero -- the recovery 
of remains is currently 
underway. Right now -- 
Governor Green says there 
are just under 2-thousand 
units available to get 
people sheltered. More 
than 22-hundred 
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structures were destroyed 
in Lahaina.. 80% of them, 
residential homes. 

8/14/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm live Placard Distribution Placard Distribution. Our 
Chelsea Davis joins us live 
in Wailuku with more on 
the growing frustration 
from Maui residents after 
the suspension of a 
placcard program to 
access West Maui. 

0:02:30 

8/14/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm live Gov Presser Breakdown Gov Presser Breakdown. 
The county will soon begin 
releasing the names of fire 
victims who have been 
identified. Their families 
are being notified first. 
That's one of the new 
details released during a 
news conference that 
ended just a few minutes 
ago on Maui. Our Steve 
Uyehara is there. 
Tomorrow marks a sad, 
but very real chapter in 
this crisis. Maui Police 
Chief John Peletier says 
families will start getting 
notifications tomorrow, 
confirming the death of 
family members. 

0:02:15 

8/14/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm vosot HECO Lawsuit HECO Lawsuit. The first of 
what could be a flood of 
lawsuits connected to the 
deadly fire were filed 
today. And the complaints 
say Hawaiian Electric 
should be held reponsible. 
The suits accuse the utility 
of negligence and that its 
poles and power lines 
contributed to the spread 
of the blaze through 
Lahaina town. They say the 
company failed to properly 
inspect its poles,  did not 
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de-energize its lines with 
the threat of fire and high 
winds, and did not 
properly warn residents 
and businesses. 

8/14/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg FEMA Briefing FEMA Briefing. Tonight as 
many as one thousand 
people are still 
unaccounted for  in West 
Maui. Our Allyson Blair 
was breifed today by 
FEMA officials ... and has 
the latest on the federal 
emergency response. 

0:02:30 

8/14/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Firefighter Struggles Firefighter Struggles. 
Firefighters on the front 
lines in Lahaina are telling 
harrowing stories of 
watching their own town 
burn -- while the water ran 
out...and they had to flee. 
Our Daryl Huff has more. 
Union leaders who met 
with Maui fire fighters 
yesterday describe the 
wind driven fires bearing 
down on Lahaina as being 
like a blowtorch -- as water 
for the 25-30 fire fighters 
in six companies ran dry. 

0:02:30 

8/14/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vo Families Moves into 
Hotels 

Families Move Into 
Hotels. new rooms for 
Maui fire victims. 
Hundreds are sleeping in 
hotels tonight. The 
government is covering 
the cost for 8 months.. and 
possibly much longer. 
These are some of the first 
families to relocate. 
Authorities say 220 rooms 
were taken at the Royal 
Lahaina Resort on the 
Kaanapali side of the burn 
zone.. 

0:00:30 
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8/14/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Eddie Businesses Eddie Businesses. There's 
been a significant drop in 
visitors to Maui in the past 
week.. and some hope it 
stays that way. Others say 
the island needs tourism 
more than ever. Our Eddie 
Dowd has more on the 
growing debate. We talked 
to central and south Maui 
businesses who say 
they've noticed an 
increase in foot traffic 
since the wildfires on west 
Maui. Some believe 
visitors who were planning 
to go to Lahaina town are 
now spending more time 
in their areas because their 
buisnesses remain open. 

0:02:30 

8/15/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm vosot Maui Latest Details Maui Latest Details. 101 
people now confirmed 
dead just one week since 
the deadly Lahaina 
wildfire. Thousands are 
still unaccounted for and 
thousands more without 
homes. And breaking news 
right now. In one the 
Lahaina Bypass Road  will 
be open. Governor Green 
today ordered the opening 
of the road to allow access 
into West Maui. More 
than 500 hotel rooms and 
one-thousand Air Bnbs are 
now available for 
evacuees.  

0:01:30 

8/15/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg FEMA Morturary Team FEMA Mortuary Team. 
FEMA annouced it's 
deployed two additional 
teams to help families 
bring home the remains of 
their loved ones.  Allyson 
Blair continues our team 
coverage. We've 
confirmed a federal 
disaster mortuary 
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response team along with 
a victim identification 
team will be working with 
the Maui County Corners 
office in an effort to return 
the remains of victim's 
who perished in the fire to 
their families. 

8/15/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Mark Family of 15 
Escape 

Mark Family of 15 Escape. 
We learning more about 
the quiet heroism ..within 
struggling families. Our 
Mark Carpenter spoke to a 
Lahaina native who now 
lives on Oahu.. who flew 
back to help 15 of his 
relatives who lost their 
homes. 

0:02:45 

8/15/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Mahea Church 
Volunteer 

Mahea Church Volunteer. 
The service will start at 
6pm and last an hour. 
Bishop Larry Silva from 
Hawaii Catholic Church 
and the Bishop Robert 
Fitzpatrick of the Episcopal 
Church will be offering 
their prayers for the 
victims of the Lahaina 
Fires. Earlier today we saw 
the extraordianry effort by 
Maui churches to help and 
the volunteers who are 
coming in despite their 
own sadness. 

0:01:15 

8/15/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vo What We Know Maui 
Update 

What We Know Maui 
Update. The Lahaina death 
toll has risen to 106 lives 
lost. So far only 5 have 
been positively identified.. 
and tonight.. the first two 
have been named. 
Meantime, The county 
says the Lahaina fire is still 
only 85-percent contained 
at just under 22-hundred 
acres. But authorities say 
they have secured the 
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burn zone enough to start 
allowing drivers back into 
West Maui from the 
Maalaea side. 

8/15/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Identifying Remains 
DNA Swabs 

Identifying Remains DBA 
Swabs. Nearly 500 federal 
personnel have been 
deployed to the disaster 
zone. That includes more 
than 140 urban search and 
rescue specialists. And our 
Jolanie Martinez says 
other federal teams are 
helping to identify victims. 

0:02:30 

8/15/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vosot DOE Lahaina Visit DOE Lahaina Visit. It's now 
cleanup mode for 3 
Lahaina schools that 
survived the Maui 
wildfires. Today DOE 
superintendent Keith 
Hayashi toured 
Lāhaināluna High, Lāhainā 
Intermediate and Princess 
Nāhienaena Elementary. 
Strong winds tore down 
trees and ripped roofs 
apart ..but buildings and 
classrooms remain intact 
overall. In addition to 
picking up debris, crews 
will be testing air and 
water quality before 
deciding on reopening 
dates. 

0:01:00 

8/16/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vo Presser Latest Presser Latest. Governor 
Josh Green confirmed an 
additional four fatatlies 
from the Lahaina fire.  
Bringing the death toll now 
to 110. Maui Police Chief - 
John Pelletier - says 38-
percent of the disaster 
zone has been searched so 
far. He says they'll be 
constructing dust screens 
around what's called 
"ground zero" - so crews 
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can focus on processing 
the scene without 
onlookers and trespassers.  

8/16/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Maui EMA Chief's 
Whereabouts 

Maui EMA Chief's 
Whereabouts. Andaya's 
whereabouts the night the 
blazes broke out have also 
been unclear until now. 
HNN Investigates reporter 
Allyson Blair uncovered 
exclusive details. It's a 
simple question -- both 
state and county officials 
have been dodging for the 
past week. Where was 
Herman Andaya? 

0:02:30 

8/16/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Mahea Inside Lahaina 
with Homeowner 

Mahea Inside Lahaina 
with Homeowner. This is 
overlooking the historic 
town of Lahain were you 
see an entire town wiped 
out. The areas that were 
destroyed by the fire 
storm are black. Even from 
this vantage point, the 
smell of fire and chemicals. 
One of the few landmarks 
that you can see is the 
Lahaina smoke stack and 
for many that is a symbol 
of hope. Earlier we saw 
one of the devastated 
neighborhoods that was 
cut in half by the fire. 

0:03:00 

8/16/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vo Lahaina Harbor Boat 
Captain 

Lahaina Harbor Boat 
Captain. Some of the most 
harrowing images from the 
disaster are of people 
jumping into waters off 
Lahaina Harbor to escape 
the fire. The Coast Guard 
says it ended up rescuing 
17-people that night. Not 
many details have 
emerged on who was 
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pulled from the water, but 
we've learned two of them 
were children and they 
were found thanks to the 
heroic efforts of a Lahaina 
boat captain.  

8/16/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Maui EOC Questions Maui EOC Questions. 
Chief Investigative 
Reporter Lynn Kawano has 
more on the county's 
reasoning -- and reports 
about a lack of 
communication between 
agencies. We've been 
asking for days about the 
warnings for residents, in a 
heated press conference, 
they finally answered  
questions. 

0:02:30 

8/16/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Monetary Donations 
Update 

Monetary Donations 
Update. One determined 
group is working hard to 
make sure monetary 
donations go directly to 
those who need it most on 
Maui. Our Eddie Dowd 
reports. Shannon Li says 
there has been a small 
glimmer of hope. She says 
in the last few days she's 
received thousands of 
dollars in financial support 
from an unexpected place 
Venmo a cash app that lets 
people send money 
directly to each other on 
their phone. 

0:02:00 

8/16/2023 New TMP 10pm Khnl 10pm vo What We Know, More 
IDs 

What We Know, More IDs. 
Now to the disaster in 
Lahaina where the death 
toll has increased to 111 
lives lost and tonighT Maui 
county has named three 
more fire victims. About 
2,000 customers still have 
no electricity in West Maui 
about 10,000 have been 
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restored. The Lahaina 
Bypass Road is back open 
with no restrictions from 
6am to 10pm daily and 
President Joe Biden and 
the First Lady will travel to 
Maui on Monday. 

8/16/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Chelsea at the Morgue Chelsea at the Morgue. 
One of the grim realities of 
this disaster is that families 
who would normally be 
busy at work and school 
this week.. are making 
trips to the county morgue 
to identify loved ones. Our 
Chelsea Davis reports from 
Wailuku. Family members 
are showing up at the 
Maui Police Departmen'ts 
Forensic Facility in 
Wailuku. Even though 
their loved ones have not 
been officially identified, 
they know in their heart 
they are here. Some even 
bought ti leaf to line the 
perimeter for protection. 

0:02:45 

8/16/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Fires Disinformation Fires Disinformation. 
Authorities are trying to 
stomp out rumors, 
speculation  and 
conspiracy theories. As our 
Ben Gutierrez reports 
there's a lot of bad 
information to keep up 
with. Governor Josh Green 
blasted social media posts 
that he and others say are 
spreading misinformation 
about the Lahaina fires - 
such as how it started, 
which is still under 
investigation, and that 
federal emergency 
agencies shouldn't be 
trusted. 
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8/16/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Hawaiian Electirc 
Bankruptcy 

Hawaiian Electric 
Bankruptcy. One of 
Hawaii's oldest and most 
revered companies could 
be forced into bankruptcy.. 
because of the Maui 
wildfires. Hawaiian Electric 
Company is facing 
lawsuits.. that could end 
up costing them more than 
the company is worth. 
Ashley Nagaoka reports. 
On Lahainaluna road 
Tuesday morning...Shane 
Treu documented what 
could have been the 
downed lines that sparked 
the fire that would destroy 
lahaina. 

0:01:40 

8/17/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vo Wildfire Latest Wildfire latest. The head 
of Maui's emergency 
management agency is 
stepping down a day after 
defending his decision to 
not use the emergency 
sirens as an out-of-control 
wildfire engulfed Lahaina. 
Citing health reasons, 
Herman Andaya submitted 
his resignation which is 
effectively immediately. At 
a press conference 
yesterday, Andaya was 
questioned about his 
qualifications and 
leadership in responding 
to the fire disaster.  

0:01:00 

8/17/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg FEMA moving evacuees FEMA Moving Evacuees. 
Meantime, the Red Cross 
is in the process of moving 
evacuees out of shelters 
and into transitional 
housing. 750 hotel rooms 
are blocked off for 
residents whose homes 
were destroyed and the 
hope is to get victims into 
their own rooms by early 
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next week. this is not just a 
talking point. this is 
happening right now. 
these decisions are gonna 
have an immediate benefit 
on survivors on maui and 
i'm talking immediate 

8/17/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Lahaina Businesses Still 
Open 

Lahaina Businesses Still 
Open. Many businesses 
around Lahaina are closed 
not because of the fire. 
Lack of internet is still a 
problem, but Mahealani 
Richardson found some 
businesses that are 
managing to stay open. 
Lahaina resident Gina 
Lawless lost her home and 
her son's home. Her 
customers lost their 
homes too but she opened 
the coffee shop as a way 
to get back to normal. 

0:02:10 

8/17/2023 New TMP 4:30 KHNL 430pm pkg Lahaina Teacher Saves 
Former student 

Lahaina Teacher Saves 
Former Student. 18-year-
old Joa Navarro recently 
graduated from 
Lahainaluna. Today -- he  
moved into his college 
dorm at the University of 
Utah. But he says he 
wouldn't be where he is 
now -- had it not been for 
his high school science 
teacher. I would have been 
on foot if it wasn't for her. 
But yeah, even if I was on 
foot, it's still like, all the 
smoke and fumes would 
have been crazy. Joa 
Navarro was at the outlets 
of Maui in Lahaina 
Tuesday afternoon when 
the fire began unfolding. 

0:02:15 
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8/17/2023 New TMP 5PM KHNL 
KGMB 

5pm pkg FBI investigators FBI Investigators. 
Identifying the victims of 
the fire -- is a slow process 
and may take months 
because of the conditions 
of the remains.  I'm told 
the FBI has deployed 
about five members of the 
evidence response team to 
assist, and they need loved 
ones of the missing to 
help. More than 100 
people are confirmed 
dead, but only a handful 
have been identified by 
Maui's Medical Examiner 
and that process is not 
easy given the situation. 

0:01:45 

8/17/2023 New TMP 530pm KHNL 530pm pkg Biden to Hawaii 
preview 

Biden to Hawaii Preview. 
President Biden and the 
first lady will visit Lahaina 
on Monday to asses the 
damage of the deadly 
wildfires.The President is 
facing criticism for not 
going sooner. The White 
House says the president 
and first lady will meet 
with first responders, 
survivors, as well as 
federal, state, and local 
officials in Hawaii on 
Monday. 

0:01:50 

8/17/2023 New TMP 530pm KHNL 530pm pkg Community Recovery 
Efforts 

Community Recovery 
Efforts. The federal 
government is working to 
provide more resources 
for survivors. But some 
Maui residents are taking 
matters into their own 
hands. Now that the main 
road to lahaina  is back 
open to everyone – more 
goods and supplies are 
getting to the people who 
need them but a few 
people in kaanapali didn't 
wait for an official supply 

0:02:45 
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chain to help their 
neighbors. 

8/17/2023 New TMP 630pm KFVE 630pm pkg Allyson's Power Grid 
Problems 

Allyson Power Grid 
Problems. And now new 
information from a 
company that says its 
equipment detected 
dozens of power grid 
malfunctions.. right when 
the fires began. The data 
was collected by a network 
of smart sensors called 
Ting. Now these sensors... 
are distributed to 
homeowners by insurance 
companies. They're 
designed to detect 
electrical hazards that 
could spark a house fire. 

0:05:05 

8/17/2023 New TMP 9pm KFVE 9pm pkg FEMA presser FEMA presser. We're 
learning more about the 
help available for 
homeowners and tenants 
looking for disaster 
assistance. I'm at the 
FEMA - STATE disaster 
recovery center here at 
the university of Hawaii 
Maui college in Kahului — 
where federal and state 
agencies are coming 
together to help survivors. 
It's like a one stop shop in 
there for recovery 
assistance. 
And they say they will walk 
survivors through 
everything they need. 

0:01:50 
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8/17/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Evacuating Hale 
Mahaolu Eono 

Evacuating Hale Mahaolu 
Eono. So far All six fire 
victims whose identities 
have been publicly 
released were Lahaina 
residents -- between 70 
and 90 years old. Hale 
Mahaolu Eono 
administrators say 22 
residents are safe.But 
there's still one person 
missing -- and family 
members want answers. 
Clifford Abihai flew in from 
California  -- to find his 
grandmother, 98 year-old 
Louise Abihai, who was 
last seen at her home at 
Hale Mahaolu Eono, on 
Kelawea Street. 

0:02:30 

8/17/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Kid Survives in Water Kid Survives in Water. a 
young man who saved 
himself and his family by 
fleeing into the ocean.. has 
a message for the world. 
I'm at the FEMA - STATE 
disaster recovery center 
here at the University of 
Hawaii Maui College in 
Kahului where federal and 
state agencies are coming 
together to help survivors -
- like Noah Tomkinson." 
This harrowing video 
captures the moments 19-
year-old Noah Tomkinson 
thought he, his 13-year-old 
brother Milo, and his 
mother, were going to die. 

0:02:20 
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8/18/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg FEMA latest FEMA latest. FEMA and 
Red Cross officials says the 
number of survivors in 
shelters dropped by 50-
percent yesterday. They 
expect to move all 
survivors into hotels by 
next week. we've secured 
about 780 to 2000 hotel 
rooms. That number 
continually goes up every 
day as we work directly 
with our lodging partners 
and others to secure and 
open up rooms. Federal 
agencies have created a 
task force focused on 
finding innovative 
sheltering and housing 
solutions for survivors. 
They say nearly six-
thousand survivors have 
registered for federal 
assistance. 

0:02:15 

8/18/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Native Hawaiian Presser Native Hawaiian Presser. 
Lahaina residents are 
demanding to have a say 
in the future of their town. 
i'm across the street from 
wahikuli wayside park and 
this is where native 
hawaiian community 
leaders had a news 
conference earlier today. 
they have multiple 
demands of government 
officials. one of which is to 
give their community time 
to grieve. the fire 
happened only 10 days 
ago and they said many 
people are still in shock 
and mourning 

0:02:15 
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8/18/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Maui Charity Scams Maui Charity Scams. The 
devastating Maui wildfires 
have many people looking 
for ways to help - and 
scam artists are hoping to 
take advantage of that 
generosity. donations are 
pouring into maui to help 
the thousands of people 
left homeless from 
wildfires. this is the type of 
things that our community 
does best. and we stick 
together."besides basic 
needs, legitimate 
organizations are also 
asking for money... but so 
are criminals posing as 
charities. 

0:01:55 

8/18/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Pilot of Vacation flies 
out of maui 

Pilot of Vacation flies out 
of maui. A United airlines 
pilot who was vacationing 
on Maui with his family - 
stepped up to fly a plane 
full of people fleeing the 
Valley Isle...  the first day 
of the fires. captain vince 
eckelkamp and his family 
remember the hours 
before wildfires turned the 
historic resort town of 
lahaina to ashes.the 
eckelkamps were staying 
at a hotel just a few miles 
from lahaina. 
the fires began on the day 
they were supposed to 
leave. 

0:03:00 

8/18/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Dry Land concerns Dry Land concerns. The 
wildfires were fueled by 
dry invasive grasses - 
leading to calls for better 
land management on 
Maui.One farmer said his 
experience proves it can 
save lives...and as Daryl 
Huff reports... there are 
high tech tools that can 

0:02:15 
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make the job more 
managable. Eddy Garcia 
documented the wind 
damage at Living Earth 
Systems farm - in 
Launiupoko...when the fire 
came he says it stopped 
where he'd recently 
cleared invasive growth. 

8/18/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Maui Tourism Pkg Maui Tourism. As Maui 
begins the long and painful 
recovery from the fires – 
there's a struggle over how 
to best handle tourism. 
maui is normally a big 
destination – a playground 
for honeymooning couples 
and families on 
vacation.while some are 
telling tourists to stay 
away – others like the 
mayor and some local are 
saying maui is not closed. 

0:02:30 

8/18/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Relief Efforts Relief efforts. The death 
toll currently remains at 
111 victims, but that 
number is expected to 
climb. multiple containers 
are parked outside the 
maui forensics office, as 
coroners work to identify 
the remains of the maui 
wildfire victims. one 
organization helping 
survivors is king's 
cathedral church in kahului 
-- providing shelter and 
basic needs for people 
who have lost everything. 

1:30:00 

8/18/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Maui Kids respite 
daycamp 

Maui Kids respite 
daycamp. Some parents in 
Lahaina who lost homes 
and businesses have a 
monumental task ahead of 
them...  all while trying to 
help their kids 
comprehend the gravity of 

0:02:35 
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what happened. A pop-up 
camp  -- is helping families 
get a break from the pain 
they are facing....even if 
it's for just a few hours.  

8/18/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Maui What We Know Maui What We Know. 
Search and rescue efforts 
continue in Lahaina 
tonight 10 days after the 
deadly wildfires. The death 
toll remains at 111 lives 
lost. Recovery teams with 
40 cadaver dogs have so 
far searched nearly 60 
percent of historic Lahaina 
town for the remains of 
victims. They're racing 
against time to scour the 
areas before heavy rains 
move in early next week. 
The governor has 
confirmed that at least one 
thousand people remain 
unaccounted for. 

0:00:30 

8/18/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm vosot Bissen in Lahaina Bissen in Lahaina. Maui 
Mayor Richard Bissen was 
out at a distribution site at 
the Lahaina Gateway 
Center late this afternoon 
delivering donations and 
visiting with residents who 
were impacted by the 
devastating fires. Bissen 
began to speak to media 
applauding the 
community-led efforts. 
When some attendees 
questioned the Mayor 
about the number of 
missing and dead children 
the event took a turn.  

0:01:00 
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8/18/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Native Hawaiian Presser Native Hawaiian Presser. 
Lahaina residents are 
demanding to have a say 
in the future of their town. 
Our Chelsea Davis 
continues our coverage in 
Maui. i'm across the street 
from wahikuli wayside 
park and this is where 
native hawaiian 
community leaders had a 
news conference earlier 
today. They have multiple 
demands of government 
officials. one of which is to 
give their community time 
to grieve.  

0:01:45 

8/18/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Missing Woman Found Missing Woman Found. 
While hundreds are still 
missing, there have been 
some happy reunions, 
days after the fire that 
swept through Lahaina. 
Lynn Kawano reports on 
one family's successful 
search.  They want it to 
give hope to others. As cell 
service improved and 
access was allowed, some 
families have been able to 
reunite 

0:02:00 

8/18/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm vo New Victims ID'd New Victims ID'd. With 
each day, we learn more 
about the victims of the 
Lahaina wildfire. Although 
his name has not been 
released by Maui Police 
we've learned 44-year-old 
Kirck Carter of Lahaina 
died Tuesday in a Honolulu 
hospital from burn 
complications. He was one 
of nine patients from Maui 
admitted to Straub 
Medical Center's Burn 
Unit. We're also hearing 
from the family of Alfredo 
Galinato for the first time. 

0:00:35 
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The 79-year-old lived in 
hawaii for more than 30 
years his family says he 
had Aloha for everyone.  

8/18/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm vo Gov. Green Address Gov. Green Address. We'll 
have more on that 
confrontation ahead 
tonight. First we're 
standing by for a statewide 
address from Governor 
Josh Green and First Lady 
Jaime Kanani Green. We'll 
take it live as soon as they 
begin. Maui County just 
announced the death toll 
in Lahaina has risen to 114 
lives lost, cadaver dogs 
have searched about 60-
percent of the burn zone. 
President Biden will visit 
Maui on Monday as he 
continues to pledge an 
"all-of-government" 
response to the disaster 
and point to FEMA's work 
to distribute aid. 

0:16:00 

8/18/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vo Progress in Lahaina Progress in Lahaina. In just 
the last hour.. the county 
said 78% of the burned 
area has been searched. 
And 3 more bodies have 
been recovered.. pushing 
the death toll up to 114 
lives lost. Hawaiian Electric 
says 18-hundred 
customers are still without 
electricity. Despite the 
threat of rain.. President 
Biden is still on track to 
visit Maui on Monday. 

0:00:45 
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8/18/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Homeless in Lahaina Homeless in Lahaina. 
Maui County said today 
there will be 'zero 
tolerance' for any 
trespassers in Lahaina. Our 
Ben Gutierrez talked to a 
man who says homeless 
people have been going 
through what's left of 
people's homes. County 
officials have been 
downplaying reports of 
looting and stealing from 
the burn area. But some 
who can't get to their 
Lahaina say homeless 
camps are still there -- and 
want to know why they 
aren't being moved out.  

0:02:00 

8/19/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Chelsea Hero Chelsea Hero. A Lahaina 
native is being called a 
hero tonight. While his 
hometown was on fire 11 
days ago -- Shaun Saribay 
stayed to fight. He shared 
his story of survival with 
our Chelsea Davis. Born 
and raised Lahaina 
resident Shaun Saribay 
says he and a handful of 
others knew they couldn't 
save the entire town on 
August 8th. 

0:02:30 

8/20/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg County of Maui 
Prepares for Storm 

County of Maui Prepares 
for Storm. County of Maui 
Prepares for Storm. 
Tonight, Maui County is 
preparing for storm 
impacts. Warning 
residents of the potential 
for flooding and landslides 
down slope of areas that 
have burned. Officials say 
emergency response crews 
have installed protection 
devices to prevent toxic 
runoff from flowing into 
the ocean.  

0:00:20 
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8/20/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Emergency Siren Latest Emergency Siren Latest. 
Now to an HNN 
Investigation regarding 
government's emergency 
response the day Lahaina 
burned. Hawaii's 
Emergency Management 
Agency is now admitting 
there was discussion about 
whether or not to blow 
Maui's emergency warning 
sirens ahead of what's 
become the deadliest fire 
in the United States in 
more than a century. HNN 
Investigates confirmed an 
Assistant Telcom Officer 
working at the state 
emergency management 
office "reminded" his 
counterpart at the Maui 
Emergency Management 
that sirens could be used 
to alert residents of 
wildfires.   

0:03:30 

8/20/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Chels Fire Chief Brad 
Ventura 

Chels Fire Chief Brad 
Ventura. And for the first 
time we're hearing from 
Maui's Fire Chief. In a one-
on-one interview, he 
addresses the challenges 
his men and women were 
up against in the face of 
the fire. Our Chelsea Davis 
has more 

0:02:20 

8/20/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Kula Unsafe Water Kula Unsafe Water. Nearly 
two weeks after the fires, 
contaminated tap water 
remains an issue for 
thousands of Maui 
residents. Tonight, county 
officials say they're racing 
to restore critical 
infrastructure – but many 
questions remain. Eddie 
Dowd reports.  

0:02:00 
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8/21/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Lahaina Cleanup Lahaina Cleanup. First 
responders continue to 
assess the Lahaina Impact 
zone and so far, at least 
85-percent of the area has 
been searched for 
remains. Senator Brian 
Schatz emphasizing the 
Lahaina fire's widespread 
and years-long impact ..an 
unprecedented disaster 
will also bring an 
extraordinary cleanup. 
Schatz says it will likely be 
up to FEMA, EPA and army 
corps of engineers to come 
up with a disposal plan. 

0:02:15 

8/21/2023 New TMP 4:30 pm 
KHNL 

430 pkg Mother Speaks about 
Son killed in Fire 

Mother speaks about son 
killed in fire. At least 114 
people have been 
confirmed dead in the 
Lahaina wildfires. Lilia 
Luciano spoke with a 
mother who desperately 
tried to get home to save 
her teenage son. On what 
should've been keyiro 
fuentes' 15th birthday 
friends and family honored 
his life at the same park 
where he learned to walk 
as a baby 

0:02:25 

8/21/2023 New TMP 4:30 pm 
KHNL 

430 pkg Lost artifacts in Lahaina 
Fire 

Lost artifacts in Lahaina 
Fire. The devastating 
wildfires damaged 
Lahaina's heritage 
museum... which provided 
a look at the history of the 
town.it's our home, it's our 
culture, it's our history so 
much of what was lost in 
lahaina, was living, 
breathing history but 
priceless artifacts were 
also destroyed. 
hi fires lost history. 

0:01:55 
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8/21/2023 New TMP 6:30pm KFVE 630pm pkg Presidential Pool Pkg. Presidential Pool Pkg. The 
President landed here at 
Kapalua airport about 
1140 this morning. And 
immediately we all were 
ushered out to Front 
Street to Lahaina where 
the President took a tour a 
walking tour with some of 
our delegation as well as 
the governor and the Maui 
mayor. 

0:02:15 

8/21/2023 New TMP 630pm KFVE 630pm pkg Chelsea Kapalua 
Airport Community 

Chelsea Kapalua Airport 
Community. While many 
were happy by the 
president's visit.. 
demonstrators greeted 
him with signs with 
messages reminding him 
not to forget the people of 
Lahaina now and during 
the rebuilding process. I'm 
along Honoapiilani 
Highway across from the 
Kapalua Airport where 
President Biden left here 
around 4:10 this afternoon 
so enjoy an hour ago — 
after he toured the 
devastated Lahaina — and 
met with survivors — first 
responders and local 
government officials. 

0:01:45 

8/21/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Biden Tours Lahaina Biden Tours Lahaina. Now 
back to the President's 
visit to West Maui. He 
pledged federal support -- 
and gave personal comfort 
to a community -- gripped 
by grief. the president and 
fIrst lady interrupted their 
summer vacation in lake 
tahoe to fly to maui today. 

0:03:45 
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8/21/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Lahaina Tourism Plea Lahaina Tourism Plea. 
During the president's visit 
Governor Josh Green 
made a plea to visitors to 
return to Maui.Driving by 
Maui's Kahului Airport its 
hard NOT to notice the 
rows of cars parked on 
grassy fields Staff tell us 
this is an overflow lot for 
rental cars that are not 
being used but some we 
talked to say they haven't 
seen these lots this full 
since the COVID-19 
pandemic 

0:02:15 

8/22/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Wildfires Victims  Wildfires Victims.the 
death toll remains at 115. 
So far--13 people have 
been officially identified 
and their names released 
after their families have 
been notified. This as 
other family members 
come forward to 
remember their loved 
ones. 

0:03:05 

8/22/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Culinary Student Culinary Student. Jose 
Rodriguez Gomez has been 
volunteering in the kitchen 
of the university of 
Hawaii's Maui campus 
with others connected to 
the culinary arts program. 
Gomez - a recent graduate 
- is helping to feed 
thousands who lost their 
homes in the lahaina fire. 
he and his siblings and his 
mother had to evacuate 
their Opukea family condo 
as the fire closed in 

0:02:10 
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8/22/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Maui County Council 
Meeting on House 

Maui County Council 
Meeting On House. A big 
fear on Maui is that 
somehow outside forces 
will determine Lahaina's 
future. With this hearing 
today -- the council is 
trying to establish itself as 
a leader in the recovery 
planning.  But so soon 
after the disaster -- 
testimony was dominated 
by immediate needs -- and 
ongoing anger.  

0:02:05 

8/22/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg West Maui Air Quality West Maui Air Quality. 
There is still NO timeline 
on when those drinking 
water advisories will be 
LIFTED for the Lahaina and 
Kula area.There have also 
been concerns about air 
quality in west maui...but 
now the public can get 
information from real-time 
sensors on the ground.As 
the fires engulfed historic 
Lahaina town on August 
8th... thick black smoke 
coming could be seen from 
miles away. 

0:02:00 

8/22/2023 New TMP 530pm KHNL 530pm pkg Reax to presidential 
visit 

Reax to presidential visit.  
President Biden walked 
through Lahaina yesterday 
--- and promised the 
community that the 
federal government will 
stand with them in the 
months and years ahead 
as the town slowly heals — 
and rebuilds. 

0:02:35 
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8/22/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Emergency Response Emergency Response. As 
the fire spread --- the 
Pacific's top disaster 
management leaders -- 
were together with many 
of Hawaii's emergency 
officials --- at a meeting on 
Oahu. The FEMA 
conference was about how 
to respond in crisis 
situations.  Those in 
attendance were quite 
litterally the who's who of 
disaster response Both 
locally and from across the 
Pacific region 

0:03:20 

8/22/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Maria Lanakila Church 
pkg 

Maria Lanakila Church. 
The sanctuary of Maria 
Lanakila Catholic Church 
somehow escaped -- 
virtually unscathed after 
the devastating wildfires in 
Lahaina. It's being called a 
miracle and a beacon of 
hope. Only the first 1:20 of 
the DLNR vid has exteriors 
of Maria Lanakila Catholic 
Church – the rest of the 
video shows other Maui 
churches 

0:03:35 

8/22/2023 New TMP 630pm KFVE 6pm pkg Maui Council Housing Maui Council Housing. 
Tears and anger at Maui 
county council's first 
official hearing on the 
wildfire disaster.   A big 
fear on Maui is that 
somehow outside forces 
will determine Lahaina's 
future. With this hearing 
today -- the council is 
trying to establish itself as 
a leader in the recovery 
planning.  But so soon 
after the disaster -- 
testimony was dominated 
by immediate needs -- and 
ongoing anger.  

0:02:30 
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8/22/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Search For Missing Search for Missing. Maui 
County police and officials 
with the FBI say -- they 
have not *officially 
confirmed exactly how 
many children -- are 
unaccounted for. 
 They are pleading with the 
public ..to help them verify 
people on the missing 
persons list....through DNA 
and other critical 
information. 
  

0:04:15 

8/23/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Firefighters Association Firefighters Association. 
Help is coming from the 
West Coast -- the 
California Fire Foundation 
is sending 17 donated RV 
trailers to serve as 
temporary housing for 
displaced Maui 
firefighters.Five of them 
ranging from 20 to 30 feet 
are expected to arrive on 
Maui next week. 

0:02:45 

8/23/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Firefighters 
Association 

Maui health services. In 
our other top story-- 
Getting basic medical 
needs for those on the 
west side continues to be a 
challenge some health 
centers are using pop up 
clinics but one clinic is still 
standing  at Lahaina 
Gateway and taking 
patients.  

0:01:15 

8/23/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Supreme Court Water 
Arguments 

Supreme Court Water 
Arguments.   The legal 
fight over Maui water was 
rekindled by the attorney 
general the day after 
lahaina was destroyed.  
With a claim that a judges 
ruling on stream flows left 
no water to fight fires. 
That claim was severly 

0:02:15 
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tested in the Supreme 
court this afternoon 

8/23/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Maui Health Services Maui Health Services. 
Some medical centers are 
doing pop up clinics, but 
one health site is seeing 
their patients, despite 
being directly impacted by 
the fire. The Minit Medical 
Urgent Care at Lahaina 
Gateway is open 

0:02:20 

8/23/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Lahaina Bypass Crosses Lahaina Bypass Crosses. A 
touching tribute...honoring 
those killed in the Lahaina 
wildfire. Dozens of white 
crosses line the fence 
along the Lahaina Bypass. 
Each one represents a lost 
loved one. Organizers tell 
me they will keep adding 
so everyone will be 
remembered. As the list of 
fatalities grow -- and more 
victims are identified -- a 
new way of honoring lost 
loved ones now emerging 
along a hillside in Lahaina 

0:02:00 

8/23/2023 New TMP 630pm KFVE 630pm pkg FAC DNA samples FAC DNA Samples. The 
mayor said this afternoon 
that 1,054 names are still 
on the missing persons 
list.It's also the site of a 
new Family Assistance 
Center. Because of privacy 
issues.. we weren't 
allowed to shoot much 
video.. but got an inside 
look at the machines being 
used to match DNA. 

0:03:05 
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8/23/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Emergency Crews at 
Luxury Hotels 

Emergency Crews at 
Luxury Hotels. Those 
reports came out just 
yesterday on Fox News 
and the Daily Mail.  
Evacuees say it's upsetting 
to see photos of federal 
employees in five star 
resorts....knowing homes 
in Lahaina were burned to 
the ground.  These photos 
making national news 
headlines ..calling 
attention to FEMA workers 
on Maui.. in what appears 
to show them relaxing in 
five star hotels.. 

0:03:05 

8/23/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Wifi Hotspot on maui Wifi Hotspot on Maui. All 
new at ten.. more cell 
phones and laptops are 
starting to work again in 
West Maui.the north side 
of lahaina, with its boats, 
coastal highway and black 
rocks along the shoreline.. 
looks much like it has for 
decades. but here at 
hanakaoo park there's 
another sign the town has 
changed forever.. people 
in this parking lot, on their 
phones, making calls to get 
their lives back on track 

0:02:45 

8/24/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg County Sues HECO County Sues HECO. 
another lawsuit has been 
filed against Hawaiian 
Electric and this time, the 
plaintiff is Maui 
County.The complaint 
accuses Hawaii's largest 
utility of negligence and 
says it's responsible for the 
deadliest wildfire in US 
history in over a century.  

0:02:55 
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8/24/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Hara Disaster Effort Hara Disaster Effort. The 
leader of the state's 
Emergency Management 
Agency says the 
government's response did 
*not contribute to the loss 
of life. Major General 
Kenneth Hara sat down in 
an exclusive interview with 
HNN Investigates. Major 
General Kenneth Hara... 
the state's incident 
commander... met with 
President Biden in 
Lahaina's burn zone 
Monday.... the deadliest 
wildfire disaster in modern 
U-S history. 

0:02:55 

8/24/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430 pkg Neighborhood Hubs Neighborhood Hubs. 
Lahaina residents who 
choose to remain in their 
homes are concerned 
about the air quality, that's 
adding air purifiers to the 
list of items they're 
requesting.Neighborhood 
hubs have popped up 
around Lahaina, as the 
community works to 
support each other. 

0:02:40 

8/24/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430 pkg Maui Business Return Maui Businesses Return. 
This is an interesting place 
to stand, just about 10 
minutes west of Lahaina. 
These are the communities 
that are grappling with 
those questions. When do 
we let people back in? One 
of these businesses today, 
some of them opened. 
Many of them have 
decided to close their 
doors. I want to talk a littlE 
bit about that meeting 
that happened yesterday 
afternoon in Maalaea at 
the Maui Ocean Center. 
Industry leaders from the 

0:02:55 
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hotel, industry, 
restaurants, even dove 
companies and smaller 
businesses got together to 
begin those discussions 

8/24/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430 pkgOahu Emergency 
Preparedness. 

Oahu Emergency 
Preparedness. In the wake 
of the devastating fire in 
Lahaina, officials on Oahu 
assured the Honolulu City 
Council they are prepared 
should a disaster happen 
here. As Maui County 
officials face backlash for 
not sounding the sirens on 
the Lahaina wildfire -- a 
failure some feel cost lives 
-- Honolulu's emergency 
management director 
briefed council members 
on the city's own warning 
mechanisms 

0:02:55 

8/24/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5 pkg Hara on Disaster Relief Hara on Disaster Relief. 
The leader of the state's 
Emergency Management 
Agency says -- the 
government's response did 
not contribute to the loss 
of life. Major General 
Kenneth Hara... the state's 
incident commander met 
with President Biden in 
Lahaina's burn zone 
Monday the deadliest 
wildfire disaster in modern 
U-S history. 

0:02:35 

8/24/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Maui Foodbank Maui Foodbank. Amid the 
many different groups 
trying to feed Maui's 
evacuees one non-profit is 
at the center of them all. 
miles from the disaster 
zone there is a lot of good 
happening right inside that 
building lets go inside 

0:02:40 
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8/24/2023 New TMP 530pm KHNL 530pm pkg Meeting on Schools Meeting on Schools. New 
details are emerging for 
West Maui students and 
families and where they'll 
head back to class. Maui 
teachers flew to Oahu to 
testify before the Board of 
Education today about the 
DOE's response to the 
Lahaina fire. Many say 
they're disappointed with 
the state's plan to relocate 
students to other 
campuses across the 
Valley Isle. 

0:02:30 

8/24/2023 New TMP 530pm KHNL 530pm pkg Meeting on Schools Maui county sues HECO. 
Maui County has filed a 
lawsuit against Hawaiian 
Electric -- accusing 
Hawaii's largest utility of 
negligence -- and says it's 
responsible for the 
deadliest wildfire in US 
history -- in over a century. 
A failure that Maui County 
says is the product of an 
antiquated power 
management grid 
operated by Hawaiian 
Electric 

0:02:25 

8/24/2023 New TMP 530pm KHNL 530pm pkg Maui Capitol Rally Maui Capitol Rally. The 
state supreme court is 
refusing to step into a 
water rights case -- after 
the attorney general said 
water restrictions 
hampered Maui fire 
fighters' efforts in battling 
the blaze.  
at the state capitol 
today...environmental and 
water advocates 
...demanded the 
reinstatement of a state 
executive they say was 
wrongly accused of 
withholding water during 
the disaster.  

0:03:00 
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8/24/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg What Hara Knew What Hara Knew. The 
director of the state's 
Emergency Management 
Agency reveals what he 
says he knew about critical 
decisions that were made 
the day Lahaina burned. 
"It's seems the severity of 
what was happening in 
West Maui…. wasn't 
communicated to key 
leaders at the state level -- 
during the first 12 to 15 
hours of this disaster.   

0:04:37 

8/24/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Kula Community 
Meeting 

Kula Community Meeting.  
In upcountry Maui tonight. 
Hundreds of concerned 
residents attended a 
meeting about hazardous 
drinking water.Hundreds 
of Upcountry Maui 
residents jam but the 
cooler community center 
this evening, as they were 
trying to get answers on 
the water supply that has 
been interrupted, and that 
they've been unable to use 
since wildfires hit the 
upcountry area on August 
8.  

0:02:35 

8/25/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Evacuee Relocation Evacuee Relocation. A 
milestone tonight in the 
wildfire disaster recovery 
efforts. The governor says 
all survivors have been 
moved out of shelters - 
and are now living in 
hotels, timeshares or 
airbnbs. The Red Cross this 
week closed its Kihei gym 
shelter after placing 
everybody in better 
accommodations. About 
3,000 people were 
relocated.  

0:01:40 
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8/25/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Bone Detective Bone Detective. So far, the 
county has identified 36 
victims of the Lahaina fire. 
A man who calls himself a 
'bone detective' has been 
helping with the process. 
Doctor Robert Mann is a 
forensic anthropologist. He 
teaches at UH's school of 
medicine. Last week, he 
went to Maui and worked 
out of the morgue for 
three days to help identify 
dozens of remains from 
the Lahaina Fire. 

0:02:25 

8/25/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Health Clinic in West 
Lahaina 

Health Clinic in West 
Lahaina. The tragedy is 
also taking an emotion toll 
on Maui residents. There 
are no shortage of sad 
stories in Lahaina, but on 
the west side of town a 
really positive one. This 
used to be an abandoned 
building,  

0:03:00 

8/25/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Maui Police Chief Maui Police Chief. The 
chief compares the loss of 
Lahaina to losing a leg.He 
says you can put a 
prosthetic on. You can 
learn to walk again. You 
can even learn to run again 
-- and you can have an 
incredible life. But you will 
never be the same. Maui's 
Police Chief John Pelletier 
says dispatchers took in 
four thousand calls on 
August 8th -- as multiple 
fires ravaged various parts 
of the island. 

0:02:15 
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8/25/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg General Hara General Hara. The leader 
of the state's disaster 
response says 10 national 
guard members lost their 
homes in the Lahaina fire 
and says what saw of the 
devastation looked like a 
nuclear bomb. Major 
General Kenneth Hara is 
no stranger to disturbing 
scenarios. As a Soldier, he 
has deployed to Iraq and 
Afghanistan and has 
witnessed his fair share of 
images that few will ever 
see. 

0:02:31 

8/25/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg The Fires Latest The Fires Latest.To the 
Lahaina Fire now. The 
death toll stands at 115 
lives lost. Authorities say 
they're finishing Phase 
Zero of the recovery effort. 
The searches are winding 
down.Authorities say 
canine teams are nearly 
finished looking for 
remains in the burn zone. 

0:02:00 

8/25/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Oliveria taking over Oliveira Taking Over. Maui 
has a new emergency 
operations chief to lead 
the next phase of the 
recovery ..and focus on 
helping families find 
closure --- and stability. In 
tapping Darryl Oliveira to 
lead the Maui County 
Emergency Management 
Agency, the administration 
of Mayor Richard Bissen is 
trying to move forward 
after the controversy 
following the agency's 
response during — and 
after the wildfire that 
devastated Lahaina. 

0:02:30 
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8/25/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg UH Maui to reopen UH Maui to Reopen. The 
U-H Maui campus will 
welcome students Monday 
... a delayed start due to 
the wildfire.  The UH Maui 
campus in Kahului has 
transformed from a place 
of education -- to a relief 
hub. The kitchen is being 
used to cook thousands of 
meals for evacuees. 

0:02:25 

8/26/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Royal Hawaiian Relief 
Efforts 

Royal Hawaiian Relief 
Efforts. Thousands of 
displaced survivors are 
living in hotels as they try 
to rebuild their lives. 
Highgate hotels owns 8 
properties across the 
islands including the Royal 
Lahaina Resort and 
Bungalows on Maui. They 
are stepping up their relief 
efforts in the aftermath of 
the wildfires. 

0:03:00 

8/26/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Lahaina Barricade Lahaina Barricade. The 
response to today's fire in 
Ka'anapali was in stark 
contrast to the one nearly 
3 weeks ago in Lahaina 
where no sirens were 
sounded and many 
reported getting no text 
alerts. Maui Police chief 
confirms to HNN there 
were barricades set up in 
Lahaina to keep people 
away from downed power 
lines. 

0:02:35 

8/27/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Kaanapali Fire Explainer Kaanapali Fire Explainer. A 
brush fire in Ka'anapali 
Saturday afternoon 
brought with it a response 
that was swift...and multi-
pronged Military chinook 
helicopters assisting those 
from the Maui Fire 
Department to drop water. 
Text alerts urging residents 

0:02:45 
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in the area to evacuate. 
And emergency sirens 
reported being sounded 
from across west Maui 

8/28/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Musubi for Maui 
Campaign 

Musubi for Maui 
Campaign. On the 
mainland... a couple of 
campaigns started by 
Hawaii ex-pats is helping 
raise money for relief 
efforts on the Valley Isle. 
In Seattle, Oahu native and 
small business owner 
Kamala Saxton raised a lot 
of money to aid the 
survivors of Maui's 
wildfires.She and her 
business partner, Roz 
Edison. own a local food 
restaurant and catering 
business called 
Marination. 

0:02:50 

8/28/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Kaanapali Fire Kaanapali Fire. Today 
marks 20 days since a 
massive fire leveled 
Lahaina and residents 
remain on edge as there's 
potential fire weather 
danger in the forecast this 
week. We go to Kaanapali 
where another blaze came 
close to homes over the 
weekend prompting 
evacuations and the use of 
those emergency sirens.  

0:03:15 

8/28/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Hawaiian Electric Folo Hawaiian Electric Folo. 
The company admits the 
early morning fire appears 
to have been caused by 
powerlines that fell in high 
winds. but in a statement 
last night -- appears to 
shift the blame when it 
comes to the afternoon 
fire.  In a statement 
Sunday night just after 10 

0:03:15 
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pm. HECO says the early 
morning fire in Lahaina 
appears to have been 
caused by powerlines that 
fell in high winds. 

8/28/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm mpkg Inmate DNA kits Inmate DNA Kits. In an 
effort to get more victims 
identified, the department 
of public safety is tapping 
into another set of the 
population that may be 
willing to provide DNA 
samples. DPS has sent DNA 
collection information to 
wardens at all state 
facilities, not just Maui. 
Scores missing or killed in 
the lahaina inferno -- have 
not yet been identified.   

0:01:36 

8/28/2023 New TMP 630pm KFVE 630pm mpkg Group Helps 
Residents 

Group Helps Residents. 
Many Lahaina residents 
are still wondering if they 
will be allowed to visit 
their homes before the 
destroyed parts of town 
are bulldozed. Its really 
one of the saddest things 
I've seen… but folks are 
really calling on the spirit – 
to find hope in the ashes. 

0:02:03 

8/28/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Back to School Back to School. The 
school's principal tells me 
nearly two anxious weeks 
went by before the school 
confirmed all of its 
students survived the 
August 8th fire. an 
answered prayer, really, if, 
if anything, because that 
that whole week, you 
know, we're out here 
we're living in uncertainty 
and with lack of reception. 
The return of 
communications.. brought 
the confirmation that 

0:01:55 
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Sacred Hearts School 
Principle Tonata Lolesio 
had been praying for. All 
220 of her students are 
safe and sound. 

8/28/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Gov Meets Fire Victims Gov Meets Fire Victims. A 
beachfront hotel in West 
Maui is filling up with fire 
victims.. including one 
extended family as big as a 
football team. I'm outside 
the Hyatt Regency in 
Kaanapali. This is where 
the Family Assistance 
Center. It's a "one-stop 
shop" — for resources and 
services for those who 
have been affected by the 
wildfires 

0:02:15 

8/29/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Naloxone in Vending 
Machines 

Naloxone in Vending 
Machines. The latest tool 
to prevent opiod 
overdoses is a vending 
machine. 
They'll be dispensing 
*free* doses of a 
medication that could save 
someone's life. there is no 
money, you just go into 
and say, Okay, I'm gonna 
get one out of number 12. 
Because there's one 
available, I just put it in the 
12 

0:02:05 

8/29/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Vegas Maui Strong Event Vegas Maui Strong Event. 
Help for maui is coming 
from across the U.S. Las 
Vegas hosted the "9th 
island love for Lahaina" 
fundraiser over the 
weekend to help Maui fire 
victims. "There's a lot of 
people that live out here 
that are from Hawaii that 
we feel we can't be 

0:01:35 
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8/29/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Maui Tourism Maui Tourism.  As 
recovery efforts continue 
on the Valley Isle the 
economic toll following 
the deadly fires is growing. 
Experts say West Maui is 
losing about nine million 
dollars a day. At gina 
dello's cafe in south 
maui...business came to a 
screeching halt in the wake 
of the catastrophic fires in 
lahaina about 25 miles 
away. 

0:02:50 

8/29/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL  5pm pkg Presser Tensions Presser Tensions. We're 
also learning more about 
the communication 
breakdown between the 
Bissen Administration and 
state emergency 
management leaders -- the 
day Lahaina burned. When 
asked point blank -- Mayor 
Richard Bissen wouldn't 
say where he was or what 
he was doing as flames 
tore through Lahaina. He 
also wouldn't explain why 
the head of the state 
emergeny management 
agency wasn't notifed that 
people had died  -- until 
the following day  

0:03:05 

8/29/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Agaran Ethical Concerns  Agaran Ethical Concerns. 
As the lawsuits pile up, 
ethical questions are being 
raised over the actions of a 
state senator, whose law 
firm could also represent 
victims of the wildfire. 
Policy experts say the issue 
isn't cut and dry, but the 
sheer scope of the 
potential legal cases could 
be a factor 

0:02:35 
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8/29/2023 New TMP 630pm KFVE 630pm pkg Maui County Presser Maui County Presser. 
Officials today outlined the 
next steps before residents 
in the burn zone will be 
allowed back to their 
properties. As the search 
and recovery phase begins 
to wrap up — we are now 
moving into the next 
phase of this disaster. And 
that's the removal of 
hazardous waste material. 
That will take several 
months to complete. 

0:01:59 

8/29/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Mental Health Issues 
Post Fire 

Mental Health Issues Post 
Fires. Experts say the 
Lahaina fire was so 
horrific.. it will have a 
lasting effect on 
generations to come.  
The best way to deal with 
that trauma.. is to build 
resilience and support one 
another. Kevin 
Nagasaki...was the officer 
in charge of Lahaina's 
Salvation Army.. and lived 
on the church property. 
Now, the entire facility is 
gone.   

0:02:35 

8/29/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Insurance issues after 
fire 

Insurance Issues After 
Fire. Officials estimated 
that 80 percent of 
lahaina's buildings were 
over 50 years old – many 
built plantation-style – 
single-wall wood raised on 
posts…which made the 
whole town more 
flammable.  Many of those 
properties were covered 
by State Farm…whose 
agents are fielding claims 
in a temporary office in 
Kahului. 

0:02:30 
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8/30/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Maui Federal Response Maui Fires Federal 
Response. President Biden 
has announced more 
federal funding for Hawaii 
to prevent future 
disasters. President Biden 
says he is sending $95 
million from the Bipartisan 
Infrastructure Law to 
Hawaii to help strengthen 
the state's electric grid.It 
means investments to 
make sure electricity can 
continue to reach homes, 
hospitals, water stations 
even during intense 
storms and extreme 
weather.The Lahaina 
wildfires killed more than 
100 people, while 
hundreds are still missing, 
and thousands are 
displaced 

0:01:15 

8/30/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Straub Burn Patient 
Discharged 

Straub Burn Patient 
Discharged.A Maui woman 
who suffered severe burns 
from the Kula fire... is 
finally heading home.. 
after spending 19 days in 
the state's only burn unit. 
77-year-old Judy McCorkle 
spent 19 days in Straub's 
burn unit on O'ahu. She 
suffered second degree 
burns after stepping into a 
hotspot while looking at 
fire damage around her 
Kula home. 

0:02:35 

8/30/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Maui County 
Emergency Housing 

Maui County Emergency 
Housing. there was a 
housing crisis on maui 
before the fires destroyed 
hundreds of homes in 
lahaina and kula. state 
housing chief nani 
medeiros was here to help 
facilitate both immediate 
emergency needs and to 

0:02:30 
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build support for the 
governor's order to speed 
up housing construction in 
general. 
but she first had to deny 
that she was here to lead a 
power grab for 
redevelopment of lahaina. 

8/30/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Woman Grieves Dead 
Family in Lahaina 

Woman Grieves Dead 
Family in Lahaina. For the 
families of those who died 
in the wildfire, the grief is 
heavy and haunting. I 
wake up and I forget, you 
know, to talk to like except 
that all again this picture 
was from my college 
graduation er parents, 
sister and seven year old 
nephew died in the Hawaii 
wildfires trapped in a 
vehicle as they tried to 
escape the flamesThey left 
at the same time, but only 
one of the cars made it 
now. 

0:02:15 

8/30/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Lahaina Parrots Lahaina Parrots. A group 
of a dozen colorful 
squawking parrots brought 
smiles to thousands of 
visitors at Lahaina's 
famous front street 
corridor.They were loaded 
into cars and taken to 
safety as the flames 
engulfed the historic town. 
just with me and one bird 
walking the beaches 

0:03:10 

8/30/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Biden Power Grid Biden Power Grid. 
President Biden says he 
hopes the funds will help 
ensure the lights do not go 
off...the next time there is 
a storm or natural disaster 
in the island-chain. Making 
a forecasting that the 

0:02:05 
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future will continue to test 
the state's infrastructure. 

8/30/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg HECO Blame Folo. HECO Blame Folo. We now 
know why Maui's mayor 
was not the one who 
approved the county's 
lawsuit against Hawaiian 
Electric Company. HNN 
Investigates has learned 
Mayor Bissen was not 
involved in Maui county's 
decision to sue HECO 
because his daughter 
Sayble Bissen works for 
HECO on Maui. 

0:02:40 

8/30/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Bissen Hara Criticism  Bissen Hara Criticism. 
There's a growing call -- for 
the leaders in charge of 
disaster response the day 
Lahaina burned -- to step 
down 
More than three weeks 
after an inferno gutted 
Lahaina --Not one state or 
county leader has taken 
responsibility for the 
failures that led to the 
deaths of what's likely 
hundreds of people. Public 
outcry hit a new high after 
a press conference 
Tuesday. 
When top officials refused 
to take onus -- for their 
part in a communication 
breakdown -- that 
ultimately wiped out a 
town 

0:03:01 
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8/30/2023 New TMP 630pm KFVE 630pm mpkg Gilbert Keith Agaran 
Resigns 

Gilbert Keith Agaran 
Resigns. A major shakeup 
in the state Senate, related 
to the deadly wildfire 
disaster. A senior senator 
from Maui is stepping 
down, one day after a 
Hawaii News Now report 
on a brewing controversy. 
The Senator from Maui has 
been the source of ethical 
questions for his potential 
role as a lawyer for fire 
victims. it was no secret 
that his firm was hosting 
discussions for Lahaina 
residents as lawsuits are 
now piling up over the 
deadly inferno. 

0:01:47 

8/30/2023 New TMP 630pm KFVE 630pm Pkg DOE Lahaina Students DOE Lahaina Students. 
More than 3 weeks after 
the fire... the department 
of education is still trying 
to get displaced students 
back into the 
classroom.Parents got a 
chance to question the 
public schools chief today. 
There were hundreds of 
people here today. 
Frustrated parents, 
teachers and students. Out 
of the three thousands 
displaced students here in 
west maui 

0:02:20 

8/30/2023 New TMP 630pm KFVE 630pm pkg Council Emergency 
Housing 

Council Emergency 
Housing. The governor's 
housing chief did not get a 
warm welcome on Maui 
today..  
Some residents feel the 
state's emergency housing 
initiative will cut out public 
input and trample 
environmental 
protections. there was a 
housing crisis on maui 
before the fires destroyed 

0:02:38 
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hundreds of homes in 
lahaina and kula. state 
housing chief nani 
medeiros was here to help 
facilitate both immediate 
emergency needs and to 
build support for the 
governor's order to speed 
up housing construction in 
general. 

8/30/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Plea for Tourism Plea for Tourism. 
According to the Hawaii 
Tourism Authority, there 
have been nearly 35-
hundred visitors a day to 
the Valley Isle so far this 
month -- that's just half 
the number from a year 
ago. Air Maui Helicopters 
recorded this video just 
two days ago -- letting 
people know that it's safe 
to visit. Air Maui says its 
seven pilots are each flying 
just one day a week, 
splitting the meager flight 
schedule. 
Olsten says he's already 
laid off his dispatchers -- 
and the cancellations are 
mounting: 

0:02:25 

8/31/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg No Maui Visitors No Maui Visitors. If you 
need a visual to back up 
the numbers -- just drive 
by the Kahului Airport. 
You'll find this grassy field -
- that's usually empty.But 
as you can see -- today -- 
it's filled with rows and 
rows of rental cars.What 
seems to be a never-
ending line of them. 

0:02:00 
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8/31/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Uhero Dire Maui 
Prediction 

Uhero Dire Maui 
Prediction.  Along with the 
devastation...the deaths 
and the displacement of 
survivors...the fires have 
severely undermined 
Maui's visitor economy -- 
and UH economic..polical 
and social expert say it will 
take many years to 
recover. outside the burn 
zone - the fires impact is 
on jobs...as visitor arrivals 
dropped about 75 
percent...even open hotels 
shed workers...among 
them Jonathan 
Silva...<show Kam III 
school> a counselor at the 
destroyed kamehameha 
the third elementary 
school..who also worked 
at three hotels to afford 
the mortgage on his home 
in Wailuku. 

0:02:25 

8/31/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Filipino Community 
Impact 

Filipino Community 
Impact. Many of the 
people directly affected by 
the Lahaina wildfire are of 
Filipino ancestry. 
  The latest Census shows 
nearly half of Lahaina's 
residents are of Filipino 
descent -- many from the 
working class -- the 
backbone of West Maui's 
hospitality industry. The 
wildfire on August 8th 
devastated the community 
and turned decades of 
history into ash. 

0:03:10 
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8/31/2023 New TMP 630pm KFVE 630pm pkg Maui Windy Weather Maui Windy Weather. 
Strong winds in West 
Maui..are reminding 
people of the dangerous 
fire conditions These 
windy, dry and dust are 
leaving many people on 
edge.It's been difficult to 
see today bc of the wind 
and dust in the air. 
This is a around the spot 
where a huge dust devil 
was seen around this 
afternoon. Take a look at 
this video. 

0:02:00 

8/31/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Bissen Presser Wrap[ Bissen Presser Wrap. Two 
days ago, when Mayor 
Bissen was asked by 
reporters where he was 
the night of the fire.. he 
said quote "I don't have 
that for you. That's 6-30 in 
the morning... August 8th. 
Mayor Bissen.. says he and 
other county leaders were 
at the EOC into the night.. 
when Lahaina was burning, 
people were fleeing in the 
ocean, and first 
responders were 
desperately trying to save 
lives. 

0:02:15 

9/1/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Produce for Lahaina Produce for Lahaina. 
Feeding wildfire survivors 
has become a mission for a 
group of dedicated 
volunteers. Casey Lund 
shows us how their getting 
healthy food to those who 
need it most. For last few 
weeks, we've told the 
story of those community 
hubs. But again, there's a 
lot of organizations that 
are also working to get 
people what they need in 
different ways. And one of 
them local harvest here in 
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kahului is getting fresh, 
healthy food produce to 
the people of lahaina .  

9/1/2023 New TMP 4:30pm 
KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Disaster Center and 
Fed Response 

Disaster Center and Fed 
Response. FEMA has set 
up another resource hub 
for survivors. This time in 
Lahaina. This is ahead of a 
visit from the House 
Speaker and a top federal 
housing official. Our 
Jolanie Martinez has the 
latest. FEMA has put off 
opening a disaster 
recovery center in Lahaina 
for safety reasons. Today, 
the federal agency was 
finally able to open one at 
the Lahaina Civic Gym. It's 
set up like the other 
hubs... with help available 
from federal state and city 
agencies. They're not only 
helping to replace vital 
records lost in the fire -- 
but are also giving 
qualified residents an 
immediate payment of 
seven-hundred dollars.  

0:02:00 

9/1/2023 New TMP 5pm, 6pm 
KHNL KFVE 

5pm, 6pm pkg Maui Vigil Maui Vigil. A gathering in 
West Maui to honor the 
victims killed in the 
Lahaina wildfires. It's part 
of a statewide, day-long 
vigil to remember those 
we lost almost one month 
ago. We're at the 
Kaanapali Golf Course 
where ___ of people are 
gathering for the ending of 
a 12-hour long vigil. It's 
centered on emotional, 
spiritual healing for those 
all affected by the wildfires 
on August 8th. It began at 
sunrise and ends at sunset. 

0:01:00 
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9/1/2023 New TMP 5pm, 6pm 
KHNL KFVE 

5pm, 6pm pkg Maui Vigil EPA Toxic Materials. This 
week, the U.S. 
Environmental Protection 
Agency started removing 
hazardous waste from the 
Lahaina burn zone. 
Mahealani Richardson 
shows us where it's going - 
before getting shipped to 
the mainland. Aloha I'm at 
the Ukumehame Gun 
Range where the US EPA 
has been staging to bring 
all hazardous waste from 
the Lahaina Burn Zone. It's 
being put into these 55 
gallon drums. 

0:03:30 

9/1/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Maui National Guard Maui National Guard. 
Maui's first responders 
have been getting help 
from about 500 active duty 
soldiers, airmen and 
Hawaii National Guard 
members. Our Annalisa 
Burgos is on Maui tonight 
with more on their 
mission. The hawaii 
national guard and 
department of Defense 
stood up a special Joint 
Task Force made up of 
guard and active duty 
servicemembers in 
response to the maui fires. 
We're here in Lahaina on 
kapunakea street next to 
one of the checkpoints 
around the impact zone 
where soldiers are posted 
to ensure the safety of 
residents. 

0:01:45 
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9/1/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vo Updated FBI List Updated FBI List. The FBI 
has a new list of people 
still unaccounted for after 
the Lahaina wildfire. 385 
names are on that list 
about the same number as 
last week but most of the 
names are different. The 
county says since the 
original list came out 245 
people were found safe 
but 242 new names have 
been added. These are 
verified real people with a 
confirmed first and last 
name and a contact 
number from the person 
who reported them 
missing. 

0:00:30 

9/1/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Statewide Vigil for 
Maui 

Statewide Vigil for Maui. 
Communities across the 
state came together today 
in prayer several times. 
Our Ben Gutierrez has 
more on the 
unprecedented show of 
aloha for Maui. From 
sunrise to sunset, from 
Kauai to Hawaii Island, 
people united in pule, 
prayer and songs, coming 
together in sorrow and in 
faith after the fires. 

0:02:15 

9/2/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Kevin McCarthy Tours 
Lahaina 

Kevin McCarthy Tours 
Lahaina. U.S Speaker of 
the House Kevin McCarthy 
toured the devastation in 
Lahaina town today 
pleading support for 
recovery efforts from 
congress. Our Eddie Dowd 
was there and asked him 
about concerns from the 
community. Speaker 
McCarthy at a press 
conference here in 
Wailuku Saturday says he 
loves the Hawaiian l 

0:02:00 
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islands and has been to 
Lahaina many times over 
the years. He says he's 
here to support recovery 
efforts but also wants 
answer into what went 
wrong. 

9/3/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Flack Issues Setup Flack Issues Setup. New 
details tonight on a major 
shake up for EMS services 
on Kauai and Maui. We've 
confirmed the department 
of health has awarded a 
contract currently held by 
AMR to a company with a 
questionable reputation. 
And it's fending off 
criticism in multiple states 
on the Mainland. In San 
Diego, the city reclaimed 
control of ambulance 
services in July... after 
Falck fell short on staffing 
and response-time 
promises. Meanwhile city 
and county firefighters 
have been forced to fill in -
- on Falck shifts --  due to 
company staffing 
shortages. Our Eddie 
Dowd has more on Falck's 
take over -- from Maui. 

0:02:30 

9/3/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Arborist Cares for 
Banyan Tree 

Arborist Cares for Banyan 
Tree. As Lahaina's iconic 
banyan tree shows new 
signs of life. An arborist 
that's cared for the historic 
landmark for over four 
decades shares how his 
job has changed in the 
wake of the fires. Billy V 
reports. In the early hours 
of the wildfire devastation 
of Lahaina, if you talked 
with the residents, you 
could see the raw 

0:03:30 
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emotion, tears filling their 
eyes when people talked 
of the Old Banyan Tree. 

9/3/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vo Maui Fires Latest Maui Fires Latest. It's been 
almost four weeks since 
the Maui fires broke out 
and firefighters are slowly 
making progress. Officials 
say the Lahaina fire is now 
100-percent contained. 
The blaze has charred 
2,170 acres And more than 
22-hundred structures 
were destroyed or 
damaged. Meanwhile, the 
Kula fire is now 95 percent 
contained and the Olinda 
fire is 90 percent 
contained.  

0:00:30 

9/4/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vosot Fire Investigation Fire Investigation. 
Meanwhile, the state 
attorney general's 
investigation into the 
wildfires is now underway. 
The AG's office has hired 
the nationally-renowned 
Fire Safety Research 
Institute to look into the 
cause, response, and 
aftermath of the disaster. 
The Institute's executive 
director says a team has 
been on the ground for the 
last two weeks, surveying 
the damage, interviewing 
survivors, first responders 
and officials in charge of 
overseeing the response. 
Kerber hopes to have a 
timeline ready in about 
three months which is only 
the first phase of the 
investigation.  

0:01:15 
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9/4/2023 New TMP 4:30pm 
KHNL 

4:30pm pkg CNHA Resource Fair CNHA Resource Fair. A 
blessing ceremony for a 
new resource center now 
open for Maui wildfire 
survivors. The center set 
up by the Council for 
Native Hawaiian 
Advancement is helping 
residents navigate the 
overwhelming steps to get 
financial aid and services 
with a cultural approach. 
Casey Lund is in Kahului 
with more.  

0:04:00 

9/4/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Lahiana Burned Animals Lahaina Burned Animals. 
The Maui Humane Society 
is caring for more than 20 
burned animals that 
survived the wildfire. 
Mahealani Richardson 
shows us behind the 
scenes. And we warn you, 
some of the video may be 
hard to watch. More than 
20 burned animals are 
under constant care 
needing daily bandage 
changes, pain medication, 
antibiotics and fluids. The 
Maui Humane Society 
along with a team of 
animal groups have been 
escorted by the national 
guard into the burn zone 
since last week -- where 
they set traps - in hopes of 
finding more lost animals. 

0:02:30 
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9/4/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm live Tongan Community 
Impact 

Tongan Community 
Impact. Now to a Royal 
visit on Maui... that's 
bringing the Tongan 
community together in a 
time of sorrow. Our 
Chelsea Davis is live in 
Kahului to tell us more. We 
are at Kanahā Beach Park 
in Kahului where members 
of Maui's Tongan 
community are gathering 
to grieve together. The 
Princess of Tonga — Her 
Royal Highness — Princess 
Angelika Lātū-fui-peka 
Halae-valu Mataʻaho 
Napua Okalani Tukuʻaho 
— spent the afternoon 
with them. She is the 
current — His Majesty King 
Tupou the Sixth's only 
daughter — and she came 
to Maui to visit the Tongan 
Community after the 
deadly and devastating 
Lahaina fire that claimed 
the lives of valued 
members of their 
community and others as 
well.  

0:01:30 

9/4/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg UH Manoa Student from 
Maui 

UH Manoa Student from 
Maui. UH Manoa has 500 
students from Maui some 
from Lahaina who were 
directly impacted by the 
fire. Lynn Kawano spoke 
with one student who is 
trying to balance studies 
with the struggles of losing 
the family home and 
business. AnaPaula Gomez 
is still learning the campus 
of UH Manoa. The 
Lahainaluna graduate is a 
transfer accounting 
student from UH Maui. 
She arrived on Oahu -- 

0:02:30 
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with very little -- after the 
wildfire burned down the 
apartment complex she 
lived in with her mother 
and brothers. 

9/4/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg OCCC Murder 
Investigation 

OCCC Murder 
Investigation. HNN 
Investigates another 
beating death at OCCC. 
The victim, 23-year Ryden 
Riveira, was left in a coma 
and never woke up. We've 
learned he had a history of 
mental illness. Sources 
told our Allyson Blair 
about the killing nearly a 
year ago. But officials 
wouldn't answer any of 
her questions until 
recently when she got her 
hands on the inmate's 
autopsy report. We've 
confirmed guards 
discovered Ryden Riveira 
severely beaten in his cell 
a year and a half ago. 
Authorities say the pre-
trial detainee was locked 
up with just one other 
inmate. But who that man 
is and if he or anyone's 
ever been charged are 
questions jail officials are 
still refusing to answer. 

0:02:30 

9/5/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Victim's Family Lawsuit Victim's Family Lawsuit. A 
new lawsuit filed by the 
family of a woman who 
died trying to escape the 
Lahaina wildfire. Rebecca 
Rans is one of the 
confirmed 115 victims who 
lost their lives on Maui 
nearly one-month ago. 
Now, her family is suing 
the county, the state, and 
one of the largest 
landowners in all of Hawaii 
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alleging they failed to look 
after their fire-prone 
properties. 

9/5/2023 New TMP 4:30pm 
KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Fire Victim's 
Rebuilding Frustration 

Fire Victim's Rebuilding 
Frustration. As Maui fire 
survivors continue their 
recovery, the process of 
starting over is 
overwhelming for most. 
Our Casey Lund spoke to 
one woman who details 
her struggle getting 
assistance because her 
home was also her 
business.  

0:04:30 

9/5/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Kahului Airport  Cars Kahului Airport Cars. 
Maui's rental car 
companies are working to 
ship out part of their 
inventory as tourists have 
fled the Valley Isle. 
Thousands of cars are still 
parked at the Kahului 
Airport... and many say it 
reminds them of the 
pandemic. Mahealani 
Richardson joins us with 
the latest.    It's unclear 
how many cars will 
shipped off island... but 
the Maui district airport 
manager says half of the 
rental cars at Kahului 
airport were shipped out 
during the pandemic. 

0:02:00 

9/5/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Roz Baker Home Roz Baker Home. A former 
state senator and longtime 
Lahaina resident says an 
act of Aloha might have 
saved her life the night of 
the big fire. As Eddie Dowd 
reports she's now working 
behind the scenes to get 
her former colleagues in 
government to help her 
struggling community. Roz 
Baker is one of the many 

0:02:30 
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Lahaina residents who lost 
their homes in the August 
8th fires. But has 
something most of those 
displaced do not, a contact 
list that includes the 
governor and key Hawaii 
lawmakers and power 
brokers. 

9/5/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg MFD Staffing during 
the Fires 

MFD Staffing During the 
Fires. A push for more 
firefighting resources on 
Maui.. but leaders say 
funding is not the 
problem. They say the 
island needs more than 
the 10 fire stations it 
currently has. Jolanie 
Martinez is here with the 
staffing concerns. The 
Maui Fire Department 
currently has about 200 
firefighters. The census 
puts the population at just 
under 170-thousand 
people. The International 
Association of firefighters 
says the county should re-
examine staffing levels and 
resources.  

0:02:10 

9/5/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vosot Louise Abihai Victim 
ID 

Louise Abihai Victim ID. A 
family who lost their 
matriarch in the Lahaina 
tragedy.. finally has the 
closure they've been 
seeking. The county today 
named Louise Abihai as 
the 60th fire victim to be 
identified. At age 98, she's 
the oldest so far. Her 
remains were found in the 
rubble of the senior 
affordable housing 
community Hale Mahaolu 
Eono. Her grandson tells 
us the FBI identified her 
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through dental records 
and DNA. He says Abihai 
grew up on the Valley Isle 
and raised multiple 
generations of children. 

9/6/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg AMR Contract Appeal AMR Contract Appeal. A 
mainland company is 
promising it won't lower 
standards of care...if it 
wins the contracts for 
ambulance service on 
Maui and Kauai. The 
health departments 
decision to award the 
contract to Falck USA is 
now under official protest. 
Daryl Huff joins us live with 
details. American Medical 
Response...AMR for 
short...says the health 
department bid process 
was unfair. Its challenge 
means that the 91 million 
dollar - three and a half 
year contract is on hold 
potentially for quite some 
time. AMR's Hawaii 
director said the protest is 
to protect the public not 
the company 

0:02:30 

9/6/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vosot HUD Helps Lahaina 
Residents 

HUD Helps Lahaina 
Residents. The U.S. 
Department of Housing 
and Urban Development is 
promising to help Lahaina 
residents hold onto their 
land. Yesterday, Deputy 
Secretary Adrianne 
Todman met with Maui 
county mayor Richard 
Bissen to get a better 
understanding of the 
housing crisis in west maui 
and upcountry. One of her 
goals was to see for herself 
just how much damage 
was done so she can 

0:01:00 
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report back to the HUD 
secretary so they can 
request sufficient funding 
from congress. 

9/6/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Fire Survivor Bullied Fire Survivor Bullied. A 
grandmother on Maui is 
pleading for help. Her 
grandson lost his home in 
the Lahaina fire and was 
forced to enroll in another 
school. Now she says he's 
getting bullied. She wants 
to raise awareness in 
hopes it'll stop. Our 
Chelsea Davis is live in 
Kahului with more. Gerilyn 
Arcangel tells me it's not 
only her grandson and it's 
not only at Maui High 
School. But others are 
afraid to speak out -- 
because of fear of 
retaliation. But Arcangel 
says she feels like she has 
no other choice but to 
share her grandson's story 

0:02:30 

9/6/2023 New TMP 4:30pm 
KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Woman Who 
Escaped Fires Gives Birth 

Woman Who Escaped Fire 
Gives Birth. Now to Maui 
where there is joy after so 
much heartbreak. A 
woman who was pregnant 
as she escaped the 
devastating wildfire in 
Lahaina. just gave birth to 
a healthy baby girl. Our 
Jolanie Martinez joins us 
live from Maui Memorial 
Medical Center in Wailuku 
with the story.  A Lahaina 
woman was 36 weeks 
pregnant when she and 
her family narrowly 
escaped the Lahaina fire. 
She recently gave birth to 
her first child at Maui 
Memorial Medical 
Center...a moment she 
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never thought would 
come. This was the 
moment Lena Kama and 
her boyfriend Zarian Luis 
found out they were 
having a baby girl...it was a 
special gender 
reveal...right outside 
Lena's childhood home in 
Lahaina.  

9/6/2023 New TMP 4:30pm 
KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Maui Canoe Club 
Free Paddling 

Maui Canoe Club Free 
Paddling. Getting out on 
the water has powerful 
healing effects. Casey Lund 
reports on one canoe club 
with a mission to help 
wildfire survivors cope and 
recover. The Maui Canoe 
Club is offering free 
paddling session to those 
impacted by the Maui 
wildfires. 

0:02:45 

9/6/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Third Party Investigation Third Party Investigation. 
Some of the key agencies 
responding to the deadly 
Lahaina wildfire are 
pledging cooperation with 
the State Attorney 
General's 3rd party 
investigation but legal 
experts say for now it's all 
voluntary. Mahealani 
Richardson joins us with 
the details. HNN 
Investigates asked several 
agencies if their leaders 
would agree to be 
interviewed by the 
independent investigators.  
Maui Mayor Rick Bissen's 
office didn't respond and 
so far only one leader 
answered our question 
specifically. 

0:02:15 
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9/6/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Laundromat Helps 
Victims 

Laundromat Helps 
Victims. After the flames 
destroyed Lahaina relief 
came to west Maui in 
many different forms: 
food, housing and 
temporary shelter. But 
there was ONE basic 
necessity many could not 
get access to until a Napili 
man opened his business 
and his heart. Eddie Dowd 
has the story from Maui. 
When the August 8th fires 
happened people in west 
Maui lost electricity even 
cell phone service. 

0:02:00 

9/6/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg No Fire Boat No Fire Boat. Ten years 
after Hawaii's only fire 
boat was decomissioned -- 
the state says it has no 
plans replace the vessel. 
Now, the head of the 
firefighter's union is calling 
on government to 
reconsider. HNN 
Investigates Allyson Blair 
has the exclusive details. 
The President of the 
Hawaii Firefighters 
Association says one of the 
major benefits of having a 
fire boat for emergencies 
along the coast is the 
unlimited access to water. 
As flames began to ravage 
homes in Lahaina -- August 
8th the town's water 
system collapsed. Dry 
hydrants left firefighters 
unequipped making it 
impossible to knock back 
the blaze. With no water -- 
the wildfire quickly 
exploded into an inferno... 
fueled by winds that 
topped out at nearly 70 
miles an hour. 

0:03:30 
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9/6/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vo Maui Crash Power 
Outage 

Maui Crash Power 
Outage. Hawaiian electric 
says nearly 
1,100customers are 
without power in Napili 
due to a car crash. Maui 
police say a vehicle 
knocked down a utility 
pole on Lower 
Honoapiilani Road at 
around 7:45 tonight. We're 
told the pole and lines are 
now blocking lanes...but 
no one was seriously hurt. 
No word on when power 
will be restored. 

0:00:30 

9/6/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Hiring Local Push After 
Fires 

Hiring Local Push After 
Fires. Nearly a month after 
the wildfire that 
devastated Lahaina, 
there's a push to get local 
residents back in the work 
force. Ben Gutierrez joins 
us now with the details. 
The effort to rebuild 
Lahaina will be a big one. 
And to get the job done 
State and federal agencies 
are now turning toward 
KamaaIna not only to pitch 
in, but also help them get 
back on their feet. Among 
those jobs, cleaning up the 
charred debris -- and the 
hazardous materials they 
may contain. The Council 
for Native Hawaiian 
Advancement wants to 
help displaced workers 
train for those jobs. 

0:02:30 
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9/7/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm live Nani Medeiros Resigns Nani Medeiros Resigns. A 
major shakeup in 
Governor Green's 
administration. The state's 
chief housing officer -- 
Nani Medeiros -- plans to 
resign.. and the governor 
says bullying is to blame. 
Daryl Huff is here now 
with the story. Word of 
Nani Medeiros resignation 
comes amid mounting 
conflict over the 
governor's Emergency 
Proclamation for 
Housing... and suspicion of 
a "state land grab" after 
the Lahaina disaster. 

0:01:30 

9/7/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg MFD Chief Latest MFD Chief Latest. While 
the Lahaina fire is fully 
contained, the Olinda fire 
is at 90 percent contained 
and the blaze in Kula is 95 
percent contained.  
Firefighters continue to 
monitor hot spots. Jolanie 
Martinez spoke with the 
Maui Fire Chief about the 
disaster's emotional toll on 
his crews. The Maui Fire 
Department had all hands 
on deck…on August 8th. 
Now -- nearly a month 
after the disaster... the fire 
chief says the gravity of 
what happened that day... 
still hasn't sunk in. 

0:02:45 
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9/7/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vosot BOE Meeting BOE Meeting. Free school 
bus service began this 
morning for Lahaina 
students to get to class in 
Central and South Maui. 
Families first have to enroll 
their students temporarily 
at the designated schools: 
Wailuku Elementary or 
Kamali'i Elementary and 
Lokelani 
Intermediate...which are 
both in Kihei. Pickup and 
drop off locations are at 
Kapalua Airport and 
Whalers Village. DOE 
officials say staff are on 
the buses to support 
students' well being to and 
from school. They also say 
there were about 12-
hundred students as of last 
week who were not yet re-
enrolled in at another 
campus.  

0:01:00 

9/7/2023 New TMP 4:30pm 
KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Lahaina Boat Harbor 
Cleanup 

Lahaina Boat Harbor 
Cleanup. Tomorrow marks 
a month since a massive 
fire destroyed Lahaina. 
And one of the most vital 
parts of the town that was 
impacted is the historic 
boat harbor that's served 
the community for 
centuries. Casey Lund 
spoke with frustrated 
boaters who are anxious 
for cleanup efforts to 
begin.  

0:03:45 
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9/7/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg One Month Lookback One Month Lookback. 
One month later, basic 
questions still linger. No 
one will say who was 
calling the shots as the 
disaster unfolded. Or why 
the Bissen Administration 
waited until after the town 
had burned to ask the 
state for help. HNN 
Investigates Allyson Blair 
combed through hours of 
interviews and press 
conferences -- chronicling 
government's emergency 
response. Between county 
officials dodging basic 
questions and state 
agencies playing word 
games. Deciphering who 
knew what and when has 
been incredibly 
complicated. What is clear 
-- is that one month in -- 
no one's taken 
responsibility -- or even 
apologized for failures -- 
the Governor now says 
likely cost lives. 

0:04:45 

9/8/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Gov Green Lahaina 
Presser. 

Gov Green Lahaina 
Presser. the governor 
spent a lot of time in his 
address and in his press 
conference afterwards 
criticizing lawsyers who 
have come into town 
seeking plaitiffs for 
lawsuits. he says he wants 
to set up a special fund so 
that people can avoid 
litigation and get paid for 
their damages much more 
quickly 

0:02:00 
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9/8/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg 4 Residents One Month 
Later 

4 Residents One Month 
Later. Although a month 
has passed since Lahaina 
Town was engulfed in 
flames — that day is still 
fresh in the minds of those 
who lived through that 
day…and driving past the 
area isn't getting any 
easier. we're reminded 
every day I don't even 
recognize the streets 
because all I know our 
home's there. You know so 
it's very, very sad 

0:02:30 

9/8/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Maui Water Latest Maui Water Latest. I 
spoke with John 
Stufflebean, the Director 
of Water Supply, who says 
most of Kula except for 
burned areas around Kula 
Lodge could have the 
advisory lifted within a 
week.For other areas it 
could be several more 
weeks. 

0:02:25 

9/8/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Lahaina Paddleout Lahaina Paddleout. First of 
all, somber ceremonies 
here off key here. 
Hundreds of people in the 
water for this paddle out. 
Many more on land. Those 
Cong shows right at 8:00 
marking one month since 
this unspeakable tragedy 
that so many are still 
struggling to wrap their 
minds around. All well. 

0:02:55 

9/8/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Vulture Mainland 
Attorneys 

Vulture Mainland 
Attorneys. the governor 
spent a lot of time in his 
address and in his press 
conference afterwards 
criticizing lawsyers who 
have come into town 
seeking plaitiffs for 
lawsuits. he says he wants 
to set up a special fund so 

0:02:30 
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that people can avoid 
litigation and get paid for 
their damages much more 
quickly 

9/8/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg West Maui Reopenning 
Oct 8 

West Maui Reopenning 
Oct. 8.  Most of West 
Maui, including the resorts 
and hotels in Kaanapali, 
Napili and Kapalua north 
of Lahaina, have been 
UNOFFICIALLY off limits to 
outsiders since the wildfire 
a month ago. It's unclear 
how much lodging will be 
available in a month, since 
much of is currently 
housing evacuees. 

0:02:15 

9/8/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Lahaina Harbor Month 
later Hero Captain 

Lahaina Harbor Month 
later Hero Captain. Chrissy 
Lovitt found the remnants 
of that tragic day scattered 
on the shoreline of 
Lanai...Maui's neighbor 
island.. which is nearly 40 
miles away. it was 
heartbreaking, just to see 
because, I've been in 
Lahaina harbor for 25 
years. you know, this 
particular material wasn't 
used anywhere else along 
Front Street,  it was all too 
familiar.  

0:01:55 

9/9/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Long term air quality.  Long term air quality. The 
flames and the smoke 
have cleared from Lahaina. 
but some worry of another 
danger....soot Anthony 
Nelson: "It's the residue 
from when things burn 
and combust" Anthony 
Nelson is a disaster 
response expert. He says 
because the Lahaina fire 
melted things like TVs and 
light bulbs.... .the left over 

0:01:55 
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soot in the area may 
contain harmful chemicals. 

9/10/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg AG reviewing 
investigation  

AG Reviewing 
Investigation. HNN has 
confirmed the state 
attorney general will have 
power to decide what's 
released to the public at 
least initally....some critics 
worry its a tactic to 
potentially cover up whats 
really happened. Many 
questions remain as to 
what happened the day of 
August 8th... in the fire 
that left at least 115 dead 
in west Maui.An 
independent investigation 
is working to get answers  

0:02:40 

9/11/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Kilauea Eruption Kilauea Eruption. Aloha 
had a beautiful day here 
on Hawaii Island and the 
lava is contained to Holly 
Momo crater. The USGS 
says there's no threat to 
those communities in the 
Lower East rift zone, of 
course, Leilani estates, 
those places that were 
ravaged by the 2018 
eruption. So good news 
and quite a sight to see. 
We'll get you down to the 
love in just a moment.  

0:03:15 

9/11/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Mission house Lahaina 
Images 

Mission house Lahaina 
Images. The Lahaina 
Wildfires Disaster 
destroyed thousands of 
structures..including many 
that hold an important 
place in Hawaii's history. 
More than 20 historic sites 
were completely or 
partially destroyed in 
Lahaina town and while 
rebuilding is still far away, 

0:02:45 
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a local organization is 
doing what it can to 
restore and preserve what 
was lost.  

9/11/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Maui Water Testing Maui Water Testing. Just 
to be super clear -  Maui 
County's Water Director 
says the latest tests show 
no sign of that 
contaminant.The unsafe 
water issue can be 
confusing... so UH water 
researchers are offering 
free testing -- just like they 
did during the Red Hill 
tainted water crisis. 

0:02:15 

9/11/2023 New TMP 6 KHNL 6pm pkg Maui Emergency Action 
Plan 

Maui Emergency Action 
Plan. HNN Investigates has 
spent weeks... trying to 
find out more -- about a 
pre-existing plan Maui 
should have had in place... 
to respond to last month's 
disaster. It's an official 
document -- called an 
Emergency Action Plan.A 
2019 survey found 99 
percent of counties have 
one. 

0:04:49 

9/11/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Status of Donations Status of Donations. After 
witnessing the 
heartbreaking images of 
flames ripping through 
Lahaina...countless people 
around the world poured 
in donations.Some of the 
biggest agencies collecting 
are already giving out 
money - while others are 
still in the planning phase. 
The biggest pot of money -
-- over 110 million dollars 
in  The Hawaii Community 
Foundation's -- Maui 
Strong Fund .just over a 
month later -- they've 

0:02:25 
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given out nearly 19 million 
of that to non-profits. 

9/12/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Maui Misinformation Maui Misinformation. The 
deadly fire and high winds 
that destroyed Lahaina 
spread at unprecedented 
speed and so did 
misformation and 
disinformation - linked to 
China and Russia.These are 
the false online rumors 
found by researchers at 
the University of 
Maryland. 

0:02:30 

9/12/2023 New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Maui Invitational 
Future 

Maui Invitational Future. 
it does appear that we 
don't have an adequate 
facility to have the maui 
invitational this year. it 
probably, probably will 
need to come over to let's 
say the stan sheriff and i 
say that with a heavy heart 
because it would be 
wonderful to have the 
tournament on maui.For 
nearly 40-years, the 
Lahaina Civic Center...has 
been home to the Maui 
Invitational...one of the 
country's top basketball 
tournaments annually 
featuring  powerhouse 
programs. 

0:02:50 

9/12/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Lahainaluna Boarders Lahainaluna Boarders. 
Kianna Kekona is 
cherishing moments like 
this with her two children 
a little more nowadays. 
Just 35 days ago... she 
wasn't able to get ahold of 
her oldest son -- Nainoa -- 
who was stuck in Lahaina 
as the largest fire in 
modern history tore 
through the town. 15-year-

0:02:40 
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old Nainoa Kaai-Kekona is 
a second-year boarder at 
Lahainaluna High School. 

9/12/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Liquor Commission 
Leadership 

Liquor Commission 
Leadership. Seth Buckley is 
the latest liquor 
commission official to say 
he's throwing in the towel 
We were there on January 
5th the day Buckley 
become the newest chair 
following the resignation 
of Malama Minn... 
When it came time to vote 
for who would lead the 
group some 
commissioners didn't 
seem to feel they had 
many other options 

0:02:10 

9/12/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg HECO PUC Investigation HECO PUC Investigation. 
Hawaiian electric - 
including its Maui 
subsidiary - is regulated by 
the public utilities 
commission which decides 
what customers will pay 
for power. Now the 
pressure is building on PUC 
to investigate HECOs 
responsibility before and 
during the fires. 

0:03:21 

9/12/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Oct 8. Reopenning 
Concerns. 

Oct 8. Reopenning 
Concerns. The Governor 
says nearly 73-hundred 
people are staying in 32 
hotels across West Maui. 
Those hotels are set to re-
open to tourism...in less 
than four weeks. Some say 
it's too soon.. but state 
leaders say it's the right 
time. 

0:02:05 
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9/13/2023 New TMP 4:30pm 
KHNL 

430 pkg Living in Lahaina Living Lahaina Without 
Water.  Despite the 
devastation throughout 
much of Lahaina, there are 
still homes standing in the 
burn zones.  Casey Lund 
was outside of that closed 
off area in the far west 
part of town to learn how 
those homeowners are 
doing.  Apocalyptic yes.  
This is just a small portion 
of the video that Lahaina 
resident Chuch Hogan 
gathered on August 9thm 
he was one of the few 
people who were able to 
get back into the 
neighborhood the day 
after the worst of the fires.  
And before the National 
Guard had set up 
roadblocks to secure the 
neighborhood and keep 
homeowners out.  Chuck 
doesn't have running 
water or power and says 
he realizes he'll need to be 
patient currenly living off 
generatpr power. 

0:01:35 

9/14/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm live Lahaina Reentry Presser Lahaina Reentry Presser. 
Maui County announces a 
re-entry plan for residents 
and business owners with 
properties in the restricted 
Lahaina Wildfire Disaster 
area. County officials say 
they want to be as 
efficient and respectful as 
possible. They will go zone 
by zone. And those zones 
will be determined on 
when the Environmental 
Protection Agency has 
cleared them. 

0:01:30 
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9/14/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm sotvo Lahainaluna Back to 
Class 

Lahainaluna Back to Class. 
Lahainaluna High students 
sang their alma mater as 
they were welcomed at 
their temporary school site 
at the Kulanihako'i High 
School campus in Kihei this 
morning. An estimated 
500 Students got their 
class schedules, received a 
campus tour, and met with 
their homeroom teachers. 
Free bus service is being 
provided. But students are 
allowed to drive to school. 

0:01:00 

9/14/2023 New TMP 4:30pm 
KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Kalhoma Village 
Update 

Kahoma Village Update. It 
could be months before 
the remaining homes in 
the Lahaina burn zone will 
have power and running 
water -- but there is a 
lifeline. Annalisa Burgos 
joins us with how the 
military is providing a 
resource that's bringing a 
sense of normalcy to 
residents. The Army 
brought tanks to Maui -- 
not the kind used in war -- 
but ones for survival.   
I visited Kahoma Village 
near Front Street and the 
Lahaina Cannery Mall to 
see how these tanks are 
helping residents get by 
until water is restored. 

0:02:30 

9/14/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Maui Air Quality Maui Air Quality. The 
head of the American Lung 
Association Hawaii says 
the state health 
department is *not doing 
enough to protect Lahaina 
fire victims. The group is 
especially concerned 
about the state's release 
of some confusing data on 
air quality. Based on 
sensors DOH and the EPA 
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installed in Lahaina and 
Upcountry -- it shows the 
air was clear of ash and 
dust... but the American 
Lung Association is 
concerned with the delay 
of results showing whether 
toxic cancer causing 
chemicals are in the air or 
in ash.  

9/14/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Who's Investigating 
What 

Who's Investigating What. 
A congressional committee 
investigating the Maui 
fire.. is calling Hawaii 
energy officials to 
Washington, D-C. Its the 
latest of at least six 
separate investigations 
now underway. Daryl Huff 
has new reaction tonight 
from the state attorney 
general. The demand for 
answers and accountability 
is understandable -- but 
there is concern that so 
many uncoordinated 
investigations could 
conflict or leave key 
questions unanswered. 

0:02:45 

9/14/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Lahiana Harbor 
Meeting and Future 

Lahaina Harbor Meeting 
and Future. The state is 
beginning work to rebuild 
its Lahaina Harbor office, 
piers, and slips. But it's a 
long-term project. And 
commercial boaters are in 
a hurry to get back to 
business... especially with 
the restart of West Maui 
tourism next month. Ben 
Gutierrez joins us with 
more. The state says the 
Lahaina fire damaged or 
destroyed about a 
hundred vessels. DLNR is 
about to start salvage 
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operations, clearing 
debbris and possibly 
dredging the harbor. 
Rebuilding the 
infrastructure will take 
about two years. 

9/15/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vo Wildfire Victims ID'd Wildfire Victims ID'd. 
Maui police have released 
the identities of 2 more 
victims of the Lahaina 
disaster. 60 year old 
Marilou Dias of Lahaina 
and 78-year-old June Anbe 
of Lahiana. 

0:00:15 

9/15/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg MPD Unaccounted For 
List Update 

MPD Unaccounted For List 
Update. It comes as the 
number of confirmed 
fatalities in the Lahaina fire 
storm has changed. It has 
actually dropped — from 
115 lives lost - to 97. Our 
Chelsea Davis is live in 
Lahaina to explain. 
Chelsea: It's a painstaking 
task. County and federal 
agencies have been 
working seven days a week 
to make sure they are as 
accurate as they can be. 
And they want to remind 
the public that even the 
number that we have right 
now — 97 lives lost — that 
may change. 

0:00:45 
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9/15/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Lahaina Harbor Sludge Lahiana Harbor Sludge. 
There's a toxic sludge at 
the bottom of Lahaina 
Harbor and scientists are 
worried it'll get worse with 
the first heavy rain. 
They're using specialized 
equipment to monitor the 
water quality. Mahealani 
Richardson joins us with 
more. The US Geological 
Survey is worried about a 
slew of contaminants in 
the water including fuel, 
dioxins, PCB's, and forever 
chemicals, and all that 
sludge will eventually need 
to be dredged out.Roughly 
100 boats were burned 
during the Lahaina wildfire 
and from above the water 
in Lahaina Harbor 
appeared black. She says 
she's never seen so much 
pollution... and that's why 
scientists want to know 
the exact toxins in the 
water... and study its 
impact to the ocean. 

0:02:00 

9/15/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Catching a Fugitive 
Insight 

Catching a Fugitive 
Insight. On Kaua'i, the 
manhunt for a murder 
suspect is now stretching 
into its second week. Chris 
Santos is wanted for the 
killing of a man last week 
on Kahili Mountain Road in 
Koloa. Kaua'i police have 
been scouring the county 
for Santos..who's 
considered armed and 
dangerous. Earlier this 
week, the US- Marshals 
joined the search. Our 
Mark Carpenter spoke 
with a retired marshal who 
provided some insight on 
how the investigation 
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could unfold. Anyone that 
assists Santos faces federal 
charges for hindering 
apprehension. Milne says 
any bit of information can 
play a critical role in the 
investigation and those 
with tips should contact 
authorities.  

9/15/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Kauai Fugitive Victim Kauai Fugitive Victim. We 
start with the manhunt on 
Kauai. Authorities spent 
the morning searching for 
a suspected killer on the 
Westside.. and then this 
afternoon, on the eastside. 
But still no sign of Chris 
Santos. Tonight, our Ben 
Gutierrez spoke with loved 
ones of the man Santos is 
suspected of shooting. The 
victim's closest relatives 
tell me that they're still in 
shock -- and that they have 
been praying for the 
capture of the suspected 
gunman. 

0:01:45 

9/17/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Delay West Maui 
Reopening 

Delay West Maui 
Reopening. Top officials 
respond to growing 
controversy over 
government's plan to 
reopen West Maui. Eddie 
Dowd has more on an 
online petition with 
thousands of signatures 
aimed at keeping visitors 
out. Last Friday, Governor 
Josh Green announced 
October 8th as the date to 
invite visitors back to west 
Maui. It includes the world 
famous Ka'anapali 
Beach....where tourism 
officials tell us more than 
50% of the island's lodging 
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accommodations are 
located. Right now, it's the 
temporary home of people 
displaced by the deadly 
August 8th fires. 

9/18/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Kauai Fugitive Caught Kauai Fugitive Caught. The 
manhunt for a murder 
suspect on Kaua'i comes to 
an end. Authorities 
captured Chris Santos late 
Sunday night on the 
island's west side. The 48-
year-old did not surrender 
peacefully. Shots were 
fired and tonight, he's in 
police custody at a county 
hospital on charges of 
second-degree murder.  

0:02:00 

9/18/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Bicycles for Maui Bicycles for Maui. A Maui 
Bike shop is putting out a 
call for volunteers to help 
build hundreds of brand 
new bicycles. The bikes 
were donated for the 
people of Maui who were 
impacted by the wildfires. 
Here's Jim Mendoza. Soon 
after the wildfires burned 
through Lahaina and 
upcountry Maui, Aaron 
Reichert, the owner of 
Krank Cycles received 
messages from Schwinn 
and Mongoose Bicycles. 
The top manufacturers 
offered to donate bikes to 
Maui families who had lost 
everything. 

0:02:30 
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9/18/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Lahaina Resident Forced 
to Move 

Lahaina Resident Forced 
to Move. Some Lahaina 
residents who lost their 
homes are being forced to 
move from temporary 
housing. They say it's 
traumatizing them all over 
again. Mahealani 
Richardson has the story. 
Charles Nahale lived in the 
family compound on Front 
Street in Lahaina. The issue 
of welcoming visitors back 
to West Maui on October 
8 has strong supporters 
and opponents but for 
Nahale the housing 
upheaval with reopening is 
a wound that's too painful 
to bare. 

0:02:30 

9/18/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm vo New Victims Named New Victims Named. Maui 
Police just released the 
names of FIVE more 
victims of the lahaina fire. 
They are 81 year old 
revelina tomboc, 74 year 
old morris kaita, 88 year 
old richard kam, 69 year 
old linda vaikeli, and 64 
year old rex cole. All were 
residents of Lahaina. 

0:00:20 

9/18/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Maui Wildfire Hero Maui Wildfire Hero. Keoni 
Vasquez lived and owned 
his own business on 
Lahainaluna Road. It's all 
gone now. But he's so 
grateful that he made it 
out alive. And he managed 
to save several people 
along the way. Keoni 
Vasquez has been a barber 
for seven years now. He 
opened up his dream shop 
-- Urban Barbers of Maui -- 
on the bottom of 
Lahainaluna Road in July. 
And he was cutting hair on 
Tuesday, August 8th. 

0:02:15 
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9/18/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Hilo Proposal Hilo Proposal. The video of 
a Hilo man's romantic 
proposal went viral... and 
now the 25-year-old 
couple is sharing their love 
story and how they 
overcame the unexpected 
challenges along the way. 
It was a marriage proposal 
full of twists and turns just 
like this couple's 8 year 
long relationship. Ka'ohao 
Boteilho and Cassidy Keli'i 
met in their senior year of 
high school in Kea'au.  

0:02:00 

9/18/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Mortgage Insurance 
Payments 

Mortgage Insurance 
Payments. Almost six 
weeks after the 
devastating wildfire 
mortgage payments are 
due even for some whose 
homes or businesses were 
destroyed. As Daryl Huffe 
reports, advocates are 
urging banks to give their 
customers a bigger break. 
A number of local and 
national banks have 
agreed to let owners of 
destroyed properties delay 
mortgage payments -- but 
only for a few 
months...and the interest 
still grows...for many that 
just delays the inevitable. 

0:02:30 
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9/18/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Questionable Maui 
Funds 

Questionable Maui Funds. 
Do you know how your 
Maui fire donations are 
being spent? A leading 
lawmaker is asking the 
state attorney general to 
crack down on fraud. 
House Speaker Scott Saiki 
wants the governor to sign 
an emergency 
proclamation forcing 
fundraisers to disclose 
how the money will be 
used. Eddie Dowd has our 
top story. Speaker Saiki 
tells us he's heard multiple 
reports of people not 
knowing how their 
donations would be used. 
The Governor's office 
tonight tells us it is 
reviewing the speaker's 
request and urges the 
public to research the 
funds they give to. 

0:02:45 

9/19/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Maui Tiny Homes Maui Tiny Homes. Top of 
the line tiny homes. That's 
the vision for a Maui 
organization striving to 
house those displaced by 
last month's wildfires. 
They plan to have the 
community village up and 
running by next month. 
Our Chelsea Davis is live in 
Kahului to tell us more. 
Chelsea: I'm at Ohana 
Hope Village off Kuihelani 
and Maui Veteran's 
Highways in Kahului. Here, 
they have single-family 
shelters with a home-like 
feel. Not only do these 
pop-up homes have a main 
living area, but they will 
have kitchens, bathrooms 
and lanais attached to 
them. 

0:02:30 
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9/19/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Santos Arrest Presser Santos Arrest Presser. 
With murder suspect Chris 
Santos now in custody 
following a 9-day manhunt 
across Kaua'i, law 
enforcement authorities 
offered more insight on 
the operation to capture 
him. More than 100 
federal and county 
personnel were part of the 
investigation and today, 
we learned this isn't the 
first time Santos was on 
the run.  

0:02:45 

9/19/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Water Commission Water Commission. Anger 
and sorrow poured out 
today as Native Hawaiians 
from Maui accused state 
officials of exploiting the 
fire tragedy to weaken 
protections for streams. It 
was the first meeting of 
the state Water 
commission since a 
respected Deputy was 
reassigned after being 
wrongly accused of 
withholding water needed 
for firefighting. Daryl Huff 
has the story. 

0:02:45 

9/19/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm vosot HIDOE Distance 
Learning Hubs 

HIDOE Distance Learning 
Hubs. The state 
department of education 
opened a new  distance 
learning hub today in 
Lahaina... for students 
impacted by the fires. It's 
at Citizen Church in 
Lahaina. There's enough 
room for 270-students per 
grade level session.. with 
technology and support 
staff on hand to get them 
going. It's open to children 
from King Kamehameha 
the 3rd and Princess 
Nahi'ena'ena elementary 
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schools -- and Lahaina 
Intermediate. 

9/19/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Where is Bissen? Where is Bissen? HNN 
Investigates transparency 
at the Maui County 
Mayor's Office. It's been 
three weeks since Richard 
Bissen appeared at a news 
conference. He's also been 
absent during several key 
Announcements. We sent 
our Allyson Blair to 
investigate. We've 
confirmed -- Mayor 
Richard Bissen has not 
held or attended a single 
press conference since 
August 29th. When asked 
why a spokesperson told 
us he's been busy working. 
Despite demand for a 
consistent flow of 
information Mayor Bissen 
has not publically 
answered questions at a 
press breifing in three 
weeks. Time isn't the only 
obstacle, Government 
often puts a price on it's 
information -- charging for 
things like paper, thumb 
drives, and any manpower 
it takes to compile those 
public records. Currently 
HNN Investigates has 7 
requests into the county. 
All are awaiting responses. 

0:03:00 
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9/19/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg HECO Lawsuit Latest HECO Lawsuits Latest. 
HECO is hit with 2 more 
lawsuits over the Maui 
fires.. including one from a 
man who lost his home 
and all the products for his 
business. The other lawsuit 
is from the family of a 
man.. who lost his life. Our 
Jolanie Martinez is here 
with new reaction on the 
legal challenges. Cole 
Millington filed his lawsuit 
today.. asking Hawaiian 
Electric for one-million 
dollars in damages. He 
says HECO crews hindered 
his escape from the 
inferno that was 
threatening lives. HECO's 
stock rate intially dropped 
following the fires. But has 
rebounded in the past 
month.  

0:02:30 

9/19/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vo Maui Advisory Team Maui Advisory Team. 
Maui Mayor Richard 
Bissen has picked five 
long-time Lahaina 
residents to help guide 
him on the recovery 
efforts. The Lāhainā 
Advisory Team includes: 
Hokulea crewmember and 
waterman Archie Kalepa – 
who turned his home into 
a distribution hub, 
Lahainaluna High wrestling 
coach Kim Ball – who's also 
the founder and president 
of Hi-Tech Maui, Inc., U.S. 
Army veteran Rick Nava – 
who served on the West 
Maui Taxpayers 
Association and the Maui 
Chamber of Commerce, 
Kaliko Storer – a training 
and cultural advisor for 
Hyatt Resorts, and Laurie 

0:01:00 
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DeGama – Owner of No Ka 
Oi Deli in Lahaina and 
president of the 
Lahainaluna PTSA. 

9/20/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm live Maui Police Commission Maui Police Commission. 
For the first time, the Maui 
Police Commission is 
briefed on last month's 
deadly and devastating 
firestorm. Officers were 
praised for their courage. 
And the chairman even got 
emotional talking about 
how police saved one of 
his family members. 
Chelsea Davis is live in 
Lahaina with more. The 
Maui Police Chief tried to 
explain to police 
commissioners how 
chaotic August 8th was not 
just here in Lahaina -- but 
there were fires all over 
the island. And he says he 
can't say this enough but 
there were countless 
unsung heroes that day. 

0:01:30 

9/20/2023 New TMP 4:30pm 
KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Help Maui Rise 
Nonprofit 

Help Maui Rise Nonprofit. 
Billions of dollars in 
disaster relief and 
donations are avalable for 
Maui fire survivors, but 
some families are having 
trouble getting access. 
Many Maui wildfire 
survivors are using social 
media to raise money for 
their recovery, with 
hundreds of thousands of 
dollars pouring into 
GoFundMe campaigns. But 
not all donations are 
equal. Three women are 
trying to level the field. 
Families say GoFundMe 
donations are giving them 
a sort of line of credit for 

0:03:00 
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essentials -- a lifeline 
without a middle man or 
red tape. 

9/20/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg West Maui Water West Maui Water. In the 
wake of the Maui Fires, 
state and county leaders 
are reconsidering the way 
water is used on the Valley 
Isle. Our Daryl Huff says 
officials are hearing 
suggestions.. and taking a 
closer look at how the 
Leeward side got so dry. 
The fallow fields of 
invasive grasses above 
Lahaina may have been 
where the deady fires 
began -- but even before 
that they were symptoms 
of an environment starving 
for water. At an emotional 
meeting of the water 
commission Tuesday, staff 
gave a chilling description 
of the ongoing drought. 

0:02:00 

9/21/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Gov Maui Fire Recovery 
Presser 

Gov Maui Fire Recovery 
Presser. There are 8,000 
fire evacuees living in 
temporary housing on 
Maui. Governor Green 
insists no one will get 
pushed out for tourists 
when West Maui reopens 
next month. Mahealani 
Richardson has our top 
story. During today's news 
conference said that no 
Lahaina residents would 
be displaced due to next 
month's tourism reboot.  

0:02:30 
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9/21/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vosot Oliveira Update on Re-
Entry 

Oliveria Update on Re-
Entry. Re-entry into the 
impacted areas for Lahaina 
residents starts Monday. 
The county is allowing 
access in phases this is a 
map of the first section 
being opened up, zone 1c 
on Kaniau Road, which is 
on the north end of the 
impacted area. Residents 
must first acquire a pass, 
which will be distributed 
starting tomorrow and 
through the weekend. 
Maui's emergency 
management director says 
this is an important 
opportunity for property 
assessment and a step 
toward closure.  

0:00:45 

9/21/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Speaking Out for 
Diabetics 

Speaking Out For 
Diabetics. Six years ago, a 
Hawaii child made medical 
history as the first Type 1-
diabetic to use an artificial 
pancreas. Now, the Mid-
Pacific middle schooler is 
thriving and trying to help 
those with juvenile 
diabetes nationwide. 
Nicholas Kaufman is a very 
active teenager – and an 
optimist. Ask him how 
Type 1 diabetes affects his 
life, and he says it can't 
stop his positive outlook. 

0:02:30 

9/21/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Kaniau Restrictions 
Lifted 

Kaniau Restrictions Lifted. 
Chelsea Davis joins us live 
on Maui near that 
neighborhood that will be 
the first to reopen. She 
spoke with a family who 
lived in Lahaina and they 
say they're anxious to 
return. One former 
Lahaina resident I spoke 
with today tells me he and 

0:02:45 
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his family are ready to 
return. For him and his 
family, they're not going 
back to say goodbye, It's "a 
hui hou." 

9/21/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Maui Survivor Benefits Maui Survivor Benefits. 
It's not just free hotel 
rooms. Government 
agencies and charities 
have millions of dollars... 
still available for Maui fire 
victims. For starters.. 
families can now get more 
help buying food and 
paying their bills. Our 
Jolanie Martinez is here 
with a breakdown. Nearly 
16-thousand people have 
registered with FEMA.. and 
many are getting housing 
assistance. But the state is 
also trying to help families 
with food and other 
resources. Immediately 
after the fires -- 
Department of Human 
Services got a statewide 
waiver...allowing SNAP to 
be used in restaurants 
through October 14th.  

0:02:30 

9/22/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm live Lahaina Vehicle Pass 
Distribution 

Lahaina Vehicle Pass 
Distribution. A major step 
in the recovery from the 
wildfires disaster. Lahaina 
residents planning to 
return to the impact zone 
picked up their vehicle 
passes today. Our Chelsea 
Davis is lve in Lahaina 
where she spent the day 
speaking those anxious to 
see their properties and 
officials that will guide the 
process. 

0:02:00 
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9/22/2023 New TMP 4:30pm 
KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Maui Fire Filipino 
Resource Fair 

Maui Fire Filipino 
Resource Fair. An 
upcoming resource fair in 
Lahaina aims to offer 
support for Filipinos 
affected by the Maui 
wildfires. Our Annalisa 
Burgos explains this 
cultural approach to 
recovery. An upcoming 
resource fair in Lahaina 
aims to offer support for 
Filipinos affected by the 
Maui wildfires. Our 
Annalisa Burgos explains 
this cultural approach to 
recovery.  

0:02:30 

9/22/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Alaska Connection Fire 
Victims 

Alaska Connection Fire 
Victims. The father of one 
of the youngest victims of 
the Lahaina wildfire ...is 
preparing to move to 
Alaska. He lost four of his 
loved ones on August 8th. 
Lex Yelverton spoke with 
his aunty who says there's 
been an outpour of 
support in Anchorage. 
Four members of a single 
family, including kona 
takafua's wife, 8-year-old 
son, and the wife's 
parents, were found in a 
burned car near their 
home.  

0:02:00 

9/22/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Lahaina Community 
Meeting 

Lahaina Community 
Meeting. Hundreds 
gathered in West Maui this 
evening for a meeting with 
the mayor about last 
month's wildfires. They 
were told it could take 
years before the rebuilding 
process even begins. 
Chelsea Davis is in Lahaina 
with more. Organizers say 
there were more than 600 
people here at the Lahaina 

0:01:45 
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Civic Center. The the first 
of two important 
community informational 
meetings — aimed at 
providing essential 
updates and support — to 
those affected by the 
Lahaina and Kula fires. 

9/23/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vosot BI Officer Shooting BI Officer Shooting. A man 
is dead after an officer-
involved shooting in 
Puna.The Hawaii County 
Police Chief says officers 
had first responded to a 
domestic argument 
between two brothers late 
last night in the Orchidland 
Estates subdivision. When 
police arrived -- one of the 
brothers -- who was 
armed... fled on foot.  

0:01:30 

9/23/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg FEMA Filipino Fair FEMA Filipino Fair. Some 
state officials believe 
about 50 percent of 
Filipinos displaced in West 
Maui have not applied for 
federal disaster assistance. 
Eddie Dowd was in Lahaina 
today where a major event 
was aimed at reducing that 
number. It's a very 
troubling statistic to hear 
as we approach the 2 
month anniversary since 
those fires ripped through 
Lahaina town. Today— 
hundreds made contact 
with FEMA…some for the 
first time with the help of 
translators….and familiar 
faces within the Filipino 
community.  Thousands of 
people lined up at the 
Lahaina Civics Center for a 
Filipino resource fair — a 
partnership between the 

0:02:30 
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state and county and 
roughly 60 agencies. 

9/24/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg State Preps Lahaina 
Return 

State Preps Lahaina 
Return. Some residents 
will be escorted-in starting 
at 8 am tomorrow. Eddie 
Dowd has more on the 
state and county 
preparations. Residents 
going into the burn zone 
Monday will be given a bag 
like this from the 
department of health. It 
includes things like gloves, 
goggles, even PPE that 
covers the entire body.  

0:02:00 

9/25/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Lahaina Burn Zone 
Return 

Lahaina Burn Zone Return. 
An emotional but 
necessary day for many 
Lahaina residents. Those 
who lost their homes in 
the deadly firestorm last 
month - were finally able 
to return to their 
properties.Our Chelsea 
Davis got permission to be 
with one family to share 
their story. A family who 
lives on Kaniau Road 
allowed me to go with 
them to see their home. 
They say it was a painful — 
but important — part of 
the healing process. 

0:01:30 

9/25/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vosot Bissen on Re-Entry Bissen on Re-Entry. Maui 
County Mayor Richard 
Bissen says the timeline 
for re-entry was shortened 
because the EPA added 
extra teams to clear 
properties faster. After the 
EPA's work is finished, the 
army corps of engineers 
will complete the debris 
removal… Officials say that 
could take 6 to 12 months 

0:01:15 
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once they get started. 
Then after all that, the 
county has to asses the 
infrastructure in 
Lahaina…including sewer, 
water and power for some 
neighborhoods. 

9/25/2023 New TMP 4:30pm 
KHNL 

4:30pm pkg Lahaina Return Lahaina Return. Some 
Lahaina residents are 
finally being allowed to 
return to their properties... 
more than a month after 
the catastrophic wildifres 
destroyed the area and left 
at least 97 people dead. 
Jonathan Vigliotti was in 
the disaster zone today 
along with families who 
are struggling to cope with 
their loss. it's been nearly 
seven weeks since 
residents in lahaina's fire-
ravaged disaster zone have 
been allowed to return 
home. for many like 
naureen whales and her 
granddaughter tawny… 
what little they found was 
overwhelming. 

0:02:00 

9/25/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vosot BI OIS Bodycam BI OIS Bodycam. Hawaii 
County Police have 
released the body cam 
video from a chase that 
ended with a deadly 
shooting. Officers came to 
this home in Keeau 
Saturday afternoon 
looking for Kaena Kaohu. 
The 30 year old had been 
on the run for nearly 14 
hours... after allegedly 
threatening to shoot his 
brother in Orchidland 
Estates the night before. 
Police say they told Kaohu 
to surrender -- but he took 
off. Five officers followed 

0:01:30 
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him into the woods. Police 
say the body cam video.. 
shows Kaohu turning.. and 
opening fire. 

9/26/2023 

New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Maui Temporary School 
Relocation 

Maui Temporary School 
Location. The construction 
schedule would be warp 
speed for the state of 
Hawaii but the Army Corps 
of engineers says the 
buildings can be ready in 
95 days. Kamehameha the 
third school makai of front 
street was decimated by 
the fire but even before 
then relocation was in the 
works. the little kids have 
to do tsunami drills. 0:02:35 

9/26/2023 

New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Residents Return to 
burn zone 

Residents Return to burn 
zone. Dozens of Lahaina 
residents are continuing to 
return to their properties 
today. Many are searching 
for mementos. Others are 
searching for closure. 
Suited up from head to toe 
with Personal Protective 
Equipment... the Vierras 
returned to their home on 
the corner of Kaniau Road 
in Lahaina. 0:01:55 

9/26/2023 

New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Darryl Olivera Talks 
return 

Darryl Oliveria Talks 
Return. More residents are 
returning to Lahaina to see 
their fire-ravaged 
properties. The head of 
Maui's emergency 
management agency says 
he expects more zones will 
open by next week 
Monday. We're just 
outside that first zoom 
that reopened starting 
yesterday morning zone 
one see that is mostly 
along canal Road, we're 0:03:30 
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here at the intersection of 
Canal and aina Kea, right in 
front of the National 
Guard checkpoint where 
some of those families 
were able to re enter 
yesterday, we want to talk 
a little bit about that 
process and how it 
worked.  

9/26/2023 

New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Mika Vierra Home Burn 
Zone 

Mika Vierra Home burn 
zone. Dozens of Lahaina 
residents are continuing to 
return to their properties. 
Many are searching for 
mementos. Others are 
searching for 
closure.Suited up from 
head to toe with Personal 
Protective Equipment to 
keep them safe... the 
Vierras returned to their 
home on the corner of 
Kaniau Road in Lahaina. 0:02:30 

9/26/2023 

New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Failed Emergency 
Response 

Failed Emergency 
Response. The fire danger 
in West Maui was well 
documented.A hazard 
mitigation plan -- 
published by the county 
back in 2020 warned if any 
section of the road or 
utility line were to be 
damaged by a wildfire -- 
the entire system could 
collapse. A prediction that 
became reality August 8. 
Maui County officials were 
warned of the threat a 
wind whipped wildfire 
could pose to the Valley 
Isle's leeward coast.  0:04:46 
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9/26/2023 

New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Legislative Basement 
Leaking 

Legislative Basement 
leaking. There ARE 
catchments set up like this 
around the basement floor 
...tarps on the 
ceiling...with a hose 
connected to drain water 
into make shift trash bins. 
When it rains…it leaks and 
the state says these leaks 
have only gotten worse. it 
was just unfortunate that 
it had gotten to this point 
where it did not, you 
know, we now we know 
we have to pay for major 
repairs 0:02:30 

9/26/2023 

New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg West Maui Recovery West Maui Recovery. 
Hundreds of residents 
jammed into a hotel 
ballroom in Kaanapali 
today -- to tell the Maui 
county council their vision 
for rebuilding Lahaina. 
Many were emotional and 
passionate in demanding a 
Lahaina that puts residents 
ahead of tourists. I keep 
thinking that I ran out of 
tears I it just keeps 
coming. But I'm asking the 
council to do whatever it 
takes to keep the Lahaina 
in Lahaina. 0:02:50 

9/27/2023 

New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Lahaina Schools 
Update 

Lahaina Schools Update. 
Families who survived the 
wildfires are figuring our 
their next steps... after 
education officials 
announced plans to bring 
students back to Lahaina. 
The Army Corps of 
Engineers working with 
the DOE for that 
aggressive timeline of 95 
days to complete that 
project and get those 
students back into class on 0:04:30 
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January, they're sharing a 
campus with Princess 
Nahienaena  

9/27/2023 

New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Maui Visitor Timeshare 
Loophole 

Maui Visitor Timeshare 
Loophole. Ka'anapali is the 
temporary refuge for 
Lahaina fire survivors. And 
while the governor has set 
October 8th as the date for 
tourism to officially restart 
in West Maui, some say 
visitors have alraedy 
returned. Displaced 
Lahaina residents staying 
at the The Hyatt Regency 
did not want to go on 
camera for fear of 
retaliation but told us the 
sight of new arrivals at the 
Hyatt Vacation Club next 
door hit a nerve. 0:03:15 

9/27/2023 

New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Death Certificate Mixup Death Certificate Mixup. 
71-year-old Donna Gomes 
was the matriarch.As 
tough as they come -- with 
a heart of gold. Her death 
from the August 8th 
Lahaina wildfire shattered 
her whole family. I saw a 
video that went viral <cut> 
And on that video, what 
looked to be my mom on 
Lahainaluna Road, I was 
for certain that that was 
her a lot of other family 
members agreed that was 
her  0:02:31 

9/27/2023 

New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Siren Activation 
Protocol 

Siren Activation Protocol. 
When one of these 
emergency sirens goes off, 
what does it mean and 
what should you do? Also, 
who made the decision to 
sound it? HI-EMA says 
answering the first two 
questions is easy. 
However, a lot goes into 0:02:15 
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the decision-making 
process -- and often, 
quickly. There are about 
400 of these sirens around 
the state. Including one in 
Lahaina... that wasn't 
activated when the fire 
destroyed the town. 

9/28/2023 

New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg HECO Executives Testify HECO Executives Testify. 
families living on maui are 
still healing from august 
wildfires that killed 97 
people and caused four 
billion in damages. a fire 
on the morning of august 8 
was started by powerlines 
that had been knocked 
over by high winds. but 
after the fire department 
doused the flames… 
another fire was sparked 0:02:15 

9/28/2023 

New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Lahaina Good Samaritan Lahaina Good Samaritan. 
Despite the outpouring of 
donations to Lahaina, 
some seniors living in the 
Kela-wea Mauka II 
subdivision aren't able to 
drive to resource centers 
around the island or wait 
in lines. To help them, one 
young man is going door 
to door to make sure they 
aren't forgotten. 0:02:40 

9/28/2023 

New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Kalihi Elderly Assault Kalihi Elderly Assault. It 
happened at around 5 
Sunday afternoon here in 
this Palama 
neighborhood.Family of 
the 77-year-old victim says 
their dad was in garden 
outside of their 
home...when he was 
attacked and robbed of his 
wallet by a stranger. A 
Surveillance camera 
captured a man riding a 
moped -- stopping in the 0:02:30 
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road.. and watching an 
eldery man in the red shirt. 

9/28/2023 

New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg HECO DC Hearing Committee chair Morgan 
Griffith set the tone early 
in Thursday's 
hearing...underscoring the 
need to uncover what led 
to the deadly Lahaina 
inferno. Over the course of 
the two-hour meeting, the 
majority of questions were 
directed at Hawaiian 
Electric CEO Shelee Kimura 0:03:25 

9/28/2023 

New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Maui Schools Hearing Maui Schools Hearing. The 
state house has set several 
working groups to 
concentrate on the 
Lahaina fire 
disaster...today at a 
Kapalua church the 
Schools Working group 
found itself and the DOE 
feeling the heat. I lost my 
home. I'm going through a 
miscarriage right now. 
That's the only reason I'm 
here. And I don't 
understand. There's no 
teachers here.  0:02:15 

9/29/2023 

New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Survivor Temporary 
Shelter 

Survivor Temporary 
Shelter. This is a direct 
response to the Lahaina 
wildfire disaster -- and it's 
the first time the state has 
ever done something like 
this before. The August 8th 
wildfires displaced 
thousands of Maui 
residents Including some 
of the island's homeless 
individuals. Near the 
corner of Hana Highway 
and Mayor Elmer F. 
Cravalho Way -- Pu'uhonua 
o Nene is a temporary 
shelter for Maui wildfire 0:02:00 
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survivors who were 
experiencing 
homelessness before the 
catastrophe. 

9/29/2023 

New TMP 430pm KHNL 430pm pkg Oliverira Reentry 
Zones 

Oliverira Reentry Zones. 
Aloha from Wailuku. We're 
here at the county building 
where folks will be able to 
pick up those passes for 
reentry for those new 
zones. Today and 
tomorrow, reminder, you 
have to bring some proof 
of residency. Lots of 
different documents can 
qualify you for that. We 
have a full list at Hawaii 
News now dot com. But 
we want to talk a little bit 
about what's different, 0:03:28 

9/29/2023 

Nw TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Restoring Historic 
Lahaina Buildings 

Restoring Historic Lahaina 
Buildings. Lahaina's most 
historic buildings were 
often built of stone or 
concrete -- but they are 
also almost 200 years 
old...and subject to super 
hot-fires and high winds. 
But a recent survey makes 
it look like they are 
salvagable. state and 
FEMA historic preservation 
experts visited buildings 
like the seaman's house 
and hospital...barely 
reconizable  0:02:30 

9/29/2023 

Nw TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Hokulea Canoe Tours Hokulea Canoe Tours. The 
canoe tours are a special 
chance for members of the 
public to learn about 
Moananuiakea, the 4 year 
voyage around the Pacific 
and get on board Hokulea. 
They found the last 
navigator on the planet 
that was willing to teach 0:02:28 
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the art of wayfinding to 
the people of Hawaii. 

9/29/2023 

New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Safe Harbor Deadline Safe Harbor Deadline. 
Tonight's the deadline but 
the state says that won't 
be strictly enforced. 
Several thousand have 
alread signed up. Kawano -
- About 600 people could 
lose their temporary 
housing soon -- the state 
says they have to register 
to avoid that. 52 days after 
the deadly wildfire - a 
transition period for those 
living in hotels. 0:02:02 

9/29/2023 

New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Maui Remains Lab Maui Remains Lab. The 
Daniel Inouye Pow/MIA 
Accounting Agency on 
Joint Base Pearl Harbor 
Hickam is the largest 
forensic identification lab 
of its type in the world. we 
specialize in doing 
identifications to a very 
high standard when you 
have very little to work 
with in terms of remains. 
Over the years, this center 
has identified thousands of 
fallen servicemembers.... 
many from the attack on 
Pearl Harbor, WWII and 
the Korean War 0:02:52 

9/29/2023 

New TMP 630pm KFVE 630pm pkg Maui Furlough Cuts Maui Furlough Cuts. The 
roads on Maui used to be 
filled with thousands of 
visitors driving rental cars 
to take in the view. but 
those cars are now mostly 
sitting and HNN has 
received several reports 
that dozen of rental car 
employees are now being 
furloughed. Sources tell us 
staff with Avis/Budget 0:02:28 
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Group were notified on 
Friday that as many as 34 
employees are being 
furloughed for at least 6 
weeks 

9/29/2023 

New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Juvy Pool Crime Juvy Pool Crime. Taking a 
ride down a pool slide and 
splashing around It looks 
like innocent fun.. except... 
these boys weren't invited. 
The homeowners want to 
remain annonymous. They 
live near the intersection 
of Halemaumau and 
Kalanianaole Highway in 
Niu Valley. They say they 
just stepped out last 
Sunday afternoon.. when 
the kids broke a fence to 
get in. 0:02:50 

9/30/2023 

New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Maui Cruise Ships 
Business 

Maui Cruise Ships 
Business. Central Maui 
businesses we talked to 
say these cruise ships that 
come several times a week 
right now represent the 
biggest boost to the 
economy. 0:03:00 

 

 

 

G. PUBLIC SAFETY ISSUES, including health education and awareness, homeland security, 
crime prevention, police conduct, and fire safety. 

 
Date Program Segment Summary Duration 
7/1/2023 NEW TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm vo EMS gets new 

ambulances 
EMS gets new ambulances.  
Honolulu Emergency Medical 
Services held a blessing this week 
for 8 new ambulances. It's the 
Ford F 350 models and they cost 
260 thousan dollars each.  It's the 
first of its kind equipped with a 
mechanical device that helps load 
large oxygen tanks into the rig 

0:00:20 
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preventing back injuries.  Officials 
say it's long overdue and will help 
crews provide better care to their 
patients. 

7/2/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg DUI Repeat 
Offender Crash 

DUI Repeat Offender Crash.  HNN 
has learned the suspect has a 
long traffic record.  That includes 
multiple DUI's and driving with a 
license.  Law enforcement 
sources tell us in this most recent 
incident the suspect refused a 
breathalizer test.  Sources say 
officers responded to the crash 
just after midnight Sunday near 
Waipio Uka Street just north of 
Mohalu St.  Four people were 
rushed to the hospital.  Two in 
critical condition.  The suspect 41 
yr old John Magalion was pinned 
in a Nissan pickup and have to be 
extricated by HFD.  We're told 
Magalion had red watery eyes 
and a strong odor of alcohol on 
his breathe. 

0:01:40 

7/3/2023 NEW TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Reuben Lelah 
Indictment 

Reuben Lelah Indictment. HNN 
Investigates a Big Island 
psychologist accused of sex 
crimes against a child. Rueben 
Lelah has been indicted on four 
counts of sex assault -- and 
remains locked up tonight at 
Hawaii Community Correctional 
Center. The doctor has plead not 
guilty to all charges. A civil lawsuit 
-- filed on the behalf of the victim 
-- accuses the 71-year-old doctor 
of targeting the most vulnerable 
children -- who's family's sought 
help through a Kona based non-
profit called the Loving Service 
Foundation. According to its 
website -- Reuben Lelah was said 
to specialize in treating children 
and teens who are dying -- or 
suffering from chronic illness. 

0:03:00 
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7/5/2023 NEW TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Home Depot 
Smash and Grab 

Home Depot Smash and Grab. 
Two thieves rip off the Iwilei 
Home Depot. Everybody saw 
them and they did not seem to 
care. But we're told -- HPD isn't 
looking for them.. because the 
store never filed a police report. 
Our Annalisa Burgos has more on 
the new criminal trend. Law 
enforcement and employees tell 
me thieves are getting bolder -- 
stealing in broad daylight in front 
of witnesses and cameras. A 
video sent to HNN of this latest 
incident now going viral for its 
brazen nature.  

0:02:30 

7/6/2023 NEW TMP 5pm KHNL 4pm vo Old Navy Theft Old Navy Theft. Just a day after 
the brazen Hom Depot theft, HPD 
release this video of 3 suspects 
helping themselves to clothing at 
the Old Navy Store in Waikele.  
Police released surveillance video 
of the May 30th incident.  
Officials say the three women 
worked together to hide the 
goods in their shoulder bags and 
even stuffed clothing into a large 
trash bag.  If you have any tips, 
call Crimestoppers 955-8300. 

0:00:35 

7/7/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vsv OCCC Murder OCCC Murder. A murder 
investigation underway at the 
Oahu Community Correctional 
Center after an inmate was found 
dead in his cell. Annalisa Burgos 
has our top story and joins us 
with the latest details. HPD said 
the 36-year-old victim may have 
been assaulted in his cell by two 
other male inmates -- and a first-
degree murder investigation is 
underway.  

0:01:10 

7/7/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg White Plains 
Shark Sighting 

White Plains Shark Sighting. Now 
to an Ocean Safety Alert. There's 
been a shark sighting at a popular 
surf spot in Ewa Beach. Casey 
Lund has the story. It was a 
beautiful Aloha Friday for a surf 
out here at White Plains. A lot of 

0:03:00 
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folks getting out and enjoying it 
paddle boarders, surfers, one to 
three feet in the morning.  

7/7/2023 NEW TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Waikiki 
Fentanyl Chain 

Waikiki Fentanyl Chain. Federal 
investigators are turning up the 
heat on a suspected fentanyl 
supply chain linked to last 
month's fatal overdose case in 
Waikiki. The feds have charged 
two more men who they say 
were part of the conspiracy to 
distribute the drugs. Our Rick 
Daysog has tonight's top story. 
After filing charges against the 
alleged smugglers, the feds say 
they're now going after the 
middle man and the dealer who 
ultimately sold the drugs that 
killed two men in Waikiki last 
month. 

0:01:45 

7/8/2023 New TMP 9pm KFVE 9pm vo Adventist Castle 
Fire 

Adventist Castle Fire. HFD says 
there was an electrical equipment 
fire today at Adventist Health 
Castle in Kailua. They got the call 
just before 11 this morning.In a 
statement, the hospital says the 
"fire alarm system was triggered 
due to the presence of smoke 
from a piece of equipment...and 
that staff acted immediately and 
the piece of equipment was 
removed."Hospital patients tell 
Hawaii News Now they heard the 
alarms going off.  

0:02:45 

7/8/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vo Ala Moana 
Moped Hit & Run 

Ala Moana Moped Hit & Run. 
Honolulu Police are looking for a 
driver involved in a hit-and-run 
crash that injured a moped rider.  
It happened just after 2:30 this 
morning near Kapiolani Boulevard 
and Keeaumoku Street.Witnesses 
say the driver of a white pickup 
truck collided with a 32-year-old 
woman.Police say the woman 
was not wearing a helmet. She 
was rushed to the hospital and is 
said to be in critical condition.  

0:00:25 
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7/10/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm VO Naalehu fire Naalehu Fire. The fire broke out 
before 12:30 this afternoon near 
Kama'oa Road. No word yet on 
how many acres have burned... 
and fire officials say no 
communities or structures are 
currently threatened. A 
helicopter is being used to make 
water drops. Kama'oa Road is 
closed in both directions. Drivers 
should use South Point Road or 
other alternate routes in the 
mean time.   

0:00:30 

7/10/2023 NEW TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Waikiki Private 
Security 

Waikiki private security. The city 
is trying something new to target 
crime at night in Waikiki hiring 
private security guards to help 
patrol. Our Chief Investigative 
Reporter Lynn Kawano spent a 
night with the team and gives us 
an exclusive look at their role in 
the tourist district, and how long 
the pilot project will last. Keeping 
people safe in the state's crown 
jewel - takes more than just 
*on*-duty Honolulu Police 
Officers. That's why *off*-duty 
officers, working for Matt Levi 
Security, have now been added to 
the area of Kuhio Beach Park. 

0:03:11 

7/10/2023 NEW TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg MPD Recruit 
Lawsuit 

MPD Recruit lawsuit. A Maui 
police recruit -- who nearly died 
during a training exercise -- is 
now suing her supervisors. Her 
lawsuit claims she was put 
through a hazing ritual called 
"Beat Down Fridays." The Maui 
Police recruit who nearly died 
during training last year is now 
suing, claiming her senior officers 
failed to help her 

0:02:25 
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7/11/2023 NEW TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Chinese Temple 
Eviction 

Chinese Temple Eviction. Sheriffs 
and police moved in on a 
property in Liliha yesterday.. but 
It wasn't a drug raid or a game-
room bust. They were evicting 
the caretakers of a Chinese place 
of worship back in 1975  this 
property was donated to the Sam 
Heong society as a place of peace 
and tranquility in the Taoist 
tradition but in recent years that 
peace has been shattered by 
bitter litigation. 

0:02:31 

7/13/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Red Light 
Tickets 

Red Light Tickets. We start with 
an HNN Investigates exclusive on 
a new blow to the state's red light 
camera enforcement system. A 
judge has thrown out a case on a 
technicality.. that could apply to 
all photo-citations. Daryl Huff has 
our top story. the vast majority of 
drivers who got red light camera 
citations just pay the 97 dollar 
fine - a few were dismissed when 
they proved they didn't own the 
car...but in a rare case...a judge 
now says photo of a vehicle and 
license plate is not good enough 
to prove who owns the car. 

0:02:45 

7/15/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Waikiki 
Standoff Situation 

Waikiki Standoff Situation. Here 
on Oahu roads in Waikiki *are* 
reopen tonight after a major 
police presence shut down 
Kalaimoku street earlier this 
afternoon. It all happened around 
330 -- when police reported all 
eastbound lanes of Kuhio Ave 
were shut down at Uluniu street -
- due to an investigation that 
involved a firearm. Residents in 
the area told our crews on scene -
- that police were responding to a 
so-called altercation on 
Kalaimoku street. It was resolved 
peacefully just before 5oclock... 
and HPD reopened the street. It's 
still unclear whether any arrests 
were made or if anyone was hurt. 

0:01:00 
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7/17/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Gelato Shop 
Crash 

Gelato Shop Crash. A close call 
for customers inside a Wahiawa 
gelato shop. They were nearly hit 
by an SUV last night ... that 
crashed through the store's front 
window. Ashley Nagaoka shows 
us the video. A Sunday sweet 
treat -- suddenly interrupted! 
Surveillance video captured the 
moment a car plowed into Mia 
Bella Gelato Bar -- as customers 
were sitting right in front of the 
Wahiawa shop's window. The 
four customers who were sitting 
at the window were not seriously 
hurt. 

0:01:30 

7/18/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Kahala Vehicle 
Break Ins 

Kahala Veicle Break Ins. smash 
and grab spree in East Honolulu. 
Jolanie Martinez shows us where 
shattered glass litters a 
neighborhood. Honolulu police 
were sent to the 1300 block of 
Hunakai Street in Kahala early 
this morning . They say at least 
four vehicles along this road were 
broken into. You can still see 
pieces of glass on the curb. This 
Kahala Resident says police 
knocked on his family's door at 
6:30 this morning. His sister's car 
had been broken into. 

0:01:45 

7/20/2023 NEW TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Conceal Carry 
Bars 

Conceal Carry Bars. Police have 
released the name of the man 
accused of a deadly shooting 
inside a McCully bar. Myron 
Takushi is facing one count of 
murder.. and a firearms offense. 
Police believe he shot 49-year-old 
William "Kono" Dahlin.. of 
Kaneohe....inside the 2012 Sports 
Bar.. following an argument early 
Wednesday morning. Takushi was 
arrested about 12 hours later in 
Kapahulu. It's unclear if the 
suspect in the bar shooting had a 
license to carry a firearm. As our 
Jolanie Martinez reports... it was 
still illegal. The suspect -- Myron 

0:02:10 
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Takushi shouldn't have been 
armed in the first place. Guns are 
not allowed in bars.  

7/21/2023 NEW TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Kalihi Valley 
Homeless 

Kalihi Valley Homeless. Homeless 
people are finding more tucked 
away places.. in Oahu 
communities. Residents in this 
Kalihi neighborhood are worried 
for their safety…they've been 
dealing with trespassers …one 
recently brandished a knife at a 
resident…and it was all caught on 
camera. That's what the man in 
the hoodie said as he was 
confronted by Kalihi native -- 
Colin Watanbe for trespassing on 
his family's property on Sunday.  

0:02:30 

7/21/2023 NEW TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Maui Shark 
Attack on Shark Week 

Maui Shark Attack on Shark 
Week. A Maui woman's 
encounter with a big Shark years 
ago... is now being shared across 
the nation. Chelsea Davis spoke 
with her moments after the 
attack in 2014..and has the story. 
Kim Lawrence walks along her 
favorite beach in South Maui. It's 
wear she got married and where 
she almost died.  

0:02:00 

7/22/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Car Into 
Mililani Foodland 

Car into Mililani Foodland. For 
the second time in less than a 
week - a vehicle plows into an 
O'ahu business. This time it 
happened in Mililani. Honolulu 
EMS says a 92-year-old woman 
drove into the store....sending 
several people to the hospital. 
Eddie Dowd talked with one 
injuried shopper who belives it 
could have been deadly. HNN 
talked to one of the 3 people 
injured by this car that crashed 
into the Mililani Foodland. He 
told us, he feels lucky to be alive. 

0:02:00 
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7/23/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vosot Little 
Caesars Robbery 

Little Caesars Robbery. An armed 
robbery at a pizza shop leaves 
employees shaken and tonight 
the suspects are still on the run. 
Police say two masked men held 
up the Little Caesars on Kaneohe 
Bay Drive just before 9-30 last 
night right before the restaurant 
was about to close. We're told 
one suspect pointed a gun at staff 
while they other attempted to 
empty the store's safe. The 
suspects fled with an undisclosed 
amount of cash. Thankfully no 
employees were hurt. The 
manager says although she 
couldn't see the suspect's faces 
both seemed very young. HPD 
has opened a robbery 
investigation but has not 
provided any additional details 

0:01:15 

7/25/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vosot Blangiardi 
Narcan Bill Signing 

Blangiardi Narcan Bill Signing. 
Honolulu Mayor Rick Blangiardi 
signed Bill 28 today - requiring 
the overdose antidote, Narcan, in 
Oahu bars and restaurants that 
serve alcohol. The Mayor signed 
the bill at the Lei Stand in 
downtown Honolulu. The Liquor 
Commission will provide "free 
starter doses" for all liquor 
licensees... and the city will use 
some of its opioid settlement 
funds to buy replacement doses. 
Honolulu is the first major U.S. 
city to require Narcan in high-risk 
venues. 

0:00:50 

7/25/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Dessert Shop 
Break In 

Dessert Shop Break In. The 
owners of a McCully business 
were awakened by their 
surveillance system overnight -- 
telling them someone broke into 
their store. And as our Dillon 
Ancheta explains ... this isn't the 
first time they've been targeted. 
Being a small business -- the 
owners are understandably 
frustrated after being targeted a 

0:01:45 
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second time. They owners hope 
the surveillance video will lead 
police to the people responsible. 

7/26/2023 NEW TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg HPD Unsafe 
Trucks 

HPD Unsafe Trucks. HNN 
Investigates reporter Allyson Blair 
has learned of an internal memo.. 
saying the trucks are not safe for 
patrol work. Honolulu police 
converted a total of 10 Chevy 
Colorados into the department's 
newest patrol vehicles. The idea 
was that the pick-ups could be 
used to respond to calls and 
conduct traffic stops. But a little 
more than a month after the pilot 
project began... we've confirmed 
the trucks have been ordered off 
the road... and are now being 
stripped of their blue lights. 

0:03:00 

7/27/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm pkg Mililani 
Residents Want HPD 
Substation 

Mililani Residents Want HPD 
Substation. Mililani residents are 
urging the city to beef up police 
presence - following a string of 
high profile crimes. Our Jolanie 
Martinez has more on community 
leaders' request for changes 
within the police department. 
Following a series of violent 
crimes in Mililani…residents are 
asking for more police officers 
and a new sub-station or police 
district for the area. 

0:02:30 

8/1/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Hawaii Kai 
Safe Roads 

Hawaii Kai Safe Roads. Now to a 
push for safer streets in Hawaii 
Kai. Residents say too many 
drivers are speeding.They joined 
state and city leaders at a 
townhall meeting tonight. Our 
Jolanie Martinez has more.The 
city says drivers aren't slowing 
down for pedestrians -- here at 
the intersection of LUnalilo home 
road and Kaumakani Street in 
east oahu... residents agree and 
tonight they're urging lawmakers 

0:02:30 
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to do something to make it safe 
before someone gets hurt. 

8/3/2023 NEW TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Kalihi Crime 
and Homelessness 

Kalihi Crime and Homelessness. 
Residents are sounding off 
tonight about crime and 
homelessness at a small city park 
in a Kaliihi Valley neighborhood. 
As Ben Gutierrez reports, officials 
say they'll be taking action -- but 
want help from neighbors. 
DeCorte Park is in a secluded area 
in Kalihi in a quiet neighborhood. 
And residents of the 
neighborhood say they're more 
than ready to take the park back. 
At least 50 people voiced 
concerns -- and frustration -- 
about crime in and around the 
park. 

0:02:30 

8/4/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vo  Times Market 
Data Breach 

Times Market Data Breach. 
Times Supermarket customers 
who went through self-checkout 
need to check their bank 
statements. The company says it 
found credit card skimmers on 
pin pads at 6 of its locations 
across Oahu. The first was 
discovered at the Kahala store... 
last Thursday. Times then found 
skimmers at self-checkouts at 
Beretania... Kaimuki... Aiea... 
Mililani... and Kunia. 

0:00:30 

8/8/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Petroleum in 
Water 

Petroleum in Water. The military 
now says there's no petroleum in 
the Pearl Harbor water system. 
That's after the Navy said last 
night that two homes may have 
been tainted. Last night Capt 
Mark Sohaney commander at 
Joint Base Pearl Harbor Hickam 
said on facebook that routine but 
preliminary testing detected 
elevated levels of petroluem in 
the drinking water at two homes 
in Radford Terrace and the Doris 
Miller neighborhood. 

0:02:15 
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8/8/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Kahaluu 
Crumbling Guardrails 

Kahaluu Crumbling Guardrail. An 
Oahu community is calling on the 
city to repair a crumbling 
guardrail -- before a driver ends 
up plunging into the ocean. Let 
me show you why neighbors are 
so concerned. All you have to do 
is touch it -- and this guardrail 
literally falls apart. Now imagine 
what would happen if a car 
collided into it. 

0:02:05 

8/8/2023 New TMP 630pm K5 630 mpkg Maui Fire Maui Fire. And now back to 
Lahaina where a brushfire that 
was 100-percent contained this 
morning roared back to life this 
afternoon. Multiple evacuations 
tonight — including for the areas 
of Lahainaluna Road. Hale 
Mahaolu in Lahaina and the 
Lahaina Bypass road. 
Also, immediate evacuations 
ordered for Kulalani Dr & Circle 
subdivision in Kula. Also, 
evacuations advised for Piiholo 
and Olinda Roads. I'm off Olinda 
Road in Makawao where a home 
has burnt down.  

0:02:10 

8/16/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vo Wahiawa Fire Wahiawa Fire. Breaking news in 
central Oahu, where a wildfire 
that broke out 6 hours ago... is 
still burning and blocking major 
roads just outside Wahiawa. 
We're told flames have charred 
about 50 acres so far mostly ag 
land near the Kūkaniloko 
Birthstones State Monument. 

0:00:45 

8/18/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vo Waimanalo Fire Waimanalo Fire. Breaking news 
on this windy night in Windward 
Oahu. Nearly 40 firefighters 
rushed to this single family home 
engulfed in flames right across 
from Waimanalo Beach Park. HFD 
says one person was taken by 
ambulance to a hospital..and a 
neighboring home was also 
damaged. 

0:00:35 
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9/13/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vo Kauai Manhunt Kauai Manhunt.  A search for a 
murder suspect on the Garden 
Isle continues.  This morning at 
around 6:40, police shut down 
Ma'alo Road by Wailua Falls and 
Kuamo'o Road by the Wailua 
Reservoir.  KPD says the area was 
cleared in about 2 and a half 
hours.  We're told police wewre 
conducting an operation in 
connection with Chris Santos who 
is wated in a homicide 
investigation.  The 48 yr old is 
considered armed and 
dangerous.  If you see him, please 
call police. 

0:00:20 

9/13/2023 NEW TMP 6pm KHNL 6pm pkg HPD Violent 
Crime Up 

HPD Violent Crime up:  We start 
tonight with an HNN Investigation 
into O'ahu's crime rates.  The 
police chief says violent offenses 
are down and island wide.  But as 
our Allyson Blair reports the 
department has yet to provide 
any hard number to back up 
those claims.  We asked HPD to 
provide the number it used to 
calculate that drop in crime.  But 
the department has refused to 
share its information.  Meanwhile 
crime stats obtained through 
inside souces paint a somewhat 
different picture as to what's 
really happening in the 
community 

0:01:40 

8/23/2023 NEW TMP 6pm KHNL 6pm pkg Makaha Fire 
Danger 

Makaha Fire Danger. After the 
West Maui fires erased an entire 
town... many West Oahu 
residents worry their community 
could be next. The land behind 
me was once home to the 
Sheraton Makaha Valley resort - 
torn down in 2014 

0:02:18 
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8/29/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Naloxone in 
Vending Machines 

Naloxone in Vending Machines. 
The latest tool to prevent opiod 
overdoses is a vending machine. 
They'll be dispensing *free* doses 
of a medication that could save 
someone's life. there is no 
money, you just go into and say, 
Okay, I'm gonna get one out of 
number 12. Because there's one 
available, I just put it in the 12 

0:02:05 

9/5/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vosot Waikiki Safe 
and Sound 

Waikiki Safe and Sound. Law 
enforcement and social service 
providers say a year-old program 
targeting crime in waikiki is 
working...and also helping many 
people out of homelessness. At a 
press conference today - 
Prosecutor Steve Alm and Mayor 
Rick Blangiardi hosted 
police...business and service 
organizations. They said the "Safe 
and Sound Waikiki" initiative has 
reduced crime...while also 
improving the lives of many who 
were arrested -- because they got 
help as part of their probation. 

0:01:00 

9/10/2023 NEW TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Women's self-
defense 

Women self-defense. On October 
8th, the organIzation is 
partnering with Empowered 
Women Hawaii to host a free self 
defense class to teach women 
how to protect themselves in 
various scenarios. Lighter-Kamm 
said she was only 16 when abuse 
from her partner put her in the 
hospital 

0:01:50 

9/12/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Makaha Crash 
Lawsuit. 

Makaha Crash Lawsuit. A new 
lawsuit in federal court... is 
targetting city officials... for the 
Makaha crash that injured six 
people two years ago.This comes 
after three other lawsuits in state 
court. 

0:02:38 
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9/16/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vosot Stolen Music 
Equipment 

Stolen Music Equipment. 
Honolulu Police are searching for 
a group of suspects who 
burglarized a music studio in 
Kaka'ako. $15,000 worth of 
equipment including 
speakers...instruments and 
cameras were stolen. It happened 
at around 2:40 this morning on 
Lana Lane. The owners say a brick 
was used to break in through the 
front door. A pair of pliers was 
left behind that the suspects used 
to try and cut security cameras 
outside.The room was left almost 
completely empty. 

0:00:45 

9/20/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Game Room 
Crackdown 

Game Room Crackdown. 
Honolulu Police say they're aware 
of 100 active gamerooms across 
the island. down to 80 next year. 
Our Jolanie Martinez has more on 
a city wide initiative to crack 
down on illegal gamerooms. One 
of the most recent game rooms 
busted… was right across the 
street from this elementary 
school in Kalihi…city leaders are 
hoping to strengthen 
enforcement AND laws that 
includes going after landlords. 
The measures are expected to be 
heard by the Honolulu City 
Council for first reading on 
October 4th. 

0:02:30 

9/24/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm vo Waialua 
Wildfire 

Waialua Wildfire. Firefighters 
asked for power to be shut off as 
they fought two brush fires on 
Oahu's north shore. The first call 
came in just after two o'clock this 
afternoon in Waialua. the 
Dillingham airfield suspended 
operations while HFD conducted 
water drops. Federal fire fighters 
and the aircraft rescue teams 
assisted. 
A second brush fire started 
nearby about 3:30 in the 
afternoon. 

0:00:30 
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9/28/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg David Dodd 
Autopsy 

David Dodd Autopsy. David Dodd 
was last seen leaving a friend's 
house -- on his bicycle... March 
16. Hours later he was dead -- 
covered in what police described 
as suspicious injuries. His bike no 
where to be found. Now Dodd's 
autopsy report is shedding new 
light on his final moments. Near 
the intersection of Captain Cook 
Avenue and Emerson Street. 
A passerby discovered the body 
of David Dodd. 

0:02:13 

9/28/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Manoa Rapist 
Parole Criticism 

Manoa Rapist Parole Criticism. 
He was a 'John' that lived in 
Manoa, and was at Manoa 
Shopping Center when one of the 
victims that came forward and 
said that it was a John that was 
the rapist. Jeni Onizuka is talking 
about her father, John Date 
(DAH-tay), who was arrested and 
jailed - as the suspected Manoa 
rapist. 

0:03:00 
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H. PUBLIC SERVICE, including services provided by non-profit organizations, services which 
benefit the public, and civil service. 

Date Program Segment Summary Duration 
7/7/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm pkg Disability 

Bills 
Disability Bills. The governor 
signed new laws today -- focused 
on helping and protecting kupuna 
and people with disabilities. Our 
Jolanie Martinez has more. In 
Hawaii one in four adults -- lives 
with a disability or is elderly. 
Governor Josh Green signed 
several bills today ranging from 
raising awareness on disability 
access to targeting illegal care 
homes. State Representative John 
Mizuno says unlicensed and illegal 
care homes have been an issue for 
years. Now -- they could face up 
to a thousand dollars a day if 
operations continue. The rules 
also goes after those who refer 
patients to an unlicensed care 
facility. The state Department of 
Human Services says it'll help 
deter rule breakers. 

0:01:45 

7/11/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Church 
Stopping Free meals 

Church stopping free meals. A 
Waikiki church that's been serving 
free meals to the needy for more 
than five decades.. says it will end 
its daily lunch line. The pastor 
here at St. Augustine By The Sea 
in Waikiki confirms to HNN Friday 
will be the last day they will stop 
serving food here at the church 
after being asked repeadly by the 
mayor to cease operations. The 
lunch line forms Monday through 
Friday at 11am in front of the 
church's gate on Ohua Avenue 
right across from the Waikiki 
Beach Marriot Resort & Spa. 

0:02:45 
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7/19/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Blangiardi Signs 
Property Tax Bills 

Blangiardi Signs Property Tax 
Bills. This afternoon at Honolulu 
Hale Mayor Blangiardi signed two 
bills into law centered on offering 
relief for homeowners. Bill 37 
raises the threshhold income for 
eligible property tax credit from 
60-thousand to 80-thousand 
dollars. Bill 40... increases general 
and kupuna home exemptions by 
20-thousand. The adjustments are 
in response to inflation...and 
aimed at keeping Hawaii residents 
from moving away 

0:00:45 

7/25/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm Korean War 
Remains Repatriation 

Korean War Remains 
Repatriation. Seven decades after 
the end of the Korean War... the 
remains of 7 South Korean 
soldiers are finally returning 
home. Experts here on Oahu 
helped identify the fallen soldiers. 
One of them... is Private First Class 
Choi Im-rak... who died in 
December of 19-50 at the age of 
19.Today's repatriation ceremony 
honored the sacrifice these 
soldiers made as American allies. 
Our photojournalist Darin Akita 
takes us to Joint Base Pearl Harbor 
Hickam. 

0:01:00 

8/4/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm pkg National 
Guard Training 

National Guard Training. More 
than 2-thousand Soldiers with the 
Hawaii Army National Guard's 
29th Infantry Brigade Combat 
team are on their way home after 
extensive training in Louisiana. 
Jonathan Masaki tells us why 
these troops were subjected to 
intense battle drills, extreme heat 
and practially no sleep for the 
past three weeks. It looks and 
sounds like war. And this is the 
closest a Soldier will get to 
realistic combat conditions 
without stepping into a real 
battlefield. 

0:02:30 
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8/10/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Maui Fire 
Donations Collected 

Maui Fire Donations Collected. 
Many of the people who survived 
the fire in Lahaina -- escaped with 
their lives -- but not much else. 
Our Allyson Blair shows us how 
the community has mobilized to 
get food and other supplies where 
its needed most. The supplies 
being collected here at the corner 
of Forrest Avenue and Ala Moana 
Boulevard will be some of the first 
relief to arrive in Lahaina. The 
Kahana 2 will set sail tonight at 7 
p.m. and will arrive tomorrow 
morning at 7 a.m. at Kahului 
Harbor. 

0:02:00 

8/11/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm vo/sotvo 
Molokai Donations 

Molokai Donations. Since the 
disaster started, communities 
across the state have been 
organizing donation drives and 
some of the most critcal help has 
come from Moloka'i. Through 
word of mouth and social media, 
residents throughout the island 
have been collecting supplies over 
the last several days. They're 
bringing over food, water, clothes, 
toiletries, baby supplies, and some 
are even dropping off portable 
stoves. It's being brought over 
through Kamaka Air Cargo. in fact, 
they just sent over 12-pallets this 
morning and many are using their 
boats to drop off goods directly to 
those waiting along the shoreline.  

0:01:00 

8/11/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm vo United 
Airlines Sends Supplies 

United Airlines Sends Supplies. 
And a Boeing Jet packed with 
more supplies will soon be landing 
in Kahului. United Airlines is 
teaming up with the Red Cross to 
fly over a relief shipment which 
includes more than 100-pallets, 
96-hundred toiletry kits, 4-
thousand blankets, as well as 
cleaning materials. United is also 
bringing over staff from World 
Central Kitchen to prepare fresh 
meals for Maui residents.  

0:00:30 
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8/11/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm live Kokua Maui 
Hawaiian Air 

Kokua Maui Hawaiian Air. From 
supply drives to free concerts to 
companies that are donating 
proceeds, there are so many ways 
we can Kōkua Maui. McKenna 
Maduli joins us once again with 
details about how Hawaiian 
Airlines is supporting the Valley 
Isle -- and how you can also help.  

0:02:30 

9/5/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Waikiki Safe 
and Sound 

Waikiki Safe and Sound. Law 
enforcement and social services 
organizations agreed on 
something today praising the 
success of a program targetting 
crime in Waikiki. But as Daryl Huff 
reports as "Safe and Sound" 
enters its second year crime 
reduction may not be the biggest 
benefit. Thee thing to understand 
about the safe and sound system, 
is that its not just law 
enforcement, it is about 
leveraging law enforcement to get 
people the help they need. 

0:02:30 

9/12/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Liquor 
Commission Leadership 

Liquor Commission Leadership. 
Seth Buckley is the latest liquor 
commission official to say he's 
throwing in the towel We were 
there on January 5th the day 
Buckley become the newest chair 
following the resignation of 
Malama Minn... 
When it came time to vote for 
who would lead the group some 
commissioners didn't seem to feel 
they had many other options 

0:02:10 
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9/20/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg City Military 
Trash 

City Military Trash. Honolulu's 
Mayor is looking to make a deal 
with the military to replace the 
Waimanalo Gulch Landfill in 
Nanakuli. The U-S Indo-Pacific 
Command confirms the high 
stakes talks. Mahealani 
Richardson joins us with the 
latest. Honolulu's Mayor told 
Hawaii News Now in this post Red 
Hill era the military has been 
trying to prove it can be a good 
neighbor and so that's where the 
issue of Oahu's landfill comes in. 
Rick Blangiardi says he's in early 
talks wtih Admiral John Aquilino 
commander of the U-S Indo-
Pacific Command about the future 
of the Oahu's trash.  

0:02:30 

9/20/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Honolulu 
Prosecutor Fired 

Honolulu Prosecutor Fired. Only 
on Hawaii News Now, a deputy 
city prosecutor is relieved of her 
duties after an HNN Investigates 
report that she allegedly showed 
crime scene photos during public 
presentations. More than one 
high profile case could be affected 
— there are at least two others 
involving kupuna victims that the 
prosecutors office will have to 
review. The deputy prosecutor 
over the Elder abuse unit was 
relieved of her duties on Tuesday, 
one day after a Hawaii News Now 
report exposed the controversy. 

0:02:45 

9/25/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg HI Wildfire Org. HI Wildfire Org. A local non-profit  
is working to mitigate the risk of 
fires statewide. Mark Carpenter 
shows us how the Hawaii Wildfire 
Management Organization is 
helping homeowners protect their 
properties. Over the last 20-plus 
years, the Hawaii Wildfire 
Management Organization has 
been analyzing risk...and 
monitoring the areas most 
susceptible to brush fires. 

0:02:00 
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9/29/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Gov  Gov Shutdown Preps. There are 
over 70,000 federal employees in 
Hawaii that would have to work 
without pay or be 
furloughed...this includes military 
and civilian workers. They're 
hoping congress resolves this 
quickly to avoid the struggle of 
making ends meet for their 
themselves and their families. TSA 
Officers such as Joshua Christie 
will still have to report to work.. 
but their paychecks will be on 
hold..  The agency says could 
mean longer wait times at 
airports.. if officers start skipping 
shifts.. like they did during the last 
shutdown. 

0:02:30 

 

 
 
Public Service Announcements: 
 
KHNL (Please refer to Document A for the list of broadcast times) 
Ad Council - The PSA encourages people to actively come together and live inclusively. 
The Foundation for a Better Life - The PSA promotes good values, good role models and a better life. 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services - The PSA encourages people to adopt foster children. 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services - The PSA encourages dads to spend time with their children. 
Habitat for Humanity - The PSA encourages people to participate with and support Habitat for Humanity. 
Best Friends Animal Society - The PSA encourages people to adopt shelter pets. 
Humane Society of the United States - The PSA encourages people to support pets in their community. 
Social Security Administration - The PSA informs people about the Supplemental Security Income program. 

KHNL-TV Ad 2 Hawaii PSA Caregiver Foundation 

KHNL-TV Chamber of Commerce :15 PSA 

KHNL-TV Maui Malama Pono Concert 

KHNL-TV Polynesian Voyaging Society PSA 

Lanakila Pacific Good Table PSA 2023 

MADD Hawaii HNN "Walk Like MADD" Sept 2023 - KHNL 

MADD Hawaii HNN June-Sept 2023 - KHNL 

Nanakuli Housing Corporation Home Ownership Workshop-PSA 

Papa Ola Lokahi Hawaiian Word of the Day 2022-2023 

Papa Ola Lokahi Hawaiian Word of the Day 2023-2024 

Prayer Center of the Pacific God's Ohana Day Parade 

KHNL-TV American Heart Association Hawaii Heart Walk PSA 
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KHNL-TV Red Cross PSA 

KHNL-TV Stand Up 2 Cancer TV PSA - All in the Way (OMD) 

 

 
K5 (Please refer to Document B for the list of broadcast times) 
Ad Council - The PSA encourages people to actively come together and live inclusively. 
The Foundation for a Better Life - The PSA promotes good values, good role models and a better life. 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services - The PSA encourages people to adopt foster children. 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services - The PSA encourages dads to spend time with their children. 
Alzheimer's Foundation of America - The PSA informs people on how AFA can help families dealing with 
Alzheimer. 
Best Friends Animal Society - The PSA encourages people to adopt shelter pets. 
Humane Society of the United States - The PSA encourages people to support pets in their community. 
Social Security Administration - The PSA informs people about the Supplemental Security Income program. 

KFVE-TV 
Stand Up 2 Cancer TV PSA - All in the Way 
(OMD) 

KHNL-TV Ad 2 Hawaii PSA Caregiver Foundation 

KHNL-TV 
American Heart Association Hawaii Heart Walk 
PSA 

KHNL-TV Chamber of Commerce :15 PSA 

KHNL-TV Maui Malama Pono Concert 

KHNL-TV Polynesian Voyaging Society PSA 

Lanakila Pacific Good Table PSA 2023 

MADD Hawaii HNN "Walk Like MADD" Sept 2023 - K5 

MADD Hawaii HNN June-Sept 2023 - K5 

Nanakuli Housing Corporation Home Ownership Workshop-PSA 

Prayer Center of the Pacific God's Ohana Day Parade 
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I. WEATHER & TRANSPORTATION ISSUES, including traffic, air travel news, travel 
construction, and relevant political issues. 

Date Program Segment Summary Duration 
7/3/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Skyline Morning 

Commute First Day 
Skyline Morning Commute First 
Day. Today marks the first full 
commuting weekday that Skyline 
is open for riders. Casey Lund was 
out in Kapolei early this morning 
to see who's taking it to work. 
Aloha from the uh West Oahu 
Skyline station today was the first 
full commuter day and of course it 
was a holiday. Maybe some folks 
taking it off in waiting for that 
Fourth of July holiday on Tuesday. 
Things were pretty quiet though. 
We did see some more writers 
parking at this really large park 
and ride station. Earlier this 
morning though, things were 
pretty quiet. But what made you 
want to kind of give Skyline the 
Honolulu Rail System a try and 
give it a shot. 

0:02:30 

7/3/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vsv Rail Weekend 
Issues 

Rail Weekend Issues. Rail officials 
say they were very happy with the 
number of people who tried 
Skyline this weekend but they also 
report some issues. Some people 
apparently fell or were injured 
due to either train motion or 
issues at the stations. While some 
riders did report the 
incidents...others were only 
mentioned on social media. The 
city is urging people to report 
even minor falls to rail staff.  
There was also one train that 
stopped before a station and had 
to be manually driven to the 
platform. Officials think that might 
have happened because someone 
had previously blocked the gates 
or doors from closing. 

0:01:10 
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7/3/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Rail Bus 
Transfers 

Rail Bus Transfers. City 
transportation officials have 
worked hard to coordinate 
opening of the Skyline rail system 
with local bus routes. So Daryl 
Huff decided to give the system a 
test to get home to Makakilo. First 
a hike to the nearest bus stop...a 
narrow strip of asphalt on Nimitz 
highway. The route 20 bus was 
about ten minutes behind 
schedule. 

0:02:10 

7/6/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Rail Tax 
Extension 

Rail Tax Extension. How to get 
Skyline built to Ala Moana Center 
and beyond. Our Daryl Huff says 
leaders want to extend the track.. 
by extending the rail surcharge. 
Right now HART says it will have 
enough money to build rail here - 
to halekauwila street...but now 
the HART director says she plans 
to ask the legisature to extend the  
excise tax for rail so that it can be 
built all the way to ala moana and 
then on to UH Manoa. 

0:02:30 

7/8/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Skyline Rail 
Forecast 

Skyline Rail Forecast. City officials 
are forecasting low ridership 
numbers for Skyline as it enters its 
second week of operations. When 
Skyline first opened....the first 
couple days were free to the 
public and these trains were 
packed with people but as you can 
see that is no longer the case and 
city officals expect that trend to 
continue for the time being. This 
was the Halawa station platform 
near Aloha Stadium on Skyline's 
second week....a stark differnence 
from openng day on June 30th. 
Were most of the trains where 
standing room only. 

0:02:48 
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7/9/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Traffic Look 
Ahead 

Traffic look ahead. Our Jonathan 
Masaki has what you need to 
know before hitting the roads this 
week.And a good day to you. 
Here's your First Alert weekend 
traffic update a couple of things 
for you to be aware of as to what 
may impact your commute this 
coming week. Let's take a look 
into our zoom map right now I 
want to tell you about those two 
items. First of all, the y li Avenue 
upgrades will be taking place from 
first and third streets Hiko utility 
poles will be replaced and this will 
begin on Monday July 10.  

0:01:25 

7/11/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm pkg Road Usage 
Charge 

Road usage charge. When you pay 
at the pump, you pay a gas tax 
that goes toward maintaining 
roads.But with more electric 
vehicles, that revenue is shrinking. 
In a presentation to Maui County 
Councilmembers on Tuesday -- 
transportation experts said over 
the last two decades -- fuel tax 
had been the top source of 
funding for state roads. But you 
can see that dwindling in this 
graph as vehicles are becoming 
more fuel efficient in Hawaii and 
across the country.  

0:01:15 

7/14/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm sotvo Calvin Storm 
Preps 

Calvin Storm Preps. With the 
potential for heavy rain and 
flooding next week preparations 
are already underway. Here on 
Oahu, city crews were deployed 
around the island assessing 
streams and drains. In Waimanalo, 
teams used a backhoe to remove 
a large amount of tree branches 
and other debris that was blocking 
a drainage culvert along Ahiki 
Street. Out in West O'ahu, 
excavators were used to lower the 
sand plug at the Ulehawa stream. 
And tomorrow, crews will be 
clearing any buildup at a drainage 
channel in Ewa Beach.  

0:01:15 
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7/14/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Hurricane 
Preparedness 

Hurricane Preparedness. It's still 
several days before we see the 
impacts of the storm but State 
and county officials along with 
residents are taking the time to 
prepare now. Jonathan Masaki 
continues our team coverage 
tonight. With the possibilty of 
heavy rains and strong winds 
..come Wednesday...Oahu 
emergency leaders advise the 
public to take the time to prepare 
now.. rather than later. 

0:02:30 

7/16/2023 New TMP 5pm, 10pm 
KHNL 

5pm, 10pm pkg 
Preparing for Calvin 

Preparing for Calvin. Calvin may 
have weakened, but officials still 
urge residents to remain alert. 
Our Annalisa Burgos spoke to 
Honolulu Emergemcy 
Management Director Hiro Toiya 
about preparations. Calvin is 
forecast to bring strong wind 
gusts, heavy rain, and high surf -- 
so residents should prepare for 
possible flooding, scattered debris 
and power outages. City crews 
started mitigation efforts on 
Friday, including coordination 
across the city on its response 
plan.  

0:02:30 

7/17/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg First Alert 
Weather and Storm 
Preps 

First Alert Weather and Storm 
Preps.  Calvin inches closer to the 
state. Hawaii Island is now 
officially under a tropical storm 
watch. It's expected to impact the 
Big Island as early as Tuesday 
night. We have FIRST ALERT team 
coverage tracking Calvin. Casey 
Lund is live in Hilo as the 
community prepares for possible 
impacts. But let's get the latest 
forecast from chief meteorologist 
Jennifer Robbins. 

0:04:00 
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7/18/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Calvin Team 
Coverage 

Calvin Team Coverage. A First 
Alert Weather Day for Hawaii 
Island begins late tonight into 
Wednesday. Calvin picked up 
some strength as it pushes toward 
the state. There's a warning for 
everyone in Hawaii -- especially if 
you live on the Big Island -- be 
prepared for rain and possible 
flooding conditions. Our First Alert 
team of reporters is ready across 
the island chain this afternoon... 
to update you on the latest 
impacts and closures caused by 
the impending storm. Let's start 
with our chief meteorlogist 
Jennifer Robbins -- with a closer 
look at the forecast track.  Casey 
Lund: The Big Island is bracing for 
the storm's arrival. The county's 
already urging people to stay off 
the roads. Chelsea Davis: I'm in 
North Kihei -- where we know 
from past storms -- is an area on 
the Valley Isle prone to flooding. 
Although it's bright and sunny 
here -- I can feel the wind picking 
up, especially in the last few 
hours. And as you can see all the 
sand bags behind me -- people are 
prepared. 

0:05:00 

7/18/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg HIEMA Preps HIEMA Preps. State officals say 
they dont want to be caught off 
guard by Calvin and are preparing 
for a worst case scenario. Eddie 
Dowd was able to see where the 
storm is being tracked in real time. 
We are here outside the state's 
emergency operation center here 
at Diamond Head Creater. HIEMA 
tells us they are identifying 
resources they can mobilize in the 
event of any damage from 
Hurricane Calvin. 

0:01:45 
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7/18/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm live Mini Interview 
with CPHC 

Live Mini Interview with CPHC. 
Forecasters at the Central Pacific 
Hurricane Center are closely 
monitoring Calvin's track. And 
that's where we find the newest 
member of our First Alert 
Weather Team - meteorologist 
Drew Davis.  

0:02:00 

7/19/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg First Alert 
Weather Team Coverage 

First Alert Weather Team 
Coverage. A live look at Hilo. A 
tropical storm warning for Hawaii 
Island has been discontinued as 
the cyclone that was Calvin falls 
apart. The heart of the storm has 
moved well west, Hawaii Island 
and Maui will still see scattered 
showers. We have live team 
coverage tonight focusing on 
Calvin's track and impact on the 
neighbor islands. Chelsea Davis is 
following conditions on Maui. 
Casey Lund shows us the 
aftermath from Hilo town but we 
begin with the updated forecast 
from chief meteorologist Jennifer 
Robbins. 

0:10:00 

7/19/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm pkg Delayed HA 
Flight from NYC 

Delayed HA Flight from NYC. 
Hundreds of Hawaiian Airline 
travelers are now in Honolulu, but 
not before being stranded at New 
York's JFK airport for over 30 
hours. Jolanie Martinez joins us 
with what caused the major delay. 
Passengers on Flight H-A 51 were 
set to take off from New York 
Tuesday morning. But a 
maintenance problem with the 
plane delayed the flight ...then 
pushed it back multiple times. 
After being stuck in the airport for 
over 32 hours -- everyone is finally 
heading to Honolulu. 

0:02:10 
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7/31/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm pkg Rail Ridership Rail Ridership. In its first 30 days -
- Honolulu's skyline rail system has 
carried 170-thousand passengers. 
Rail officials say they wish there 
were more but overall, express 
confidence the system is catching 
on. Daryl Huff takes a look at the 
numbers and how the public is 
using it. You don't need a lot of 
statistics to figure out how many 
people are riding the rail - I am at 
the University of Hawaii west 
oahu park-n-ride - and just like on 
the trains -- there is a lot of open 
space out here. 

0:02:30 

8/7/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm live First Alert 
Weather 

First Alert Forecast. Many kids 
start school this week and it will 
be a very windy week for our 
keiki. At least the first several days 
of this new school year. There are 
a number of wind alerts up... With 
all of the alerts and winds — 
lighting up in red on 7 day for FA 
heads up on winds. Breezy 
easterly trade winds will 
strengthen and become strong 
and potentially damaging this 
evening and continue through 
Tuesday as Hurricane Dora passes 
far south of the state. Outside of 
lingering showers over Kauai and 
Oahu today, very dry air arriving 
from the east will limit rainfall 
chances through Wednesday. A 
return of a more typical trade 
wind pattern is anticipated later in 
the week through the weekend. 
Surf is also on the rise for east 
facing shores 

0:02:30 

8/7/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm vo Red Flag 
Warning Wind 

Red Flag Warning Wind. We're 
heading into a breezy few days. 
This was in Manoa this afternoon. 
A wind warning is up for Maui and 
the Big Island.. where gusts have 
been hitting 40 miles an hour.. 
and are expected to strengthen. 
Meantime.. a major hurricane is 
spinning to our south. Our chief 

0:00:30 
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meteorologist Jennifer Robbins is 
tracking the conditions.  

8/8/2023 New TMP 4pm KHNL 4pm vo three fires set up Three fires setup. 3 brushfires 
burning across the state right now 
on Hawaii Island, Maui and Oahu. 
In some areas residents have been 
told to evacuate their 
homes.Those fires fueled by 
powerful winds with some gusts 
reaching 60 miles-per-hour as 
Hurricane Dora passes South of 
Hawaii.  

0:00:15 

8/8/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm mpkg Oahu Wind 
Problems 

Oahu Wind Problems. We just 
asked Heco power crews here 
when they expect power to be 
restored they saw it will be well 
into the night. The reason they tell 
us is because several poles were 
downed by high winds. Long-time 
Manoa resident Heidi Tamanaha 
says she can't remember the last 
time she lost power for more than 
12 hours 

0:01:55 

8/8/2023 New TMP 6pm KFVE 6pm NATVO Fires and 
Winds 

Fires and Wind. Breaking news 
across the state tonight.. with at 
least seven brushfires on 3 islands 
fueled by strong winds caused by 
Hurricane Dora far south of 
Hawaii. Numerous communities 
are under mandatory evacuation 
orders right now. 

0:00:35 
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8/9/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm pkg All the Fires All the Fires. Fatal wildfires 
continue to burn on Maui and the 
threat is not yet over. 
Meteorologist Drew Davis gives us 
a look at the big picture... and 
when relief may be on the way. 
Aloha everyone. First Alert 
Meteorologist Drew Davis 
alongside with you. I want to give 
you a quick view of the ongoing 
wildfires across Maui. We are 
currently tracking three different 
wildfires and of course, the 
Lahaina wildfire as well. Smoke is 
still visible on the radar over 
Lahaina, but the smoke plume is 
nowhere as strong as it was last 
night. Winds are letting up, but 
dry conditions will continue across 
Hawaii this week. Dry air is 
surrounding Hawaii, and the 
weather pattern is blowing all of it 
towards the island chain. There is 
little relief in terms of rain 
forecasted. The First Alert 
Futurecast shows no widespread 
rainfall expected voer the next 
week. 

0:01:00 

8/11/2023 New TMP 5pm KHNL 5pm pkg Evacuees and 
TSA 

Evacuees and TSA. The rush to the 
airport could have been a travel 
nightmare for many. But our Daryl 
Huff says the evacuation process 
has been relatively *efficient at 
the Kahului airport. Like a team of 
paniolo herding cattle - TSA, 
airport and airline staff moved 
folks along through lines twisting 
hundreds of yards outside the 
terminal.  security wasn't 
loosened - a TSA explosive dog 
was passed between pairs of 
passengers.  along with their cary-
ons -- they carried memories of 
vacations shortened by tragedy.   

0:02:15 
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9/10/2023 New TMP 10pm KHNL 10pm pkg Traffic Look 
Ahead. 

Traffic Look Ahead. And a good 
day to you some things you should 
be aware of for your traffic 
coming up this week -- want to tell 
you right away something right in 
the heart of the city.  
As we go into the map you'll see 
the moanalua freeway westbound 
two left lane closures will be 
taking effect. This is between 
Funston road and the Kahuapaani 
overpass.  

  

9/19/2023 New TMP 4:30pm KHNL 4:30pm pkg Skyline 
Ridership Bump 

Skyline Ridership Bump. The city 
says more people are riding 
"Skyline" after a drop in ridership 
over the summer. Officials are 
seeing about a 14-percent 
increase in demand. Eddie Dowd 
has a look at what's behind the 
bump. Officials admit Skyline saw 
a slump during the summer 
months but they say they are 
seeing a positive signs with 
students going back to school....a 
slight increase in those ridership 
numbers but admit there is still a 
long road ahead to increase 
ridership. 

0:02:45 

 
 
 
Public Service Announcements: 
 
KHNL (Please refer to Document A for the list of broadcast times) 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration - The PSA encourages people not to text and drive. 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration - The PSA encourages parents to check if they are using the 
correct car seat for their child. 
Project Roadblock - The PSA encourages people not to drive buzzed. 
 

 
K5 (Please refer to Document B for the list of broadcast times) 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration - The PSA encourages people not to text and drive. 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration - The PSA encourages parents to check if they are using the 
correct car seat for their child. 
Project Roadblock - The PSA encourages people not to drive buzzed. 
 


